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Summary 

In this thesis, two subjects in information theory are treated, to wit 

Two-Way Channels (TWCs) and Write Unidirectional Memories (WUMs). 

A TWC is a model of communication in two directions: two users want to 

send information to each other at the same time. The channel they use produces a 

(discrete) output for each user depending on both inputs. The channel is 

memoryless, but each user may use previous inputs and outputs when selecting 

the next input symbol. We investigate how efficiently this channel can be used, 

i.e., we study its capacity region. 

In the thesis, several isolated old results are collected in one theory. We 

use the so-called 'graphical representation', which relates communication over 

the channel to the partitioning of the unit square. This was known already for one 

example of a TWC, the Binary Multiplying Channel (BMC), but it turns out that 

this method can be used for a large class of channels. With this approach it is 

possible to derive good lower bounds for the capacity region. 

A WUM models the use of a rewritable optical disk. Binary information is 

recorded on such a disk and per writing cycle, symbols can be changed in just in 

one direction: either zeroes can be changed into ones (over the entire disk; we call 

this a 1-cycle), or ones can change into zeroes (a 0-cycle). We assume that 0-

and 1-cycles alternate. Again we are interested in the capacity: we want to record 

as much information as possible on a given disk. 

We distinguish four cases, depending on whether the writer and/or the 

reader knows the state of the disk before writing. For each of these situations we 

derive the capacity. For some of these cases, the capacity was known already; in 

this thesis, we generalize the results to a more general type of WUM, namely the 

WUM over an alphabet containing q symbols. We then have q different cyclically 

executed writing cycles. For this situation we derive the capacity region as well, 

for three out of the four cases. For the fourth case (neither writer nor reader 

knows the old state) we give an inner bound which is believed to equal capacity. 

Finally we study connections between TWCs and WUMs. Since the 

capacity region for the binary WUM in two cases is equal to a fundamental outer 

bound for the capacity of the BMC, we look for a generalization of this 

phenomenon over arbitrary alphabets. This gives rise to a generalization of TWCs 

with q users, for which we derive some properties. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. General introduction 

This thesis deals with two unsolved problems in the field of information 

theory. In this field, different kinds of communication situations are studied and 

answers are given to questions like 

'How fast (and yet reliably) can data be transmitted over a given channel 

and how should that be done?' 

'How efficiently can two persons transmit messages to each other over one 

channel at the same time?' 

'How much information can be stored in a defective computer memory?' 

In 1948, C.E. Shannon [SHA48] gave an answer to the first question, using 

a mathematical model of the channel under consideration. For several restricted 

cases he showed how to compute the capacity of a channel, which is a formal 

description of 'how efficiently' the channel can be used. This publication initiated 

the research in the theory of channel coding. 

The second question was considered by the same author in 1961 [SHA61]. 

It proved to be essentially more difficult than the first one, because of the inter

action between the users. Problems in which two or more users try to transmit 

and/or receive messages simultaneously are treated in so-called multi-user 

information theory. For an overview of the type of problems considered there, we 

refer the reader to [MEU77] or [ELG80]. In the case of two users transmitting to 
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Chapter 1 

each other, the channel is called a two-way channel, abbreviated as TWC. The 

first part of this thesis is devoted to some special classes of TWCs. 

The topic launched in the third question is in fact again a subject of study 

in channel coding theory, but now for a specific type of channeL In the case of the 

first question, we usually think of the channel as a medium for communication in 

space (from the location of the transmitter to the location of the receiver); in the 

same way a memory cell can be used for communication in time, from the storage 

time to some later instant of data retrieval. In the second part of this thesis we 

study a channel similar to this, called a 'Write Unidirectional Memory' (WUM). 

Finally we study an interesting connection between the two topics (TWCs 

and WUMs). It appears that a fundamental bound on the capacity region of the 

binary multiplying channel (BMC, one of the least complex TWCs) is exactly the 

same as the capacity region of the WUM. This similarity suggests a generalization 

of the BMC in the same way as the WUM can be generalized. This 'generalized 

BMC' is investigated in the last part of this thesis. 

Although we try to keep this thesis as self-contained as possible, ii cannot 

be avoided that some basic knowledge about mathematics and information theory 

is assumed. The reader who is not familiar with concepts like entropy, mutual 

information and channel capacity is referred to one of the many textbooks 

([GAL68], [ASH65]) that present an appropriate introduction to this field. All 

notations (except the standard ones in mathematics, like IR, {0,1}, Pr{I = 0}, et 

cetera) will be explained where they are first introduced. Furthermore, a list of 

symbols can be found in the back of this thesis. 
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Introduction 

1.2. Outline ofthe thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows. Apart from this introductory chapter, in 

which we explain the kinds of problems that are studied and mention the main 

results, there are four more chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to TWCs, 

Chapter 4 is about WUMs; in the final chapter these two subjects are linked 

together. 

In Chapter 2, we start with the definition of the TWC model (Section 2.1) 

and we mention some previous results (Section 2.2). Apart from Shannon's theo

rems on TWCs in general, we mainly concentrate on the BMC. The results for 

the BMC obtained by Schalkwijk and some of his students were found by looking 

at the channel in a graphical way, in which the construction of codes for the BMC 

could be seen as the partitioning of a square. In Sections 2.3 through 2.5 we 

generalize this idea to arbitrary deterministic TWCs. We give a formal definition 

of the 'graphical representation', we explain how it should be interpreted and we 

show how it can be used to classify channels. 

In Chapter 3, the graphical representation is used to find inner bounds for 

the capacity region of TWCs. Schalkwijk used the partitioning of the square to 

bound the capacity region of the BMC, by changing a partitioning corresponding 

to a code into a Markov chain. Furthermore he reasoned that one of the states 

(the 'bad' state) of the Markov chain could be left out of consideration. The rate 

found in this way is the best bound known for the capacity region, although it 

was never rigidly proved that this rate is indeed achievable. 

The techniques used by Schalkwijk are generalized to arbitrary TWCs in 

Chapter 3 of this thesis. In Sections 3.1 through 3.4, we define different types of 
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Chapter 1 

trees in which partitionings of the square can be represented: fixed length and 

variable length trees, ending either in rectangles or in arbitrarily shaped vertices, 

and so-called 'bootstrap' trees. For each of these trees, the rate of the tree is 

defined and we prove that this rate is achievable for the TWC. Since this result 

includes both Schalkwijk's original Markov chain and the Markov chain without 

the 'bad' state, this proves that Schalkwijk's scheme indeed yields an inner bound 

for the BMC capacity. In Section 3.6, we give examples of different TWCs and we 

show how iuner bounds for the capacity can be found using the trees. 

Furthermore we prove (Section 3.5) that the achievable rate regions for the 

different types of trees are all equal and that they are equal to the. capacity 

region. This shows, for instance, that variable length trees do not yield higher 

rates than fixed length trees, even though the class of fixed length trees is just a 

small subclass of the class of variable length trees. 

Chapter 4 is split into three sections. In Section 4.1, we introduce the 

binary WUM as studied by Willems/Vinck, Borden, Simonyi and others. We 

mention previous results concerning the capacity region for the binary WUM in 

four cases (depending on whether the encoder and/or decoder is informed about 

the state of the WUM). In Section 4.2, we generalize the concept of the WUM to 

arbitrarily large alphabets. We define the so-called 'q-ary WUM• and generalize 

the definitions from Section 4.1. The rest of this section is devoted to the capacity 

region in the four cases for the q-ary WUM. For three out of four cases, we are 

able to determine the capacity region; for the fourth case, we derive an inner 

bound region which we conjecture to be the actual capacity region. 

In Section 4.3, finally, we look at the maximum achievable rate sum in 

each of the four cases for the q-ary WUM. Using the results from Section 4.2, we 

derive expressions for this rate sum. We prove that the maximum achievable rate 
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Introduction 

sum for case 4 is equal to the maximum rate sum in the inner bound region found 

in Section 4.2, which seems to affirm our conjecture. 

Chapter 5 deals with possible connections between TWCs and WUMs. In 

Section 5.1, we point out a similarity between the binary WUM and the BMC: 

the so--ailed 'Shannon outer bound' for the BMC equals the WUM capacity for 

cases 1, 2 and 3. This leads us to investigations how this may be generalized to 

the situation with arbitrary alphabets. In other words, we are looking for a gene

ralization of the BMC having a 'generalized Shannon outer bound' equal to the 

q-ary WUM capacity region for any of the four cases. 

In Section 5.2, we define a generalization of the TWC called a q-ary ring 

channel. We generalize Shannon's TWC theorems to this channel, which gives us 

a 'generalized Shannon outer bonnd'. In Section 5.3, some examples of q-ary ring 

channels are examined to see whether their outer bound equals the WUM capaci

ty region. The last one of these examples seems to have this property, although 

we do not have a proof. The other two channels studied do not have the desired 

property for q > 2. Nevertheless these ring channels provide promising material 

for further research. 
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Chapter 2: Representation of Two-Way Channels 

2.1. Two--way channel model 

Two-way channels were introduced by Shannon in 1961 [SHA61]. He 

presented a model of a communication situation in which two users want to send 

information to each other simultaneously over the same physical channel. In 

Figure (2.1.1), the model for a two-way channel (TWC) called C is shown. 

Ion 
termina<t-~ _o __ -----1• LJ1-(---t-e~:minal 1 

Yo 

(2.1.1} Figure. A two-way channel. 

The two users (or terminals) are called 0 and 1. The (time-discrete) 

channel C consists of two input alphabets 10 and 11 (for user 0 and 1, 

respectively), two output alphabets Yo and y1 and a so-called transition matm 

P*(y0,y1!x0,x1), with 

and 

P*(y0 ,y1!x0,x1) e (0,1] for x0 e 10 , x1 e 11' Yo e y0 , y1 e Yp 

2, P*(y0 ,y11x0 ,x1) = 1 for x0 e 10 , x1 E 11. 

(Yo' 111) e Yo"Y1 
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Representation of TWCs 

The channel is used as follows. At each time instant (e.g. each second; this 

plays no role in the rest of the paper), both users select symbols 10 and 11 from 

their respective input alphabets .r0 and 11 and use these as inputs for channel l. 

Depending on the input pair, the channel produces two output symbols Y0 and Y1; 

symbol Y0 e y0 can be observed by user 0 and user 1 observes Y1 e y1. The pair 

( Y0 , Y1) is statistically related to input pair (I0,I1) in a way described by p*: 

Pr{ (Y0,Y1) = (y0 ,y1) I (I0,I1) = (z0 ,z1)} = P*(y0 ,y1 iz0 ,z1). 

{Here and in the rest of this thesis, upper case letters are used for random 

variables and the corresponding lower case letters denote actual outcomes of the 

stochastic process that is considered.) 

Channell is assumed to be discrete, which expresses the fact that both the 

input and the output alphabets have finite cardinalities. If some alphabet, say A, 

has q elements, then without loss of generality we will take A= {0,1, .. ,q-1}. 

It follows from the channel model that the channel is memoryless. This 

means that the probability distribution of the output pair ( Y0 , Y 1) at instant t is 

determined completely by the input pair at that instant. However, the output 

pair does depend on all previous input pairs since we allow feedback: each user 

may choose the next input symbol depending on all previous input and output 

symbols observed by him. Hence we have the following situation. Let ~ = 

(10 ()'IO 1' .. ,10 8_1) and If= (11 0 ,11 1, .. ,11 8_1) be input sequences 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

of length N and let ~ and I{ be the corresponding output sequences. Then, 

NNNN NN NN . .NN NN 
with P(~,*1 ,l!o,!lt) := Pr{ (.!()'!1) = (~'*t), (1(),11) = (Uo,1£1) } we have 
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Chapter 2 

This notation should be interpreted in such a way that for n = 0, *n and 

(x0 ,x1 , .. ,xn_ 1) denote the empty sequence. 

An interesting example of a discrete memoryless TWC is the so-called 

binary multiplying channel, or BMC, first studied by Blackwell and described in 

[SHA61]. 

(2.1.2) Example. The binary multiplying channel: 

10 = 11 = y0 = y1 = {0,1} and 

if Yo = y1 = x0x1 

otherwise. 

The channel in Example (2.1.2) is a deterministic TWC and it is also a 

T-channel. Both of these concepts are defined below. 

{2.1.3) Definition. A TWC with parameters (10 ,11'Yo,Yl'P*) is called determi

nistic if the output pair is completely determined by the input pair; in other 

words, all entries in the transition matrix p* are either 0 or 1. In this case we can 

define a function fx: 10 x 11 ... y0 x y1, where Jx(x0 ,x1) is the output pair 

generated by channel K if the input pair is ( x0, x1). 0 

{2.1.4) Definition. A TWC with parameters (10 ,11 ,y0 ,y1 ,P*) is called a 

T-channel if the transition matrix is such that for all input pairs (I0,I1), the 

output pair has Y0 = Y1. Such a channel is also known as a single--output TWC; 

its output is called Y (instead of Y0 or Y1 ). o 
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Representation of TWCs 

Consider an arbitrary (discrete, memoryless, but not necessarily determi

nistic) two-way channel X. The channel can be used for communication in the 

following way (see Figure (2.1.5)). 

(2.1.5) Figure. Communication situation for a TWC. 

Let 10 e1N, 11 e1N, NeiN and let Jli:={0,1, •• ,1r1} for ie{0,1}. The 

sources generate messages Y0 and Yl' respectively, with Y0 E .110 and Y1 E .111. 

The sets .110 and .111 are called the message sets. Y0 and Y1 are independent and 

uniformly distributed: for all w0 E .110 , w1 e .111 , 

Pr{Y0 = w0, Y1 = w1} = Pr{Y0 = w0}·Pr{Y1 = w1}, 

Pr{Y0 = w0} = 1/10, Pr{Y1 = w1} = 1/11 . 

A message is transmitted to the other terminal by selecting appropriate 

input symbols for the channel in N consecutive instances of time. The selection is 

made by the encoders. Let i e {0,1}, j e {0,1}, i :/ j. At instant n, 

n e {0,1, .. ,N-1}, user i can select his input symbol I. depending on the z ,n 
message Y. he is transmitting, but I . may also depend on the sequence of n z z,n 
Y c-symbols that user i has observed up to this moment. After all N symbol pairs 

have been sent over the channel, the decoder of user i estimates user j's message 

Yj as Yj by looking at the output sequence I~ and knowing the fact that his own 

transmitted message is fli. 
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Chapter 2 

Formally this process can be described by a code, see Definition (2.1.6). 

The reader familiar with the classical one-way channel ( cf. [GAL68], [SHA48]) 

will recognize definitions (2.1.6) through (2.1.10), since they are straightforward 

generalizations of some one-way channel coding concepts. 

(2.1.6) Definition. An (10 ,11 ,N) code consists of 2N encoding functions 

fi,O' fi, 1, .• , fi,N~ 1 (i=0,1) and two decoding functions g0 and g1. For 

n e { 0 , 1 , •. , N- 1}, the function 

ft,n= Jli "Yt-. 1 i 

maps the message f,; and the received f 4-sequence .f. = ( f · 0 , Y · 1 , .. , Y · _ 1) • • z z, t, s,n 

into the next channel input symbol I i , n for user i: 

1i,n = fi,n(Yi,f;). 

The decoding function 

g.:){.x].N-<Jl. 
t t t J 

describes the way in which fj is estimated by user i ( i # j): 

f.:g.(f.,!.). J z z -z 
The parameter N is called the block length (or codeword length) of the code. c 

For a fixed code, we can study the probability that either one of the mes

sages will be decoded incorrectly if this code is used. Hence we define the 

following. 

(2.1.7) Definition. The (average) error probabilities Pe,O and Pe,1 of a code are 

defined by 

Pe,•: L Pr{f. = w. and f. f. w.}, i e {0,1}. 
• 111 • e Jl.. z z z " 

't z 
D 
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Representation of TWCs 

We will look at the rate pair (sometimes called the rate point) of a code, which 

can be interpreted as the average amount of information (in bits) that is sent over 

the channel - from terminal 0 to terminal 1 and vice versa - per channel use. 

(2.1.8) Definition. For an (10 ,11 ,N) code, the rate pair (10 ,11) is defined by 

log(li) . 
li := , ~ E {0,1}. 

N 

Here, like everywhere else in this thesis, the logarithm is to the base 2. o 

The next two definitions are important for finding out how efficiently the 

two-way channel can be used for reliable communication, in terms of high rates 

and yet small error probability. 

(2.1.9) Definition. A rate pair (10 ,11) is called achievable if for all e: > 0 and all 

sufficiently large N, an (10,11 ,N) code exists having error probabilities P e ,O and 

P e , 1, such that 

log(li) 
--

8
_.:;_->li- e: and Pe,i<e: for ie{0,1}. 0 

The expression 'achievable rate' suggests that a code having this rate exists, 

which is not necessarily true. 'Approachable' might be a more appropriate word, 

but the term 'achievable' is more commonly used in the literature. 

(2.1.10) Definition. The capacity region of a two-way channel is the set of all 

achievable rate pairs. If the TWC is called X, then its capacity region will be 

denoted by Cx; if no confusion is possible, it will just be denoted by C. 0 

It should be noted that a capacity region is a closed convex set (cf. [SHA61]). 
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2.2. mst;orical oerspecQye: previous results 

The first results on capacity regions for TWCs were obtained by Shannon 

[SHA61]. For a discrete memoryless TWC with parameter set (10 ,11 ,y0 ,y1 ,r), 
he derived an upper and lower bound for the capacity region. Before we can state 

this result, we need to introduce some notation. 

(2.2.1) Notation. Consider a TWC as described above and let P(:c0,z1) be some 

probability distribution on 10 and 11. Then I( 10; Y11I1) denotes the conditional 

mutual information [GAL68] between 10 and r1 conditional on 11: 

~ P(zo,:ct ,yl)P(:cl) 
I(I0;Y11I1) .i.J P(:c0 ,:c1'yl)·log( · ). 

:cO,:cl,yl P(:ct,Yt)P(:co,zl) 

Here the distributions P(z0 ,:c1 ,y1), P(z1 ,y1) and P(:c1) are found using the 

given distribution P(z0 ,z1) and the channel transition matrix P*. Thus: 

P(xo ,xl'flt) P(:co ,xt) . L p* (flo,fltl zo,xt). 
110 e Y0 

Similarly, we denote entropy and conditional entropy as 8(10) and 8(Y01I0). 

Hence we have e.g. 

I(I0 ;Y1 1I1) 8(Y11I1)- 8(Y11I0,I1), 

H(Y11I1) = H(Yl'Il) 8(11). 

(2.2.2} Definition. The Shannon inner bound region (} i is defined as 

2 co u { (l0 ,l1) e IR 1 o s 10 s I(I0 ; r11I1), o s 11 s I(I1; Y0 1I0) }, 

c 

where 'co• denotes taking the the convex hull and the union is taken over all 

[] 
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Representation of TWCs 

(2.2.3) Definition. The Shannon outer bound region g 
0 

is defined as 

2 u { (10 ,11) e 1 1 o ~ 10 ~ I(I0;r11I1), o ~ 11 s I(I1;r01I0) }, 

where the union is taken over all simultaneous distributions P(z0,z1). No 'co' is 

necessary here, because g 
0 

is already convex, as shown in [SBA61]. c 

(2.2.4) Theorem (Shannon '61). For a. TWC with parameters (.r0 ,.r1 ,]0 ,.Y1 ,P*) 

and capacity region C, we have 

0 

Shannon also proved that the capacity region for a TWC can be expressed 

in terms of the inner bound regions for its 'derived channels'. The definition of a 

derived channel is given below. Theorem (2.2.6) states Shannon's result. 

(2.2.5) Definition. Let l be a TWC and let If E II. The Jh derived channel of l, 

denoted as l(lf), is defined such that each use of l(lf) corresponds to If successive 

uses of l. To be more precise, input letters 1~, if for l( If) are strategies of length 

If for l, where the next input Ii (for l) may depend on previous input and output 

symbols I i, Y i within the same block of length If; output letters ~. tf for l( If) 

are blocks of outputs for l: ~ = ~ and tf = X:- c 

(2.2.6) Theorem (Shannon '61). Let l be a TWC with capacity region C. Let, for 

If E IN, g i (If) denote the Shannon inner bound for the derived channell(/f). Then 

V/feiN [Y/If)!lfcC] and C lim g/lf)jlf, 
If-too 

where gi(/f) /If:= { (g0jlf,g1flf) I (g0 ,g1) E gi(/f) }. a 
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The limit occurring in Theorem (2.2.6} involves a. sequence of regions converging 

to another region. Although the meaning of this limiting process ma.y be clear 

intuitively, we still give a formal definition of this notion because it will be 

needed in Chapter 3, where we will prove theorems similar to (2.2.6). 

(2.2.7) Definition. The distance between 1l e r and .A c R2 , d(R.,.A), is defined 

as 

d(R.,.A): = inf { d(R.,!!) I !! E .A} 

where d(Jl,!!) is the Euclidean distance between the points! and J!. 0 

(2.2.8) Definition. Let {.A8} 8 e IN be a sequence of regions in R2. Then .Am is the 

limiting region of {.A8}, denoted as lim .A8 =.Am , if ( i) and ( i i) hold. 
H-1m 

( i) V 11 E .A V e > 0 3 N e IN V H > N [ d(!!,.Au) < e J 
... II) 0 0 

( i i) 0 

Theorem (2.2.6) theoretically solves the problem of finding the capacity 

region for a. TWC. However, since it involves taking a. limit, the actual boundaries 

of this region are still not computable for most TWCs. Obviously, if (i i = (i 
0 

for 

some TWC, then its capacity region is determined by Theorem (2.2.4). This 

equality holds for some TWCs (e.g., TWCs with a 'symmetrical structure', cf. 

[SHA61]), but Shannon showed that there are also TWCs for which (i i # {i 
0

• The 

least complex example of such a channel is Example (2.1.2), the BMC. By 

evaluating (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) for this channel, it follows that (cf. [SHA6l]) 

(2.2.9) (ii { (a·h(P) ,{J·h(a)) I 0 ~a~ 1, 0 ~ P ~ 1} and 

(2.2.10) (J
0 

{ (P·h(!:.p!),a·h(1/-)) I o~ a~ 1, o~p~ 1, a+P~ 1 }. 
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Here h ( · ) denotes the binary entropy function: 

h(x) =- x·log(x)- (1- x) ·log(1- x) for 0 < x < 1, h(O) = h(1) = 0. 

Figure (2.2.11) shows the situation for the BMC. The regions (i i and (i 
0 

are 

bounded by the respective convex curves and the axis segments. 

'o 
(2.2.11) Figure. Shannon bounds for the BMC. 

One can check that (j 
0 

is strictly larger than (j i by looking at the equal rate point 

(10 = 11) on the border of both regions: For (i i we find 10 = 11 = 0.61695 and 

for (i 
0 

we have 10 = 11 = 0.69424. 

At the time of Shannon's paper, in 1961, it was not yet known whether the 

the inner bound for the BMC was strictly interior to the capacity region; the best 

BMC code known at that time (in the symmetrical case) had 10 = 11 = 0.57143. 

This code was developed by Hagelbarger [SHA61]. However, this is not a code in 

the sense of Definition (2.1.6), since it has codewords of different lengths (for a 

description of the Hagelbarger code, see Section 3.3.4 of this thesis). 

The problem 'can the capacity region exceed the Shannon inner bound?' 

was open not only for the BMC; in fact, it was unknown whether this could 

happen for any TWC at all. This is a fundamental problem: if the capacity is 

equal to the inner bound, then it is impossible to take advantage of possible 
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statistical dependency that. can be created between the two users by means of 

previous inputs and outputs. Indeed, the proof of the Shannon inner bound 

[SHA61] is based on the existence of codes achieving any rate in {} i that do not 

'use' previous output symbols (in terms of Definition (2.1.6): the function value 

fi,n<''i,ft) varies with fi only.) 

An attempt to solve the aforementioned problem was first made by Jelinek 

[JEL64]. He devised a coding scheme for an arbitrary TWC, by decomposing the 

TWC into two one-way channels. Unfortunately the rate of this coding scheme 

was still within the Shannon inner bound region. Jelinek (incorrectly) conjectured 

that, at least for the BMC, it would not be possible to achieve rates outside g f 

Not until1979 it was shown that a capacity region can exceed the Shannon 

inner bound. Dueck [DUE79] constructed an example of a TWC (not t;he BMC) 

for which C # {} i' In 1982, Schalkwijk [SCH82] showed that the same is true for 

the BMC by developing a scheme with rate (10,11), 10 = 11 = 0.61914. Like 

Hagelbarger's code, this was not a code in the sense of Definition (2.1.6), but 

Tolhuizen [TOL85] proved that Schalkwijk's scheme can be used to cqnstruct a 

code having the same rate. Schalkwijk improved his scheme in 1983 using a tech

nique called 'bootstrapping' [SCH83a] and obtained an achievable symmetrical 

rate pair with 10 = 11 = 0.63056. Because of the bootstrapping, it was not 

obvious that this new rate could also be achieved with 'strict-sense•· codes. Never-

theless this is true, as shown in [OVE88a] and in Section 3.4 of this thesis. In 

1986, Schalkwijk [SCH86J conjectured this rate point to be optimum, but recent

ly, using a more intricate bootstrap scheme [SCH90], he found a slightly higher 

rate: 0.630555299 instead of 0.630555256. For the BMC, this gives a total impro

vement upon the Shannon inner bound from 0.61695 to 0.63056. 

The Shannon inner bound could be exceeded not only for specific channels: 

Han [HAN84] developed a coding scheme for the arbitrary TWC, yielding an 
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achievable rate region which strictly includes Shannon's inner bound for a large 

class of channels. Unfortunately this result cannot be compared to Schalkwijk's 

rate point, since computing Han's achievable rate region for the BMC involves 

quite complex numerical calculations. In the same paper [HAN84], Han proved 

that the capacity region is equal to the Shannon inner bound for the Gaussian 

TWC (which is a TWC having 10 = 11 = y0 = Y1 =It and r0 a10 + bl1 + N0, 

11 = ci0 + di1 + N1 where the noise terms N0 and N1 are Gaussian). 

As for the Shannon outer bound: it took even longer before this was impro

ved. Again, let us consider the symmetrical rate pair (10 ,11) with 10 = 11 for the 

BMC. In 1986, Zhang, Berger and Schalkwijk [ZHA86Jlowered the bound from 

0.69424 to 0.64891. Around the same time, the tightest upper bound known up to 

now was found by Hekstra and Willems [HEK89]: 10 = 11 = 0.64628. The true 

capacity region of the BMC is still unknown. 

For arbitrary TWCs, the Shannon outer bound can be improved upon by 

the technique described in [ZHA86]; the outer bound for the BMC is just an 

example of the general Zhang-Berger-8chalkwijk (ZBS) bound. However, it is 

very hard to evaluate the ZBS bound in general, because it involves optimization 

over probability distributions of auxiliary random variables that may take values 

in large alphabets. The bound in [HEK89], which is known as the dependence 

balance bound, is also applicable to more channels than just the BMC: it holds for 

any T-channel. In general it is stronger than the ZBS bound, but unfortunately it 

has the same disadvantage: the optimization over arbitrary random variables 

hampers numerical computation of the bound. 

Recently, some problems related to Shannon's classical two-way situation 

have been studied. Salehi [SAL88] looked at the situation in which the two sour

ces are correlated, but the channel is 'restricted'. The restriction on the channel is 
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the fact that the users are not allowed to look at previous outputs before they 

decide on their next input symbols. In this situation we have a different kind of 

dependency between the users, originating from the message pair rather than from 

the fact that the new input pair depends on old output pairs. Salehi derived an 

achievable rate region for this case, which is typically somewhere in between g i 

and {;
0 

(depending on the kind of correlation); as in Theorem (2.2.6), he was able 

to express the capacity region as his inner bound region for the rrh derived 

channel, for N .... m. 

Tiersma [TIE89] studied an extension of the TWC for three users. In this 

situation, each of the three users is sending messages to the other two via the 

three-way channel which produces an output triple ( Y0 , Y1 , Y2) depending on the 

input triple (10 ,11'12). Tiersma derived bounds on the capacity region that 

generalize the Shannon inner and outer bound for the TWC. As an example, he 

looked at the BMC with Y0 = Y1 = Y2 = 10·11 ·12. For both the inner and outer 

bound region, he computed the rate point with highest sum rate, 10 + 11 + 12. 

He also developed a coding scheme reminiscent of the one in [SCH82), which 

achieved a sum rate slightly below his inner bound value. 

Finally we should mention the work of numerous students in the Informa

tion Theory Group of the Electrical Engineering Department of the Eindhoven 

University of Technology. Between 1982 and 1988, many of them have worked on 

problems related to Schalkwijk's coding scheme for the BMC. Some of them tried 

to improve the scheme or to construct different types of strategies for the BMC 

([HAZ85], [LEU84], [OVE85), [SME83), [TOL85]); others concentrated on more 

complicated channels (e.g. with ternary input and output alphabets), tried to 

characterize them and to find good strategies for them ([ENG87), [GAA85], 

[HAM87], [HEI87], [JAC86], [LOR88]). Since part of their work is used in this 

thesis, we will describe their results in the sections where they are used. 
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2.3. Graphical representation of deterministic channels 

2.3.1. The inner bound resolution 

In this section we will introduce the graphical representation of a determi

nistic TWC. This is a way to depict the probability distribution of input and 

output symbols in a unit square. This approach was first used by Schalkwijk 

[SCH82] (and could also be applied to multiple access channels, as shown by 

Zhang, Berger and Massey [ZHA87]). It appears to be a useful way to represent 

distributions for deterministic TWCs. Therefore we will restrict ourselves to 

deterministic TWCs in the rest of this thesis. 

From now on, l will be a discrete memoryless deterministic TWC with 

alphabets I 0, 11 , y0 and Y 1. Let the relation between inputs and outputs be 

given by (Y0,r1) = fr(I0,I1). To avoid trivialities, we will assume that the 

capacity region Cis not confined to one of the coordinate axes in the (10,11) 

plane; this implies that both users can reliably transmit a positive amount of 

information to each other, however low the rate of the code may be (e.g. by time 

sharing; we will come back to this in Section 3.3.2). For this case, we have 

8(Y11I0,I1) = 8(Y01I0,I1) = 0, since Y0 and Y1 can be determined from 10 and 

11. Now the Shaunon inner bound defined in (2.2.2) can be rewritten as follows. 

(2.3.1.1) gi =co { (10,11) 1 o ~ 10 ~ H(Y11I1), o ~ 11 ~ H(Y01I0), 

(Yo, Y1) = fx(Io,I1)' P(:cO,:cl) = P(:co)P(:c1) }. 

Consider a distribution P(:c0 ,:c1) = P(:c0)P(:c1). For user i ( i e {0, 1}), 

we represent P(:ci) by a unit interval which is partitioned into IIi I subintervals, 

one for each possible input symbol, such that the size of each subinterval corres

ponds to the probability that that input symbol is chosen. As an example, take 
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10 = {0,1,2} with P(O) = 0.2, P(1) = 0.5, P(2) = 0.3. The corresponding 

partitioning of the unit interval for user 0 is depicted in Figure (2.3.1.2). 

10 = o 10 = 1 10 = 2 

1~'--........----1'---v------11 
0.2 0.5 0.3 

(2.3.1.2) Figure. Partitioning of a unit interval for user 0. 

Since the users are independent, the simultaneous distribution P(x0 ,x1) can be 

represented in a square being the Cartesian product of the unit intervals for both 

users. The square is partitioned into subrectangles corresponding to pairs ( x0,x1). 

Let channel K be used once with the given input distribution. Since X is 

deterministic, we can assign to each of the subrectangles the channel output pair 

(y0 ,y1) = fx(x0 ,x1). The following example will make this clear. 

(2.3.1.3} Example. The ternary TWC l for which 10 = 11= Yo= J1 = {0,1,2} 

with fx following from the output matrices below. 

I 0 1 2 

0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 0 0 

2 0 2 1 

Assume that the users independently choose their input distribution, which 

means that the simultaneous input distribution is a product distribution: 

P(:r:0 ,x1) = P(x0) ·P(x1). If this distribution is used on l, then the unit square is 
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partitioned as shown in Figure (2.3.1.4). In a subrectangle corresponding to 

(z0 ,z1), the corresponding output (y0 ,y1) is written. 

11=2 

10=o 00 

10=1 20 

10=2 10 22 21 

(2.3.1.4) Fipre. Partitioning of the unit square for channell. 

Figure . (2.3.1.4) summarizes the operation of channel l: the input and 

output alphabets and the relation between inputs and outputs can be obtained 

from it. For this reason we refer to pictures like (2.3.1.4) as a. graphical represe11r 

tation of the TWC. Since we have a product distribution for the inputs, the area. 

ofihe (x0 ,xl'y0 ,y1) rectangle in Figure (2.3.1.4) equals 

P(xo,x1 ''o'Y1) = P(zo) ·P(z1) .;((yo,y1) = J,<zo,zl)). 

In this notation, ;(A) := 1 if assertion 1 is true and otherwise ;(.4) := 0. There

fore the distribution P(x0 ,z1 ,y0 ,y1) can be derived from the areas of all subrec

tangles in the figure and, consequently, 8( Y 1111) and 8( r0 II0) can be computed 

from the figure. By varying the lengths of the subintervals for the two users (i.e., 

varying P(z0) and P(x1)), we find a.l1 points in region gi' see (2.3.1.1). This 

already shows that the graphical representation of a channel is an important tool 

for the computation of achievable rates. In the rest of this chapter and in Chapter 

3, the importance of pictures like these will become more transparent. 
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We say that Figure (2.3.1.4) depicts an inner bound resolution. 'Inner 

bound' because of the independence between the inputs; 'resolution' because if the 

channel is used with the given input distribution, then an amount of uncertainty 

is resolved, namely J(I0;Y11I1) (= f(Y11I1)) and J(I1;Y01I0) (= f(Y01I0)) in 

the two directions (before transmission, the uncertainty about the other user's 

input was I(I01I1) and f(I11I0), respectively; afterwards these amounts are 

lowered to f(I01I1, r1) and 1(111 10 , r0), respectively. Each difference equals an 

average mutual information.). 

It should be noted that the correspondence between probabilities and areas 

is possible only because we started with independent 10 and Ir An arbitrary 

distribution P(z0 ,x1) cannot be drawn by partitioning the unit square into rec

tangles; therefore, in general, the Shannon outer bound cannot be computed using 

such a picture. Nevertheless, the kind of dependency that we will encounter in 

strategies (the dependency arising from previous input and output pairs) can be 

represented in a square. How this can be done is explained in the next section. 

2.3.2. The inner bound resoluti~ for the derived channel 

Again we consider Example (2.3.1.3). In Section 2.3.1, we represented the 

simultaneous distribution of inputs and outputs in a unit square, for a single 

transmission over the channel with independent users. The distribution of the 

input Ii, P(xi), could be chosen freely by user i. In Figure (2.3.1.4), the distri

bution choice of user 0 is visible as the positions of the horizontal lines cutting the 

square; user l's choice corresponds to the vertical lines in the picture. We call 

these lines, or more accurately, the positions of these lines, the thresholds for user 

0 and 1. We have called this the graphical representation of an inner bound 

resolution. 

Now we consider an inner bound resolution for r(2) and its graphical 
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representation. As an illustration, suppose that user 0 sent 100=2. The number of 

strategies of length 2 for user 0 that start with 100=2 equals 9: indeed, user 0 can 

either receive r00=1 or r00=2; in either case he can send 101=0, 1 or 2, depending 

on r00. The probability distribution for these 9 strategies, P(z~), is drawn as the 

horizontal thresholds in Figure (2.3.2.1) that partition the lower part of the unit 

square into 9 rows. 

----------~1-=~------~ 
--------~1~1_=1~------~ 
--------~1~1~=2~------~ 

1o1=0 

~-+---------1~1~=1~------~ 
1o1=2 

~-+---------1~1~=0~------~ 
~-+---------1~1~=1~------~ 
~-+---------1~1~=2~------~ 

Yoo=1 roo=2 

(2.3.2.1) Figure. Partitioning of (part of) the square according to P(x~). 

If we draw all horizontal and vertical thresholds according to P(x~) and P(zi) in 

the unit square, then we have the graphical representation for the inner bound 

resolution for .t(2). In other words, the strategy distribution P(x~) ·P{z~) corres

ponds to a partitioning of the square into subrectangles. 

In this way we can represent an inner bound resolution for the derived 

channel K(N) for all If and for any channel.t. Consider the graphical representa

tion of a transmission over .t< N) for some channel .t. Then each point on user O's 

unit interval (i.e., each horizontal line in the square) corresponds to a choice of 
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input letter ig for the TWC x(N) and every vertical line corresponds to a choice 

of if. The relation between the points on the two unit intervals and the input 

strategies ig and if is described more formally in Definition (2.3.2.2). 

(2.3.2.2) Definition. Let N E IN and let 11 be the input alphabet of user' i for the 

TWC x<N). Two mappings ,.0 and u1, 

qi: [0,1) -+11 (i 0,1), 

are strategy functions if the set-valued inverse 1 i of 11 i' defined by 

1.(i~) := {fl. E [0,1) lu .(fl.)= if~}, 
' s ' ' s s 

is a subinterval of [ 0, 1) for all x: E 11· We call 1 i ( x:) a basic interualfor user 

i. A region 10(zg) "11 (zf) is called a basic rectangle. c 

Now it is not difficult to see that a pair of strategy functions uniquely 

defines a product distribution on the pair (~,Jf): we have 

Pr{~ = x:} = Pr{11i(8i) x:} = Pr{Bi E 1i(i~)} = length (1i(i:)) 

if Bi is distributed uniformly over the interval [0,1). In the same way the area of 

the basic rectangle 10 (i~) "11 (x:) equals Pr{~ = i~ and i: = x:}. Therefore 

the strategy functions describe a strategy distribution and hence an inner bound 

resolution for x(N). Conversely, if a strategy distribution P(xg,x:) = P(z~)P(x:) 
is given, then this corresponds to an inner bound resolution for x(N); its graphical 

representation provides a way to find the corresponding strategy functions. 

We can rewrite the expression for r; /H) J N in Theorem (2.2.6) using the 

strategy functions. The distribution P(i~,zf) = P(x~)P(xf) needed in Theorem 

(2.2.6) is derived from the uniform distribution of (80,81) on the unit square, via 

the relation P ( fl 0 , fJ 1) P ( fJ 0) P ( fJ 1) and using the strategy functions 110 and 111: 

Pr{(ig,i:) = (xg,zf)} = Pr{B0 e 10(zg)}·Pr{B1 e 11 (if)}. 
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Let us now define I(;:IH1). Note that H1 ranges over [0,1), so we cannot 

use the definition for discrete variables. For given IT 0 and IT1, let 1 k• k = 1, 2, •• • I, 

enumerate all possible basic intervals 11 (xf). Then we define 

With this definition, we find 

I(Jflif) = 1(;fiH1), 

which yields the following theorem. 

(2.3.2.3) Theorem. We have 

(.N) J J gi /N =co u { (10/N,l1/N) 110 ~ l(ri IH1), 11 ~ l(r01H0), 

(~,Jf> = fc(.N) (i~,if>, ~ = 11o<8o>, if= ITt <8t>, 

(H0,H1) uniformly distributed on [0, 1 )x [0, 1) } 

where the union is taken over all strategy functions IT 0 , 111. 

Henceforth, we will call the pair (8(;:1H 1 )/N,8(~180)/N) occurring in Theorem 

(2.3.2.3) the rate pair of the strategy di.strib'ldion corresponding to IT 0 , 111. In 

Chapter 3, we will use {2.3.2.3) for the computation of points in (} i ( N) / N and 

other regions that ca.n be found using similar graphical representations. 

2.4. Simplification of graphical representations 

Pictures like Figure (2.3.1.4) tend to become illegible if we draw all thres

holds for a.c(N) resolution in a. unit square, even for small values of H. The aim of 
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this section is to simplify the figures. In Section 2.3.2, we considered strategies as 

input letters for K(N) without looking at the separate transmissions forK. Here we 

will take a slightly different viewpoint: we will look at the K transmissions 

step-by-step. This will enable us to draw the thresholds for P(x!) in K separate 

unit squares: one for each transmission. Later on in this section we will simplify 

this even further by splitting the square into separate regions. 

As we have seen in Figure (2.3.2.1), the K(2) resolution for. Example 

(2.3.1.3) is already too complicated to draw in one square. Therefore we will take 

the BMC (Example (2.1.2)) as our example in this section. Figure (2.4.1) shows a 

r<2) resolution for the BMC. Each row corresponds to one strategy z~ and each 

column corresponds to one strategy z~. As an example, the third row from the 

bottom corresponds to the strategy where user 0 first sends 100 = 1; if r0= 1, then 

he sends 101 = 1 and if fo= 0 then he sends 101 = 0. The numbers in the~ rec

tangles represent the two outputs r0,r1 (remember that the BMC is aT-chan

nel, so r0 and r1 denote the first and second output for both users). 

00 01 10 11 10 11 

(2.4.1) Figure. Graphical representation of K(2) resolution for the BMC. 

Figure (2.4.2) shows how the above figure can be decomposed into two separate 

squares, one for the first transmission and one for the second transmission. Each 
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number in a rectangle in the top figure represents the output Y0 corresponding to 

the strategy pair; the numbers in the bottom figure are the second outputs, Y1. 

10 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

! 

u u u u u u 

0 1 0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 0 1 

(2.4.2} Figure. The x(2) resolution of Figure (2.4.1) with separate pictures for 

each transmission. 

A further simplification can be obtained as follows. If the two users each 

choose a strategy (hence a pair (90 ,91), corresponding to a row and a column) 

and send the first input according to this strategy, then user i can determine in 

which part of the square the pair (90 ,91) lies, using 9i and Y0. The common 

knowledge of both users enables them to determine a part of the square of which 

they both know that (90 ,91) lies in it. In this way, by looking at all strategy 
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pairs, we can partition the square into such regions. These regions will be called 

'connected'. The definition of this is given below. 

(2.4.3) Definition. Consider a graphical representation of a l(N) transmission, 

with the output sequences (~,.rf) written in each subrectangle. Let 0 S n S K. 

We call two rectangles in one row 0-connected at level n if the same 1'8 (i.e., the 

first n symbols of~) is written in both rectangles; two rectangles in one column 

are 1-connected at level n if they have the same~· Two rectangles are connected 

at level n if they are either 0- or 1-connected at level n. The transitive closure of 

this relation leads to the definition of connected regions at level n. [) 

This definition implies that two rectangles in a row are 0-connected at 

level n if and only if user 0 cannot determine in which of the two rectangles the 

pair (B0,B1) lies after the first n transmissions. To fully appreciate the definition 

of 0- and 1-connectedness, it is best to illustrate it using a non-T-channel; we 

take Figure (2.3.1.4). The top row of this figure contains three rectangles. The left 

one is not 0-connected at Ievell to any other, but the other two are 0-connected 

at level 1 because they both have r0 = 0. There are three connected regions at 

level 1: the rectangle in the middle, the two right-hand rectangles in the bottom 

row and the remaining part of the square. For the BMC in Figure (2.4.2), we find 

two connected regions at level 1: the rectangle in the lower right-hand corner 

corresponding to Y0=1 and the L-shaped region where r0=0. 

With this definition, we now introduce the concept of 'strategy tree'. A 

strategy tree is a representation of a l( K) resolution in a tree with depth K, where 

the ( n+ 1) th transmission over l is found at level n ( 0 S n S K- 1) in the tree. For 

the first transmission, we draw the thresholds corresponding to the distribution 

P(x~) ·P(x:) and we write the first output pairs ( r00 , Y10) (or just r0, for aT-
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channel) in all rectangles. The square representing this transmission is the root of 

the strategy tree. Let the first transmission be such that the square is split into q 

connected regions at Ievell: ~' ~, •. , Aq with U (Ai) = [0,1) 2. The second 

transmission will then be drawn in q separate pictures, one for each Ai, and these 

appear in the tree at level 1 as successors of the root. Each vertex Ai is cut into 

subrectangles, in which the second output pair ( r01 , r11) (or just r1) is written. 

Each ..(i is decomposed into connected regions at level 2 and we proceed with the 

third transmission. Subdividing the square further with decomposition into con

nected regions at all levels thus results in a tree where each vertex represents a 

partitioning of the part of the square corresponding to its predecessor. As an 

example, the tree corresponding to Figures {2.4.1) and (2.4.2) is drawn below. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

{2.4.4) Figure. Strategy tree for a 1'(2) resolution for the BMC. 
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A l(N) strategy tree has N levels of vertices, where the root has level 0 

and the leaves have level N-1. Let the two users apply strategies corresponding to 

a pair (li0 ,B1) and let n < N. By definition of connectedness we see that, after the 

first n transmissions, the transmitted input sequence Ii and output sequence t; 
received up to that moment enable user i to determine the vertex at level n 

corresponding to the connected region at level n in which (80 ,81) lies. Thus, in 

the (n+l)th transmission, the users have to look at the partitioning of this vertex 

only instead of the whole unit square. This observation will be important in 

Chapter 3, where we are going to compute the rate of a strategy distribution 

using its strategy tree. As a consequence of these computations, we will also be 

able to present further simplifications of strategy trees in Chapter 3. 

In this section we present another way to represent the fact that two 

rectangles are 0-eonnected or 1-eonnected at Ievell, if the input alphabets of the 

channel have at most three elements. From this representation, called the parti

tion pattern of the channel, we obtain 'an equivalence relation on ternary TWCs. 

This enables us to count how many •essentia.lly different' ternary channels there 

are; by generalization of this argument, we find the number of nonequivalent 

TWCs over arbitrary alphabets. 

Consider a deterministic ternary TWC with 10 ::: 1'1 Y0 = Y1 {0,1,2}; 

for a moment, we will take Example (2.3.1.3). In Figure (2.5.1), the inner bound 

resolution for this channel is shown, with a.11 input probabilities equal to 1/3. The 

unit square is divided into nine subsquares, some of which are 0- or !-connected 

at level 1. If two squares in a row are 0-eonnected, we draw a dashed vertical line 
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. between them (viewed cyclically: if the first and last one are connected, we draw 

dashed lines to the left and right ends of the row). Between two 1~onnected 

squares, we draw a dashed horizontal line. The configuration of solid and dashed 

lines in the figure (i.e., the graphical representation of the inner bound resolution 

without output symbols) is called the pariition pattern of the TWC. 

I 

01 1 oo 
--

00 20 I 

22 I 21 
I 

(2.5.1) Figure. Partition pattern oft. 

Since we are interested in codes, achievable rates and capacity regions for 

TWCs, it is clear that the actual input and output symbols of a particular chan

nel are not important: there will be many ternary channels that have the same 

capacity region as Example (2.3.1.3). For instance, if we permute the output 

alphabets of one or more users, this will not influence the mutual information 

corresponding to a x(N) resolution: only the conditional entropy of an output 

symbol is used, not the output symbol itself. It is also possible to change any code 

for the original channel to a. code having the same rate for the channel with per

muted alphabets. Because of this, we have the following theorem, first stated in 

[JAC86]. 

(2.5.2) Theorem. All ternary deterministic channels having the same partition 

pattern have the same capacity region. D 
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The importance of this theorem follows if we determine the number of 

TWCs with all alphabets equal to {0,1,2}. This number is equal to 99: for every 

one ofihe nine input combinations (z0,x1), we can define the outcome (y0,y1) 

in nine ways. Hence there are more than 3·108 ternary TWCs. If we count all 

TWCs that have the partition pattern of Figure (2.5.1), we find (66)/2 = 23,328 

channels with this pattern. Therefore Theorem (2.5.2) gives a significant reduc

tion of the number of channels to be inspected. 

However, if we permute the input alphabets and/or permute the user 

numbers 0 and 1, the characteristics of a channel do not change either (swapping 

users reflects every rate pair -and hence the capacity region -in the 10 = 11 

axis, but we will consider a capacity region and its reflection the same). Therefore 

we define the following equivalence relation. 

(2.5.3) Definition. Two ternary TWCs .t1 and .t2 are equi11alent {.t1 :l1 .t2) if the 

partition pattern of .t1 can be transformed into the partition pattern of .t2 by 

permutation of rows, columns and/or user numbers. [J 

The following theorem is now immediate. 

(2.5.4) Theorem. TWCs that are equivalent under relation ~ have the same (or 

reflected) capacity regions. c 

Using P6lya theory, Jacobs [JAC86] found that the number of equivalence 

classes of ~ equals 322. This was a considerable improvement over an earlier 

result by Gaal [GAA85], who had defined an equivalence relation with 152,176 

classes. 

The partition pattern approach has the disadvantage that it requires 
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alphabet size at most three: with four rectangles in a row, konnected but non

adjacent rectangles cannot be drawn using dashed and solid lines. Van der Ham 

[HAM87] generalized the theory developed by Jacobs and was able to compute 

the number of equivalence classes of TWCs for arbitrary alphabets. Unfortunately 

he found that the number of classes increases rapidly with the alphabet size: for 

alphabet size four he found 2,336,169 different classes! For this reason, channels 

over larger alphabets have not been studied in great detail yet. 

Jacobs found that partition patterns could be used to derive bounds on 

capacity regions. To this aim she introduced 'dominating part patterns', further 

investigated by Engels [ENG87]. Since very little is known about this, we shall 

use partition patterns in this thesis as representations of ternary channels only. 
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3.1. The rate of a tree 

In this chapter we look again at the inner bound resolution for the derived 

channel x(N), studied in Section 2.3.2. In Theorem (2.3.2.3), we found that the 

mutual information appearing in the Shannon inner bound expression could be 

written as (I(J1181)/1, 1(~180)/N) for given strategy functions 110, 111. We 

will introduce the notation l(u0,tr1) for this: 

(3.1.1) .((110 ,1T1) := (t(J1181)JI, 8{~180)/8). 

The rate pair l ( 110 , 111) can be computed from the graphical representation of the 

derived channel by using the areas of subrectangles in the square, in exactly the 

same way as was shown in Section 2.3.1 for I= 1. Here we look at the square as a 

whole, i.e., the simplifications introduced in Section 2.4 are not reflected in the 

computations. 

However, we also study some related notions in this chapter: more general 

types of partitionings of the unit square that can be derived from trees. For these 

partitionings we wish to define rate pairs too, because then we have the analogue 

of Theorem (2.2.6) stating that these rates are achievable and they cover the 

whole capacity region if the partitioning& are sufficiently complex. 

The rate of such a tree, say l( 1) if the tree is called r, will be defined as 

the weighted average of the mutual information in each vertex of the tree. See 

Definition (3.1.3) below. Theorem (3.1.4) states the fact that for the x(N) inner 
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. bound resolution as described in Section 2.3.2, it makes no difference whether we 

compute the rate using (3.1.1), or using Definition (3.1.3). 

First of all we will define the rate of a vertex in a tree. To this aim we 

consider a K( H) resolution with strategy functions tr 0 and tr 1. If A is a vertex in 

the corresponding strategy tree at level n, then we define 

H(Ytn1Bi,,ft,(B0 ,&1) e A):=- L Pr{r1 ,.=y111 ,8 1 =01'l~=JL~I (80 ,&1) e A}· 

111n' 01 ,JL~ 

·log Pr{Ytn=fltniB1=01',ft=JL~,(80 ,8 1 ) e A}, 

(3.1.2) Defbdtion. Let H e IN. Consider an inner bound resolution for the derived 

channel K(N) with strategy functions tr0 and tr1 and strategy tree T. Let A be a 

part of the unit square that occurs as a vertex at level n in T. The rate of A , 

.t:(A) = ( r0(A), r 1 (A)), is defined by 

!(A) := (1(Ytnl81',ft,(B0 ,B1) e A), H(r0,.1B0 ,~,(80 ,B 1 ) e A)) 

where (80 ,81) is uniformly distributed over the unit square and (~+1 ,,ft+1) 

depends on (80 ,81) via the functions tr0 , tr1 and fr· 

The weight of A, w(A), is defined as the area of region .A, so 

IJ 

The rate of A can be understood as the amount of information that is 

transmitted with the inputs (I0n,I1n) if we only look at region A. Hence we 

consider the case where after the first n transmissions, the outputs ~ and ll~ are 

such that both users know that connected region A is the only part of the square 

in which (80,81) can be. 
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(3.1.3) Definition. Consider a strategy tree for x(N) as in Definition (3.1.2). Call 

this tree T and call its vertices An,i' where nE {0,1, •• ,8-1} ranges over the 

levels and i e { 0, 1 , ••• m n -1} ranges over all nodes at level n. Here m n is the 

number of nodes at level n. The rate of the tree T, l(T), is defined by 

E ~ w(An i)·L(An i) 
n ' ' ' l(T) = (1

0
(1) ,1

1 
(T)) := .....::.._.:..__ ____ _ 

E ~ w(.An i) 
n ' ' 

c 

Now we show that the rate of a x(N) resolution can be computed by (3.1.3). 

(3.1.4) Theorem. Consider a x(N) strategy distribution with strategy functions 

0'0 and 0'1 and strategy tree T. The following equality holds. 

l(0'0,0'1) = l(1). [] 

Proof: As before, let the vertices of T be labeled as .An, i' where n denotes the 

level ofthe vertex and i e {0,1, ... mn-1} ranges over all vertices in level n. Then 

1<;:! 81> = 8(( 110' 111': · •11,N-1>I91> 

= I I{Y111 1B1'_ft) {by the chain rule} 
n=O, •• ,N-1 

I l(f1nl81'.ft,An), 
n O, .• ,N-1 

if An is a random variable with values in {An, i I 0 5 i < mn} and An assumes the 

value of the vertex uniquely determined by 81 and .ft (which is the same as the 

vertex determined by 90 and Ig). Hence An is a deterministic function of 91 and 

.ft, which explains the last equality in the above derivation. We find 

I(Y1ni81'I~,.4n):::: ~ Pr{(80 ,81) E .An,i}·I(Y1nl81'_ft,(80,81) e .An,i) 
t 

=Ew(.A .)·r0 (.A .) i n,t n,t 
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and hence 

H(J1'181) = L . L w(An i)·r0(An i). 
n=O, •• ,H-1 z=O, .• ,mn-1 ' ' 

By definition of the strategy tree T, the connected regions occurring in a fixed 

level ofT partition the unit square. Therefore 

L . L w(An,i) = L 1 = H. 
n = 0, .• ,H-1 z = 0, .. ,mn-1 n = 0, .• ,H-1 

Finally we have 

which is the first component of the tree rate according to Definition (3.1.3). 

Clearly the second component is computed analogously. D 

Definition (3.1.3) can be reduced to (3.1.5) in the case of aT-channel. 

This holds because for aT-channel, all subrectangles within one connected region 

A at level n correspond to the same output sequence, say !ln(A). This follows from 

Definition (2.4.3). Therefore (80,81) E A implies I8 =I~= !ln(A), so xn is not 

needed in the condition. Formula (3.1.5) is convenient for computing the rate of a 

T-channel strategy tree. 

As an example, consider the strategy tree in Figure (2.4.4). Let us assume 

that all rows and columns are equally wide, so that each subrectangle in the 

square has area (1/6) • (1/6). The rate of the root, .dAo ,o), is given by 

r0(Ao,o) = ~ Pr{81 e 11 (x~)}·H(Y0 18 1 e 11 (x~)) 
x1 
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= 2· (1/6) ·0 + 4· (1/6) ·h(2/3) 

and similarly r 1 (Ao ,o> = (2/3) · 11.(2/3). For the left-hand leaf, ~ ,O' we have 

r0(~,0) = ~ Pr{B1 e 11 (z~)}·H(T0 1B 1 e 11 (z~) ,(80 ,&1) e ~,o> 
z1 

= ~ { (6/36) ·0 + (6/36) ·h(1/2) + 2· (2/36) ·0 + 2· (2/36) ·h(1/2)} 

= 1/2 

and r 1 ( ~ , 0) = 1/2. Finally, for the right-hand leaf~, 1, we find 

1 r0(~ ,1) = r 1 (~ ,1) = I'6]3'6' {2· ( 4/36) ·0 + 2· ( 4/36) • h(1/2)} = 1/2. 

From this example we see that the rate of a vertex at level n only depends 

on the areas of subrectangles corresponding to a certain output Yn within one 

column or within one row. This means that if we permute certain rows and/or 

columns within a vertex, this does not change the lengths or widths of subrectang

les and hence H(Yn1B1'(80,B1) e ,()and H(Tn1B0,(B0,B1) e A) are not changed 

by permutation (even if not all rows and columns are equally wide!). It also 

means that, when computing the r0- component of a rate, two 1-connected 

rectangles do not have to distinguished: we only need the total area of both rec

tangles and not the two separate areas. Therefore we can draw two neighboring 

!-connected rectangles as one big rectangle by deleting the part of the horizontal 

threshold that separates them. Of course we can also delete vertical thresholds 

between 0-connected rectangles (therefore, in the case of a T-channel, the term 

'connected regions' has a very practical meaning: if there are no borders between 

two rectangles, then they are connected). 

In other words, if we permute rows and columns in the vertices of Figure 

(2.4.4) and delete borders between connected rectangles such that Figure (3.1.6) 
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results, the rate of each vertex in Figure (3.1.6) is still the same as each rate in 

Figure (2.4.4). The 'permuted' thresholds in Figure (3.1.6) have a useful interpre

tation. The horizontal thresholds occurring in a vertex .A at level n represent the 

probability distribution of Ion conditional to the previous inputs and outputs of 

user 0. Similarly the vertical thresholds depict the distribution of I 1n given .t;_ 

and~· This will be explained further below Figure (3.1.7). 

0 

1 

/ 

oil 0 

I 1 

0 0 

r--

1 1 

(3.1.6) Figure. Simplified strategy tree for a x(2) resolution for the BMC. 

It should be noted that the above observations arising from computations 

for the BMC only hold forT-channels. For a channel like Example (2.3.1.3}, we 

are not allowed to permute complete columns in a vertex, since we are interested 

in 8(Ytnl81'~, (80,91) E .An,i) instead of H(Y1nl91' (90,81) E .An, i). Hence 
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we may only permute parts of columns corresponding to the same I.'i: i.e., the 

parts of columns lying in 1-connected rectangles. Similarly we may permute rows 

only within konnected rectangles. As an example, the part of the square corres

ponding to 100=2 as depicted in Figure (2.3.2.1) may be transformed to Figure 

(3.1.7) (assuming that the total lengths and widths of the rectangles are the same 

in both figures). The reader should convince himself that this does not infiuence 

the rate. It goes without saying that a picture like Figure (3.1.7) is considerably 

more comprehensible than Figure (2.3.2.1). 

I 

101 = 0 I 
1o1 7 o 

101 ::: 1 I 
1o1 11 

101 = 2 I 

1o1 = 2 

1oo = 1 1oo = 2 

(3.1.7) Figure. Simplification of Figure (2.3.2.1). 

In Figure (3.1.7), the permuted thresholds in each of the connected rec

tangles again represent distributions P ( x01 1 x00 , y00). If we normalize the thres

holds to the unit interval (i.e., consider user O's interval corresponding to r00=2 

as having size 1), the thresholds for the left-hand rectangle represent 

P( x01 i100=2, r00=1) and the thresholds for the right-hand pair of rectangles 

depict P(z01 1I00=2,Y00=2). Note that there is just one probability distribution 

for the two Q-eonnected rectangles on the right, since both of these rectangles 

correspond to I 00=2 and r00=2. In the figure, this is refiected in the fact that the 

horizontal lines run over the entire area of these two rectangles. 
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This simplification makes it possible to draw strategy trees also for non

T-channels, if N is not too large. Figure (3.1.8) illustrates this: it shows the com

plete strategy tree for a ,t(2) resolution over the channel of Example (2.3.1.3). 

The detail shown in Figure (3.1.7) appears in two separate vertices of the tree: 

the left-hand rectangle occurs in the bottom part of the leaf on the left and the 

two 0-connected rectangles form the leaf on the right. 

10 01 00 

20 00 20 

10 22 21 

/ 1 
10 

20 10 01 00 

10 20 00 20 
10 22 21 

10 01 00 10 0 1 00 

20 00 20 20 00 20 10 0 I 00 10 0 I 00 

10 0 22 2 I 
10 

20 00 20 20 00 20 
10 22 2 I 10 22 2 I 

20 
10 

(3.1.8) Figure. Strategy tree for the channel of Example (2.3.1.3). 

In the remaining part ofthis chapter, we will draw all strategy trees using 

the simplifications described in Section 2.4 and in this section. 
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3.2. Fixed length trees 

3.2.1. Fixed length trees and the capacity region 

Here we will introduce a new notation for the inner bound resolution of the 

derived channel l(N): we will call it an F(N) tree. In this way the analogy 

between fixed and variable length trees (that will be studied in Section 3.3) will 

be stressed, since the 'f> in this notation is an abbreviation for 'fixed length' and 

the trees in Section 3.3 will be denoted as 'Y( N) trees' where the 'J" means 

'variable length'. 

For an arbitrary tree, we define the distance between two vertices on a 

path from the root to a leaf as usual; we define the depth of a tree as the maxi

mum distance between any vertex and the root. Hence a strategy tree for a l(N) 

resolution has depth N-1. 

(3.2.1.1) Definition. Let N e If. An F(N) tree for lis a strategy tree for an inner 

bound resolution for l(N). Furthermore we define 

1(N) := { l(T) I Tis an F(N) tree for channell }, 

1 := u 1(N). 
Nelli 

By (3.1.1) and Theorem (3.1.4), we can now state Theorem (2.2.6) as 

V N E IN [ co 1(N) c C] and lim co 1(N) =C. 
N-+m 

IJ 

In Theorem (3.2.1.2) this is formulated differently, namely in such a form 

that it can be generalized for variable length (and other) trees. For an arbitrary 

region A, let A- denote the closure of A. We can state the following. 
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(3.2.1.2) Theorem. We have 

VNelN[co1(N)cC] and lim 1(N)=1=C. 
N-1m 

c 

Proof: see Section 3.5. c 

The reason why we postpone the proof to Section 3.5 is the following. The 

proof of Theorem (3.2.1.2) is similar to the proofs of the generalized theorems in 

the following sections; we can use this theorem and a part of its proof to prove 

some of the other theorems. It seems more natural to give all of the proofs to

gether in one section because then the relation between them is more evident. 

3.2.2. Fixed length trees ending in rootlike rectangles 

In this section we will study a special type of fixed length tree, namely one 

in which all connected regions that are not partitioned any further (that is, the 

resulting regions of the splitting in the leaves) must be so-called rootlike rectang

les, defined below. 

(3.2.2.1) Definition. Consider a strategy tree of depth K-1. For 0 ~ n ~ N, a root

like. rectangle. at level n is a connected region A at level n that occurs in the tree as 

a result of the partitioning of the square after n transmissions such that the fol

lowing holds for .A.. 

( i) The region A is a rectangle; that is, a uniform distribution of 

(80 ,81) over A implies independence between 80 and 81. 

(ii) For i E {0,1}: only one output sequence Ji for user i corresponds 

to region A. Hence if (80 ,81) e .A,~ and J~ do not depend on the 

positions (or basic intervals) of 8 0 and 81 within .A. c 
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Let us take a more detailed look at rootlike rectangles. Since we are consi

dering 'full' trees only (i.e., trees in which every part of the square is partitioned 

at every level), all rootlike rectangles at level n for n < N are vertices at level n, 

and all rootlike rectangles at level N are regions remaining after splitting in the 

leaves. Note that for aT-channel, condition ( ii) is void. This follows from the 

discussion in Section 2.4. In that case, any rectangular connected region is a 

rootlike rectangle. Also note that if vertex .A is a rootlike rectangle at level n, 

then !{.A) = (H(T1n1B1' (80 ,91) e .A),H(fonl80 , (80 ,91) e .A)), because previo118 

outputs add no knowledge about r1n and Yon if the 118erS know that (80 ,&1) e .A. 

Now consider an F(N) tree. The root of the tree is a rootlike rectangle at 

level 0, since it is a square and no previous outputs exist. If we compute the rate 

of this vertex, (8(T10 1B1) ,8(100 180)), then we use the uniform distribution of 

(80 ,&1) over the square. Therefore H0 and 81 are independent and the first input 

symbols .of both users (that follow from the strategy functions) are independently 

chosen. In the next transmissions, regions that may have arbitrary shapes are 

subdivided in the tree. The subsequent inputs of the two 118ers will be dependent 

since they have knowledge about previous inputs and outputs. Only if region .A is 

again a rootlike rectangle, at level n, say, then (i) and (ii) imply independence 

between the new inputs Ion and I1n even though the two 118ers share knowledge 

about previous outputs. Hence in that case the rate is (8(f1ni81'(80 ,B1) e .A), 

H(fon1B0 ,(H0 ,H1) e .A)) with independent 80 and H1, as if it were the root ofthe 

tree. This explains the name 'rootlike rectangle'. 

If a rootlike rectangle .A at level N occurs in the F( N) tree, we can 118e .A as 

the root of a new tree. If the new tree has l levels, then its root occurs at level N 

of the old tree, which changes into an F(N+l) tree in this way. If we use the F(N) 

tree itself for the new tree (l N) and repeat the procedure t times, then t copies 

of the F(N) tree form an F( tN) tree. 
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What if the regions remaining after the partitioning in the leaves of the 

F(H) tree are not rootlike rectangles? Let A be such a region consisting of several 

basic rectangles, corresponding to in~t pairs (x~,x:) of the F(H) tree. Let 

l e IN. Now A may be subdivided using an F(l) tree with strategy distribution 

P(z~,xf> = P(x~) ·P(zf), if the users 'forget' about the dependency in ..f. This 

new strategy distribution can be represented in ..f by choosing the same set of 

horizontal thresholds, corresponding to P(z~), for every basic interval10(z~) (i.e., 

every row) in ..f, and the same set of vertical thresholds (P(zf)) in every column 

of A. In this way the F(l) tree is 'appended' below the original tree. 

U is easy to see that the rates of the new vertices in the F( N+l) tree are 

equal to those in the F(l) tree itself. If we take the same F(H) tree t times we 

obtain an I( tH) tree again. Moreover, the F( tH) tree has the same rate as the 

F(H) tree, since the weighted average of the rates in the vertices does not change. 

In fact, the technique described here is exactly the same as used by Shannon 

[SHA61] to prove that f} /K) / N is included in f} l tK) /( tN) for all t. 

Now that we know the interpretation and the use of rootlike rectangles, we 

define the following (compare Definition (3.2.1.1)). The 'c' in the notation can be 

seen as the root of a tree (the unit square), which denotes the fact that we restrict 

ourselves to rootlike rectangles. 

(3.2.2.2) Definition. Let N E IN. An F=l(H) tree is an F(N) tree such that every 

connected region in the tree that is not subdivided any further (i.e., every region 

remaining after the splitting in the leaves) is a rootlike rectangle. Define 

fJ (H) : = { l ( T) I T is an tJ ( N) tree } , 

fJ := U fJ(N). 
KeiN 

0 
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The theorem below states the analog of Theorem (3.2.1.2): fl(N) conver

ges to the capacity region. As before, we postpone the proof to Section 3.5. 

(3.2.2.3) Theorem. We have 

V 1 e IN [ co fl(N) c C] and lim fJ(N) = ,0 =c. 
,,..CD 

[) 

Proof: see Section 3.5. [] 

As can be seen from Figures (3.1.6) and (3.1.8), most F(N) trees are not 

fJ ( N) trees: usually one or more non-rectangular regions will remain in the 

leaves. If such non-rectangular regions are not allowed, then this poses restric

tions on the transmission in the leaves. Therefore it is likely that the rates in the 

leaves are lower than in the case of an arbitrary F(N) tree. Because of this restric

tion, fJ(N) trees are not very useful. However, if we look at the same restriction 

for variable length trees (to be studied in Section 3.3.2), it turus out to be quite 

useful there. In the following section we will consider an even stronger restriction 

for an F( N) tree, having even lower rate; still it is an interesting kind of tree since 

we can easily derive codes from it. 

3.2.3. From fixed length trees to codes and vice versa 

This section is devoted to a special kind of F(N) tree, namely one corres

ponding to a code (in the sense of Definition (2.1.6)). First of all, we will show 

that any code gives rise to an F(N) tree. Let 10 E IN, 11 e IN, N E IN and consider 

an (10 ,11'6) code for a deterministic TWC l defined by function fx· The 

message sets are JL0 and JL1 and the encoding functions are called f i 
11 ' 

( i e {0, 1}, n E {0, 1, •• ,K-1}). Using the code, we will construct an F(N) tree 

that partitions the unit square. We partition user O's unit interval into 10 
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intervals oflength 1/10. These intervals are labeled 0,1, .. ,10-1 such that ea.ch 

interval corresponds to a message w0 e M0. In the same way user l's unit interval 

is divided into 11 intervals, indexed with the messages in M1. Hence each of the 

1011 rectangles in the square corresponds to a message pair ( w0 , w1). 

The strategy functions u0 and u1 will follow from the code. User O's sub

interval corresponding to message w0 will be a basic interval10 (z~) where the 

strategy i~ will follow from the encoding functions fo,n for message w0. Similarly 

ea.ch subinterval of user 1 will be linked - via w1 and the encoding functions f 1 , n

to a strategy a::. The independence between the messages of the two users yields a 

product distribution on (i~,if). Let z~ be the strategy corresponding to w0. The 

first symbol :.e00 in the strategy i~ is f 00 ( w0). In the same way the first letter 

x10 of user 1's strategy zf is determined via j 10. Hence the output pair 

(y00 ,y10) for the rectangle corresponding to (1110 ,w1) is 

(Yoo'YlO) = hUoo<10o> ,/10( 1111)). 

This explains the partitioning in the root of the tree. The second layer of the tree 

is partitioned using functions f 01 and f 11: if a row corresponds to w0 and user O's 

first output is y00, then the input x01 for this part of the square is I 01 ( w0 , y00). 

We can construct a complete F(N) tree like this. Note that the horizontal 

thresholds in the tree are restricted to coordinates (i/10) (i e {0,1, .. ,10}) 

and the vertical thresholds are multiples of 1/11. We say that the thresholds are 

on an (10+1) • (11+1) grid. Figure (3.2.3.1) shows an 1(3) tree for the BMC that 

corresponds to a (3,3,3) code. We explain the mapping from rows and columns to 

strategies in this figure by an example. The top row of user 0 corresponds to the 

following strategy: first send x00 = 0, such that y00 0 with certainty (root). 

Then send x01 = 1 (left-hand vertex at level 1). If y01 1, then send x02 = 1 

(left-hand leaf below this vertex); otherwise send x02 0 (right-hand leaf). This 
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example also shows how a tree with thresholds on a. grid can be interpreted a.s a 

code. 

/ 

/ 

{3.2.3.1) Figure. 1(3) tree for the BMC representing a code. 

It should be remarked that the code represented in Figure (3.2.3.1} has 

error probability Pe,O = Pe,l = 0, for the appropriate decoding functions: every 

basic rectangle corresponding to a. message pair is a connected region at level 3, 

and both users can uniquely determine this connected region by looking at their 

own message and the output sequence of length 3. We also see that the 1(3) tree 

is in fact an fl(3) tree, since all connected regions a.t level3 are squares. 

This is true for all codes: any (10 ,11 ,N) code can be represented in an 

F(N) tree and any zero--error code gives rise to an fl(N) tree. Conversely, if we 

have an 1(N) tree such that all thresholds are confined to an (10+1) ,. (11+1) 

grid, then the encoding functions for an (10,11 ,N) code can be derived from this 

tree. Moreover, if every basic rectangle of size (1/10)x(1/11) forms a connected 

region at level N in the tree, then this yields an error-free decoder for the code: 

each user can determine the connected region at level N, and hence the message 

pair, using his own message and the output sequence. A tree in which such an 

error-free code can be represented will be called an /)(N) tree, where the '0' 
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stands for error probability 0. We also define ~(N) and f>, as in Definitions 

(3.2.1.1) and (3.2.2.2). A theorem like (3.2.1.2) and (3.2.2.3) cannot be given for 

f>(N) and f>, but in Section 3.5 we present a slightly different theorem about 

these regions. 

(3.2.3.2) Definition. Let N e lt. An fJ(N) tree is an fl(N) tree on a grid such 

that all basic rectangles have the same measurements and every basic rectangle is 

a separate connected region at level K. Furthermore 

f>(N) := { .1(1) I Tis an fJ(N) tree}, 

f> := u f>(N). 
Nelli 

c 

We will show that the rate of a code (Definition (2.1.8)) that is construc

ted from a tree can be computed via the rate of the tree (Definition (3.1.3)). This 

is similar to Theorem (3.1.4), where we showed that the rate of a xf..N) strategy 

distribution is equal to the tree rate. 

(3.2.3.3) Theorem. Consider an fJ(N) tree T representing an (10,11'6) code. 

The rate of the code is equal to 1 ( T) . c 

Proof: By definition, the code rate is (log(10)/K, log(11)/K). From Theorem 

(3.1.4) we know that we can compute the tree rate !(1) either per vertex, or in 

the unit square as a whole. Here we use the latter method: 

6(r:IB1) =. 2, Pr{ 91 E i i+l)} · 6(Y1181 E [_!__, i+l) ) 
'= o, .. ,lc1 11 11 11 11 

=. 2, _1_. 6(X:I91 E [_!__, i+1) ). 
'= o, .. ''c1 11 11 11 

Since the error probability is 0, user 1 is able to determine the basic rectangle by 
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the output sequence X: and by his own message (hence by the column in the 

square). Hence the 10 output sequences Z: occurring within one column must be 

distinct. Since user O's messages are equally likely, the same holds for the X: 
sequences within a column. Therefore the entropy of the output sequence in every 

column is equal to log(l0). We find 

10 (1) = l(r:IB1)/N = . L · log(10)/N = log(10)/N, 
t=0, .. ,11-111 

which is the 10 component of the code rate. Because a similar relation holds for 

the 11 component, this proves the equality of the tree rate and the code rate. ll 

It is interesting to compare this result to Theorem (2.2.6). Shannon has 

shown that the rate of every f( N) tree is achievable, hence that codes exist having 

{almost) the same rate as the tree and having arbitrarily small error probability. 

In this section we have shown the achievability of the rate of a special type of 

F(N) tree, namely an fl(N) tree. Not only have we proved, in Theorem (3.2.3.3), 

the existence of a code with this rate; we have also shown how a such a code can 

be constructed from the tree. This code even has error probability equal to 0, 

instead of just tending to 0 with increasing block length. For more examples of 

zero-error codes and with higher rate, we refer to Section 3.6. 

3.3. Variable length trees 

3.3.1. Variable length trees and the capacity region 

Here we will study one of the generalizations of F( N) trees. If we compute 

the rate of an f(N) tree, then it may happen that some of the vertices have very 
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low 1 rates, lower than the (weighted) average rate of the whole tree. Clearly it is 

in our interest to con~ruct trees with high rates, since these give good lower 

bounds on the capacity region of the TWC. Therefore it may be advantageous to 

delete a subtree having a low rate from the F( H) tree, thereby increasing the rate 

of the tree in total. This is why we introduce the following concept. 

(3.3.1.1) Definition. Let K e IN. A 'IJario.ble length tree of mm:imum length K, ab

breviated as a Y(K) tree, is a tree that can be obtained from an F(K) tree by 

deleting zero or more vertices and the complete subtrees having these vertices as 

roots in such a way that the Y(K) tree still has depth K-1. 0 

A variable length tree can be seen as a 'pruned' F(K) tree. Note that each 

F(K) tree is also a V(K) tree. The definitions for fixed length trees that have been 

introduced in the previous sections generalize to variable length trees in a natural 

way. Hence the rate of a V(K) tree again equals the weighted average of the rates 

in all vertices. 

Rootlike rectangles may also be found in a Y(N) tree; however, as opposed 

to F(K) trees, a Y(K) tree may contain a rootlike rectangle at level n, n < K, that 

is not a vertex. For an example of this, we refer to Figure (3.3.1.2), where the 

rectangle corresponding to r0 = 1 in the root of the Y(2) tree is a rootlike rec

tangle at level 1 but not a vertex. 

l We must remark here that the words 'low' and 'high' should not be interpreted 

too literally, since we are talking about 2-dimensional vectors. A 'high' rate can 

be seen as having a small Euclidean distance to the border of the actual capacity 

region, and a 'low' rate is far from the border of C. It may be helpful to think of 

the sum rate, 10 + 11, as a measure for 'high' or 'low' rates. 
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w~.o 
/ 

1 0 

~,0 ~,1 

1(2) tree 

(3.3.1.2) Figure. 1(2) tree and Y(2) tree for the BMC. 

l 

rn 
~ 

Y(2) tree 

Figure (3.3,1.2) illustrates the difference between fixed and variable length 

trees: it shows an 1(2) tree and a Y(2) tree for the BMC. All thresholds are in 

the middle of the intervals, i.e., the next input symbol is 1 with probability 0.5 in 

vertices .Ao,o and ~,1 . We compute the rates ofthe trees by (3.1.3). 

111(-Ao,o> = 1, r<.Ao,o> = (1/2,1/2), 

111(.A0,1) = 3/4, r<.Ao, 1) = (2/3,2/3), 

~~~<~, 1 ) = 1/4, r(~, 1 ) = (1/2,1/2). 

l(1(2) tree)= (9/16,9/16), l(Y(2) tree)= (4/7 ,4/7). 

Since 9/16 = 0.56250 and 4/7 ~ 0.57143, it follows from this example that a 

Y(N) tree can indeed yield a better rate than an F(N) tree. In Section 3.2.1 we 

found that the set of all rates of 1( N) trees tends to the capacity region of the 

channel. Now we compare this to the set of all rates of Y(N) trees. 
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(3.3.1.3} Definition. For N E IN, we define 

V(N) := { l(T) I Tis a Y(N) tree}, 

V := U V(N). 
NeiN 

The following theorem is a generalization of (3.2.1.2). 

(3.3.Lt) Theorem. We have 

VNEI [coV(N)cC] and lim V(N)=V=C. 
N""'*m 

Proof: see Section 3.5. 

Strategy Trees for TWCs 

[] 

0 

0 

Theorem (3.3.1.4) is useful for finding inner bounds on C that are better 

than 1(N), since the class of Y(N) trees strictly includes the class of F(N) trees 

and therefore V(N) generally strictly includes 1(N). This follows from the exam

ples in Section 3.6, which show that, for comparatively small N, the optimum 

V(N) rate can exceed the optimum 1(N) rate. On the other hand, finding an outer 

bound on C via. outer bounds on V(N) for N .... m is much harder. It is unknown how 

this should be done for 1(N); yet if this were possible, it would be even more 

difficult for Y(N) trees, since these have more 'degrees of freedom' than F(N) trees., 

3.3.2. Variable length trees ending in rootlike rectangles 

In this section we consider the same restriction on trees as in Section 3.2.2, 

but now for Y( N) trees. Hence we require again that rootlike rectangles remain as 

connected regions after the unit square has been subdivided in a Y(N) tree. Note, 

however, that these connected regions do not have to occur in the leaves only, as 

remarked below Definition (3.3.1.1). An example of such a tree is the Y(2) tree in 

Figure (3.3.1.2). The following is an obvious generalization of Definition (3.2.2.2). 
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(3.3.2.1) Definition. For N E IN, a fl(N) tree is a Y(N) tree such that all connected 

regions not subdivided any further in the tree are rootlike rectangles. Furthermore 

'f' ( N) :"' { ! ( 1') I 1' is a fl ( N) tree }, 

vD := u 'f'(N). 0 
NEIN 

As we will prove in Section 3.5, the regions 'f'(N) also converge to the 

capacity region. This is stated in the following theorem. 

(3.3.2.2) Theorem. We have 

V N E IN ( co 'f' ( N) C C ] and lim 'f' ( N) = jill = C. 
N~m 

0 

Proof: see Section 3.5. D 

It is easy to show that every Y(N) tree can be changed into a fl(N') tree 

for some N' ~ N by adding some extra vertices to the tree. As is explained in the 

following lemma, the tree can be extended in such a way that the extra vertices 

have a property that will be needed in Section 3.4. 

(3.3.2.3) Lemma. Consider a J'(N) tree for some N E IN. This tree can be extended 

to a fl { N ') tree for some integer N' ~ N by adding vertices in which all re

maining connected regions are subdivided into rootlike rectangles. This can be 

done in such a way that in each added vertex at level n, user 1 can determine Ion 

from ( Yln,~ ,81) and vice versa; hence the rate of such a vertex A is 

0 

Proof: Let A be a connected region in the Y(N) tree that is not partitioned and is 

not a rootlike rectangle (e.g., the L-shape in vertex Al,O of Figure (3.3.1.2)). A 

consists of some b~ic rectangles t0 (x~) x 11 (x:) for various x~ and x:. Assume 
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there are at least two basic intervals for user 0 that contribute to A (note that if A 

contains just one basic interval for each user, then A is a rootlike rectangle). 

Partition the union of all basic intervals for user 0 that correspond to A into two 

nonempty sets, say 104 c [0,1) and 106 c [0,1). Since user 0 can transmit infor

mation to user 1 at positive rate (by the assumption in Section 2.3.1}, two diffe

rent input letters for user 0, say z0(a) and z0(b), and an input z1 for user 1 exist 

such that the input pairs (z0 (a) ,z1) and (z0(b) ,z1) result in distinct out

puts y1, say r1 (a) and y1 (b) (otherwise user 1 can never distinguish between 

user o•s inputs). The next transmission in vertex A is the following: user 0 sends 

z0 (a) for 00 e 104 and z0(b) for 00 e 106, user 1 sends z1 always. After this , 

transmission, user 1 sees different outputs for the two regions. Now user O's basic 

intervals can again be partitioned into two parts for both Ioa and 106. We repeat 

this procedure, transmitting the same two input pairs every time, until user 1 sees 

a different output sequence for each basic interval of user 0. Then the basic rec

tangles in A are not 1-eonnected anymore {Definition (2.4.3)). 

After this, we do a similar thing to partition user 1 •s interval into basic 

intervals, which is possible since the rate of transmission from user 1 to user 0 is 

positive too. After a number of transmissions, the basic rectangles in A are not 0-

connected anymore. Hence, after all of these transmissions each basic rectangle is 

a separate connected region. Clearly there is just one Y 0 - and one Y 1 - sequence 

that corresponds to such a rectangle; in other words, .A has been partitioned into 

rootlike rectangles. Since we can do this for every region .A, a ,0(61) tree can be 

constructed. It is obvious that all 'new' vertices in this tree have the property 

mentioned in the lemma. 0 

The technique used in the proof of Lemma (3.3.2.3) will be called slicing. 

The transmission of symbols to tell the difference between user O's intervals (i.e., 
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the rows in the region) is ca.lled row slicing; the partitioning of columns is ca.lled 

column slicing. We will refer to these notions in the sequel. 

3.3.3. From variable length trees to fixed length codes 

In this section, we present a generalization of Tolhuizen's result [TOL85]. 

This will show how a code can be constructed from a ~ ( N) tree such that the 

rate of the code approximates the rate of the tree. Let r be a ~(K) tree. As in 

Section (3.2.2), the rootlike rectangles that are not subdivided in r can serve as 

roots of new trees. In this way we can build a ,0 ( tN) tree out of t copies of T 

(note that the new tree is indeed a fl( tN) tree: the connected regions that remain 

after partitioning are rootlike rectangles again. The same holds for fixed length 

trees, where t fJ(N) trees form an fJ( tN) tree). Using this, Tolhuizen [TOL85] 

proved that a fl(K) tree for the BMC can be used to construct codes having 

arbitrarily sma.ll error probability, such that the code rate approximates the tree 

rate. Here we generalize this to arbitrary deterministic TWCs. Moreover, we 

sharpen Tolhuizen's error probability bound because we need this in Section 3.4. 

(3.3.3.1) Theorem. Let N E It and let T be a fl(K) tree. Then 

V€ > o 3c > O o <A< 1 31 E IN Vt > 'l [a code Ct exists with rate I.(Ct) and 
' 0 - 0 

error probabilities P e, i satisfying li( Ct) ~ li(T) - e, Pe, i ~ c·A t ( i = 0,1)]. ll 

Proof: For t E IN, consider the fl(tN) tree that is constructed by copying the 

original fl(N) tree in every rootlike rectangle remaining in the fl(K) tree and 

repeating this t times. Let St be the set of all rootlike rectangles [a,b) x [c,d) 

that remain unpartitioned in the ,0 ( tH) tree. Then S t forms a partitioning of the 

square. Let e: > 0 and o > 0. Define the set of typical rectangles r as follows: 
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n t ( r) : = n if r is a rootlike rectangle at level n in the tree, 

bt(r) := log(breadth(r)), 

ht(r) := -log(height(r)), 

and I, ll and 11 are the means of n1 (r'), b1 (r') and h1 (r'), respectively, 

averaged over r' e S1. Notice that in [TOL85], the typical rectangles are defined 

with I·· ·I ~ t314 instead of t6. With our definition, we can use the exponential 

convergence in the weak law of large numbers as it is stated in [ASH65, Lemma 

3.6.3, Theorem 3.6.4 and remark in Section 3.8]: 

'For t independently identically distributed random variables I 1,I2, ... ,It, 

Pr{ I E I.- t·111 ~t6}~c·..\t forsomec>Oandsome0<..\<1 
i=l, .. ,t ' 

independent o{ t.' 

Therefore the total area of all r e 1 ( t, 6) tends to 1 exponentially as t '"' Cll, since 

Pr{lnt(r)- til > t6 or lbt(r)- tlll > t6 or lht(r)- t111 > t6} 

~ Pr{ I nt ( r)- til > t6} + Pr{ I b t ( r)- tBI > t6} + Pr{ I ht ( r)- t111 > t6}. 

For t e IN, we now construct a code Ct. Let 'ot := l2t (11+26) J, 'u := l2t (B+26) J. 
Let user 0 have lot messages and let user 1 have 11 t messages. We regard the 

message pairs as equally spaced points in a lattice in the unit square. The 

probability that a lattice point lies in one of the typical rectangles is equal to 

L #lattice points in r 

r e 1(t,6) 1ot"11t 

~ (height( r) ·•of 1) ·(breadth( r) ·11 f 1) 
~LJ 
r e 1(t,6) 1ot"1u 
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~ L area(r)·{1----=1~--
r e 1(t,6) height(r)·'ot 

1 } 
breadth(r) ·Itt 

~ { L area( r) } · {1 - 2-t6+1 - 2-t6+1} 

r E 1( t ,6) 

for large enough t. Since the total area of all r E 1 ( t , 6) is at least 1 - ( c') · p ') t 
for some c' and A', the probability that a message point does not lie in a typical 

rectangle is bounded by c·A t for some c > 0 and 0 <A < 1 independent oft. 

The code C t is defined as follows. Each message point corresponds to a row 

and column in the square and hence, via the Y( tN) tree, to a pair of strategies for 

the two users. Each user applies the strategy corresponding to his message, but he 

transmits at most at symbols, where at:= rt(N+6)l After the nth transmission 

(n = 1,2, .. ,at) each user determines the connected region at level n in which the 

message point must lie. If the path from the root to the leaf in which the message 

point lies contains less than at vertices, then the users continue with sending 

dummy letters. 

The message point lies in exactly one of the rootlike rectangles r E St. If 

this rectangle r is typical, then after the at transmissions the users know that the 

point lies in r, since "t(r) ~at' Now r contains at most r2-t(Ji-6) 'otl 5 

r23t61 horizontal lattice lines since ht(r) ~ t(Ji-6). Therefore user 0 can specify 

his message in ratbl+1 transmissions by row slicing (cf. Lemma (3.3.2.3)) and so 

can user 1 by column slicing. Hence it takes l t transmissions to determine the 

message pair, with l t : = at + 2 rat 61 + 2. Ifless transmissions are needed, dummy 

letters are added until both users have sent l t input letters. If r is not typical, 

dummy letters are sent until we have l t inputs. 

The code C t has block length l t and its error probability tends to zero 
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exponentially as t -+II), Its rate is 

log(lot> log(lu) lt + 26 

( l ' l ) -+ ( lt + 76 
t t 

J + 26 -'--~ ) if t -+II), 

l + 76 

This rate tends to (ilflt, Jflt) if we let 6! 0. The only thing left to show is 

We show this for the 10 part only, since the 11 part is proved analogously. We 

have 

li= E area(r)·(-log(height(r))) 
re s1 

= E Pr{80 e r0}·Pr{81 e r1}· (-log(Pr{80 e r0 1&1 e r1})), 
r=r0 xr1 

where r = r0 " r1 denotes the projection of the rectangle in the two directions: 

r0 is user O's subinterval of [0,1) corresponding tor and r1 is user l's subinter

val corresponding to r. We will write y1 (r) for the Fit sequence of length n1 (r) 

corresponding to r ( = r 0 " r 1) in the tree r. Now 1i can be written as 

E Pr{81 e r1} • 
rl 

• E Pr{Y1 = y1 (r) IB1 e r1} · (-log(Pr{Y1 = y1 (r) 181 E r1})) 
ro 

= E Pr{81 e r1} • I(Y1 1B1 e r1) 
rl 

. = l{i'll81) 

= E l(r1nl8p .ft). 
n 

It should be noted that not all r1n exist, in general, because of the variable 

length of the tree T. We solve this problem by adding a suitable number of *'S to 

the end of a r0- and r1 sequence such that all sequences obtain length H. The *'s 
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do not change the entropy (they give contribution 0), since the pair (81 ,,ft) (and 

also (80 ,~)) determines whether the *'S must be added. Let i range over all 

vertices .An,i at level n in the tree. As in the proof of Theorem (3.1.4), user 1 can 

determine the vertex .An, i given 81 and ,ft. Hence 8( Y 1181) may be expressed as 

E ~ Pr{(80 ,81) e .An i} · 8( Y1nj81' .ft, (80,81) E .An i) 
n ~ ' ' 

Furthermore we have 

K E n1 (r) ·area(r) 
r 

= E (E ~ ;(.An i contains r)) ·area( r) 
r n z ' 

= E ~ E ;(.An i contains r) ·area(r) 
n t r ' 

=EEw(.A .). 
n i n, z 

Hence l!jK t 0(r). 

3.3.4. From variable length trees to variable length codes and vice versa 

0 

In Section 3.2.3, we constructed a zero-error code from an f( N) tree. In 

Section 3.3.3, we constructed a (fixed length) code with vanishing error probabili

ty from a Y(N) tree. Here we will construct a 'variable length code' (which is not 

a code in the sense of Definition (2.1.6) !) with error probability 0, if the 

thresholds in a Y(N) tree are on an (10+1) " (11+1) grid and the unit square is 

partitioned into 10 • 11 basic rectangles. As in Theorem (3.2.3.3), we will show 

that the tree rate is equal to the code rate for these codes, if the code rate is 

defined appropriately. 

Consider a Y(N) tree (in fact, a p[l(N) tree) with thresholds on a grid such 

that the 10·11 basic rectangles remain as connected regions after the partitioning. 
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An example for the BMC is shown below (compare this to Figure {3.2.3.1)). 

/ 

(3.3.4.1) Figure. Y(3) tree for the BMC representing a code. 

We can nse this tree to construct a code in the following way. Let user i 

have I i possible messages, i e { 0,1}. Each of the 10 basic intervals for user 0 

(each row) corresponds to a message of user 0 and each column corresponds to a 

message of nser 1. Suppose the users want to transmit message pair ( w0 , w1) to 

each other. The first input symbol that they have to use in the code can be found 

from the root of the tree: if the row corresponding to message w0 has 100 x in 

the tree, then the first symbol of user O's codeword will be f 00 ( w0) : = x. In the 

same way user 1 can determine his first input, f 10 ( w1). 

After this transmission they both know in which of the connected regions 

at level 1 of the tree the pair ( w0 , w1) lies. If this connected region, say .A, con

sists of just one basic rectangle, then both users can now determine the other 

user's message. Hence they can stop, or proceed with a new message pair. If .A 

contains more than one basic rectangle in some row or column, the users choose a 

second input symboL They look at the vertex representing ,( to find out which 

input 101 101 (w0 , r00) must be sent for row w0 and which 111 = 111 (w1 , r10) 
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is needed in column w1. 

In this way the users go on until the connected region has shrunk to one 

basic rectangle. As soon as they have reached this, they stop (notice that both 

users determine to stop at the same time!). At this point, both users know the 

message pair corresponding to the basic rectangle, which can only be the trans

mitted pair ( 1110 , w1). Therefore the transmission of messages is error free. 

We call this system a variable length code (with error probability equal to 

zero; we will not consider variable length codes with positive error probability). 

Obviously it is possible to define encoding and decoding functions (although not 

in the sense of Definition (2.1.6)) for it. We shall not do this here; a more formal 

definition of variable length codes can be found in [TIE89]. 

As we know, a fixed length code (cf. (2.1.6)) has three parameters: 10, 11 

and N. The parameters 10 and 11 apply to a variable length code too, but a block 

length cannot be defined for such a code. Instead, we have 1011 possibly different 

codeword lengths: one for each message pair. Therefore we define the following. 

(3.3.4.2) Definition. Consider a variable length code constructed from a f ( N) 

tree with grid size {10+1) x (11+1). For each message pair (w0 ,w1), we define 

N(w0,w1) as the length n of the output sequence 18 (or .t;_, as they are equally 

long) if the transmitted pair is ( w0, w1). Define the average codeword length lf by 

lf := r N(w0,w1) I <•o·•1). 
( IIIO,w1) 
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(3.3.4.3) Definition. For a variable length code with parameters 10 , 11 and 

N(w0 ,w1) (0 ~ w0 ~ 10-1, 0 ~ w1 ~ lc1) we define the rate pair ofthe code, l, as 

log(li) 
l:= (10,11), li:= 

6 
, i e {0,1}. [] 

The following theorem generalizes Theorem (3.2.3.3), where we proved 

that the rate of a fixed length code is equal to the rate of the corresponding tree. 

(3.3.4.4) Theorem. Consider a variable length code with error probability 0 that 

is constructed from a fl(N) tree 1. Then the rate of this code, as defined in 

Definition (3.3.4.3), is equal to the rate of the fl( H) tree, l( 1}. c 

Proof. In the proof of Theorem (3.3.3.1), we showed that the rate of the fl(N) 

tree equals (TlfN, lJfN) with Tl ==:= -log(height(r)) averaged over all rootlike 

rectangles r remaining after partitioning, lJ := -log(brea.dth( r)) averaged over 

r, and N := the average block length as defined in (3.3.4.2). Since all basic rec

tangles have equal size, height(r) = 1/10 for all basic rectangles r, so 

Tl = log(10). Similarly lJ = log(11}, proving the theorem after division by N. c 

In Section (3.2.3), we defined an Jl(N) tree as the kind of tree in which a 

fixed length code with error probability 0 could be represented. In Definition 

(3.3.4.5) below we define something similar for variable length codes. For fixed 

length trees, we could not prove that fl (H) converges to the capacity region. For 

variable length trees, however, we can show that the regions v'>(N) tend to C. 

(3.3.4.5) Definition. Let N e IN. A ,0 (H) tree (or strategy) is a fl (H) tree (or 

strategy) on a grid in which a Chlrror variable length code is represented such 

that the largest codeword length occurring in the code is N. Also 
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v0(N) := { l(T) I Tis a r0(N) tree}, 

vO := u v0(N). 
He IN 

{3.3.4.6) Theorem. We have 

0 . 0 -0 V N E IN [ co V (N) c C] and hm V (N) = V =C. 
N .... Q) 

Proof: see Section 3.5. 

[] 

[] 

[] 

Because of Theorem (3.3.4.6) it is interesting to try to develop variable 

length codes. Not only do these provide an easy way to use the channel for actual 

communication - and even ~rror free - but we also know that variable length 

codes achieve capacity: ifthe average block length is large enough, variable length 

codes exist with rates that are close to the maximum possible rate for the TWC. 

Variable length codes have already been mentioned in [SHA61]: the Hagel

barger rode is the least complex variable length code for the BMC. It is in fact 

the code described by the fl(2) tree in Figure (3.3.1.2). Each user has 'two mes

sages and the average block length is 7/4. More complex examples of variable 

length codes for the BMC are shown in Section 3.6. 

3.4. Bootstrap trees 

3.4.1. Definition and statement of resnlt 

In Section 3.3 we have considered a possible improvement over fixed length 

trees. We managed to achieve higher rates, in general, by deleting some of the 

low-rate vertices in an F(N) tree. (We stress the fact that this improvement only 

holds for finite N, since we showed that the limiting region for N ..... m is the same 
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for both fixed - and variable length trees.) However, with Y(N) trees we are 

limited in the choice of the vertices to be deleted from the F( N) tree: if we want 

to delete a low-rate vertex somewhere halfway the tree, we have to delete the 

complete subtree below it (which might contain vertices with high rates) as well! 

In this section we provide a way to get around this problem. Using a 

technique introduced by Schalkwijk [SCH83a] for the BMC, it is sometimes 

possible to delete single vertices from a tree without deleting the subtree. We will 

prove that the average rate of the remaining set of vertices (which is not a tree in 

the strict sense anymore) is an achievable rate for the TWC again. Schalkwijk 

called this technique 'bootstrapping', since it is based on the idea of 'pulling 

oneself up by one's own bootstraps': a given tree with rate 1(0) is used to develop 

a coding scheme having a higher rate, 1(1), which in turn is used to construct a 

code with even higher rate, 1(2), et cetera, until we reach the rate of the tree 

without the deleted vertex. 2 

Clearly we cannot delete an arbitrary vertex from a tree and still keep an 

achievable rate. Definition {3.4.1.1) states necessary requirements for a vertex 

such that it has the above property. 

(3.4.1.1) Definition. Consider a Y(N) tree 1 for some N E IN. The set of possible 

bootstrap vertices (PBV) for r is the set of vertices in the tree for which (3.4.1.2), 

the so-called PBV property, holds. Here A denotes a vertex at level n. 

2 The term 'bootstrapping' is not uncommon in science: the Oxford English 

Dictionary [BUR72] quotes several technical papers (the earliest one from 1946), 

in which this word is used with a similar meaning. 
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Note that the slicing vertices occurring in Lemma (3.3.2.3) have the PBV 

property. The PBV property means that the transmission in a vertex A satisfying 

{3.4.1.2) is such that the a priori uncertainty about output 1 in for user i, 

knowing that we are in vertex A, is equal to the uncertainty about the other user's 

input. Suppose that we use a code based on the tree, as in Theorem (3.3.3.1). In 

Section 3.4.2 we will show that the information transmitted in vertex A does not 

have to be transmitted by sending the inputs as described by A; the users can 

directly transmit the information about their inputs using another code. I£ this 

'other' code has a rate higher than r(A), then the rate of the complete coding 

scheme will be higher than the rate of the tree. 

The new code can be used to repeat the procedure. Now the information 

about the inputs in vertex A can be transmitted using the new code, which again 

increases the total rate. This is where idea of 'bootstrapping' is used. If we repeat 

the procedure infinitely many times, it will turn out that the rate of A, !(A), does 

not occur in the formula for the code rate anymore: A has become 'invisible'. Note 

that this can be done only for vertices with the PBV property; all other vertices 

necessarily remain 'visible' in the rate formula. This explains the following 

definition. 

{3.4.1.3) Definition. Consider a V(K) tree 1 and its PBV set. A type assignment 

for 1 is defined as follows. To each vertex in r, we assign a type, 'visible' or 

'invisible'. For the root and for (other) vertices not in the PBV set, the type must 

be 'visible'. For vertices in the PBV set (except for the root) we may choose the 

type at will. The visible distance between visible vertices is defined analogously to 

the ordinary distance (cf. Section 3.2.1), but now we only count visible vertices on 

the path between the vertices. The visible depth ofT is defined analogously. o 
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. (3.4.1.4) Definition. Let N e IN. A I(N) tree (bootstrap tree) is defined as a Y(N0) 

tree for some N0 ~ N, with a type assignment such that the visible depth is N-1. 

IJ 

An example of this is given in Figure (3.4.1.5) . 

• • • 
/ '\. / 

"".PBv 
/ '\.. 

• • • • 0
mv 

/ '\. l / '\. / '\. 
• • • PBV• • inv o • 

/ '\. l l / '\. ! / '\. l 
• • • • • • •PBV • • • vis 
! / '\. ! ! / '\. / '\. 
• • • • • • • • • 

(3.4.1.5) Fignre. 1(5), Y(5) and I( 4) tree. 

At the left, an 1(5) tree is shown in schematic form. In the middle, the 

tree has been pruned to a Y(5) tree. The three vertices in this tree labeled 'PBV' 

form the PBV set. The 1(4) tree on the right is constructed from the Y(5) tree 

by considering two of the PBV vertices invisible ('inv', the open circles). 

The next definition describes how the rate of a B(N) tree should be compu

ted. As said before, invisible vertices do not contribute to the rate. 

(3.4.1.6) Definition. Let r be a I(N) tree constructed from a Y(N0) tree with 

vertex set K. Partition K into Kvis and Kinv' the sets of visible and invisible 

vertices, respectively. The rate of the B(N) tree, denoted as lvis ( T), is defined as 

E w(A) ·1:(A) 
Aeivis lvis ( T) : = _ __;,;;;;.;;;...__ __ _ 

E w(A) 
· ..{eivis 

IJ 
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The definition and theorem below are generalizations of the ones in Section 

3.3. They state that the rate of a bootstrap tree as defined above is indeed achie

vable and tends to capacity if the visible depth is large enough. 

(3.4.1.7) Definition. We define, for He IN: 

B(H) := { lyis(T) I 1 is a B(H) tree}, 

B := U B(H). 
He IN 

(3.4.1.8) Theorem. We have 

V He IN [ co B(H) c C] and li11 B(H) = 8 =C. 
a .... IJ) 

[J 

[J 

Proof: Part of this proof follows the proofs for fixed or variable length strategies, 

especially where the limit is concerned. For this part we refer to Section 3.5. The 

fact that every point in B(H) is achievable, however, is proved in an entirely 

different way. Since this proof is quite involved, we devote Section 3.4.2 to it. c 

Theorem (3.4.1.8) offers a way to find significantly better inner bounds on 

the capacity region of certain TWCs. The most famous example of this technique 

is Scha.lkwijk's bootstrapping strategy for the BMC. In Section 3.6, this strategy 

is shown, along with some more bootstrap trees for other TWCs. 

3.4.2. Proof of the achievability of bootstrap rates 

Here we will prove the achievability of every rate point corresponding to a 

bootstrap tree as defined in the previous section; hence we will show B( H) c C for 

all He IN. For the case of the BMC with Schalkwijk's bootstrap tree [SCH83a], the 

achievability was proved by the author in [OVE88a]. This proof was based on a 

term paper by Hazewindus [HAZ85J, which contained the basic idea for the proof 
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(although the paper itself was very concise and unfortunately incorrect). Here we 

basically use the same argument as in [OVE88a], but in a slightly more general 

form since we are discussing arbitrary deterministic TWCs now. 

Consider a Y(N0) tree with a type assignment and the corresponding B(N) 

tree, N ~ N0. We use Lemma (3.3.2.3) to change the Y(N0) tree into a fl(N0) tree 

for some N0 ~ N0. The slicing vertices that had to be added in this procedure are 

given type 'invisible'; as shown in the lemma, these vertices satisfy (3.4.1.2). 

Because of this, the bootstrap tree corresponding to the fl(N0) tree has the same 

set of visible vertices (and hence, the .same rate) as the B(N) tree following from 

the Y(N0) tree. Let the fl(N0) tree be called T. Its rate is l(T) = (10(1) ,11 (T) ). 

We assume that both components of l(T) are positive. The case where one of the 

two components is zero is trivial and follows by continuity. We will show that 

l(T) is the first of a sequence of achievable rates, l(n) for n = 0,1,2, ... with 

l(O) = l(T). The limit ofthis sequence will be the rate of the B(N) tree, lvis( 1): 

lim l(n) = lvis(T) = (lvis o(T) ,lvis 1 (T)) 
n ~ m . ' ' 

as computed by Definition (3.4.1.6). We also assume I vis, i ( T) > 0 for i = 0, 1. 

In this section we prove that for each n, a sequence of block codes exists 

such that the rate approximates l(n) and both error probabilities decrease expo

nentially as the block length increases. As in [OVE88a], the main ingredients of 

the proof are Theorem (3.3.3.1) and the correlated source coding result by Slepian 

and Wolf [SLE73]. The Slepian-Wolfresult is stated in Lemma (3.4.2.1) below, in 

the form in which we are going to use it. 

(3.4.2.1) Lemma. For each vertex..{ . at some level n in the tree T, we have the n,t 
following. Let e:x > 0. Real numbers c > 0 and 0 < j < 1 exist such that, for 

large enough I E IN, an encoder-decoder pair exists for which the following holds. 
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I symbols Ion that correspond to I independent transmissions in vertex An, i 

can be encoded by user 0 into 

r ( 8(Ioni81'11'(80 ,B1) E An,i) + ez)·Il 

binary symbols such that, if user 1 decodes these using 81 and 11· the probability 

of a decoding error is at most c • A I. Similarly user 1 can encode I I 1 n -symbols in 

r ( 8(I1nl80,..z8,(80,81) E An,i) + ez)·Il 

binary symbols with a decoding error probability for user 0 of at most c ·AI. o 

Proof: This follows from the theorem in [SLE73]. In fa.et we do not consider the 

classical case of two correlated information streams that have to be encoded by 

separate encoders; we only look at the ease where one information stream, consis

ting of i.i.d. symbols Ion• is encoded and where the decoder has side information, 

namely the i.i.d. sequences 11 and 81. This is indeed a special case of the afore

mentioned theorem; however, we must make two remarks about this. 

Firstly, in the proof in [SLE73] it is needed that the decoder's side informa

tion, say U, is described with symbols in a finite alphabet U.. Here we do ;DOt have 

this: 81 is a real number. However, in Section 2.3.2 we defined 8(11181) in terms 

of the basic intervals 1 k of user 1. Therefore the index k of the interval! k contai

ning 111 bears all information: the position of 81 within 1 k adds no further know

ledge about Ion or I1n. So, if I(81) is the index of the basic interval in which 81 

lies, we could have stated the lemma with 8(Ion1I(81),11,(80 ,91) eAn,i) 

instead of with 8(Ionl81 ,11, (80 ,81) e An,i): these represent the same entropy. 

Secondly it should be noted that the theorem in [SLE73] is stated with a 

bound on the error probability that does not depend on the block length I. How

ever, Koselev [KOS77] proved that the theorem also holds with an exponential 

error bound (also see [CSI81], problem 3.1.5). 0 

For the fl(N0) tree T, we define the set of visible and invisible vertices as 
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.Vvis and .Vinv• respectively. Let the total weight of all vertices in these sets be 

fvis and finv' respectively. If we define N, I and 11 for the fl(Nc)) tree 1 as in 

Theorem (3.3.3.1), we find N = fvis + finv· We abbreviate Iyi8 (1) as lvisi 

similarly we define !inv as the average rate of the invisible vertices. Thus 

(3.4.2.2) 
Ill( A). !(A) E 

lvis (lvis,o•1vis,t> = 
AE.Vvis 

= 
'vis 

E Ill( A). !(A) 

linv (linv,o•1inv,t> 
AE.Vinv 

= = 
finv 

!(1) (lo(r) ''t (1)) = 
(finvlinv + 'vislvis) (l/N,llfN). = = 

(finv + 'vis) 

Now we construct a Markov chain from the tree T (cf. [SCH82], [SCH83a]). 

Each state in the chain will correspond to a vertex in the tree. Call the vertices 

An, i and let the states of the Markov chain have the same names. The transition 

probability of going from a state An i to Am 
1
. is given by the following three rules. , , 

( i) If m = n+l and A 
1
. is a successor of An . in the tree, then 

m, '' 
Pr{next state= Am,j I previous state= An, i} := w(Am,j)/ w(An, i). 

( ii) If Am,j is the root (m = 0) and in the partitioning of An, i at least one 

rootlike rectangle remains that is not partitioned further in 1, then 

Pr{next state= Am,j I previous state= An, i} := w(r)fw{An, i), 

where w( r) is the weight of all rootlike rectangles remaining in An, f 

(iii) In any other case: 

Pr{next state= Am,j I previous state= An, i} := 0. 

As a consequence of the above rules, transitions are possible only from a vertex 

An, i to a direct successor An+ 1 ,j or from a vertex An, i to the root Ao, 0; the 
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latter transition is possible only in the case that a rootlike rectangle remains in 

..( .. Figure (3.4.2.3) illustrates this. It shows the fl(3) tree for Schalkwijk's n,z 
bootstrap strategy, plus the Markov chain that is derived from it. In this figure, a 

is the area of the subrectangle in A0, 0 and b is the area of the two rectangles in 

A1 ,O that correspond to Y = 0. The transition probabilities are written next. to the 

arrows in the Markov chain. 

ca Ao,o 

! 

w ..(1,0 

! 

g 
~.o 

1- a- b 
1-"ii"""" 

(3.4.2.3) Figure. fl(3) tree and the corresponding Markov chain. 

An infinite walk through the Markov chain corresponding to a tree T can be seen 

as a partitioning of the square derived from infinitely many copies of T. Compare 

this to the proof of Theorem (3.3.3.1), where we took t copies of a fl(N) tree. 

Whenever we reach a rootlike rectangle that is not partitioned in the original tree 

T, we return to the root of T and partition this rectangle according to the tree. 

It is not difficult to see that the Markov chain is irreducible ( cf. [FEL70, 

Ch. XV, Section 4]), since every state can be reached from every other state: to 
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wit, the root can be reached from every state because each partitioning necessari

ly ends in rootlike rectangles, and from the root we can reach all other states 

because of the tree structure. We also assume that the chain is aperiodic. This is 

not a severe restriction, since we can always change a periodic chain into an 

aperiodic one without changing the corresponding bootstrap tree. Indeed, if the 

chain is periodic, then we add a vertex below one of the leaves of the Y(N0) tree 

in which we use slicing to separate the remaining rootlike rectangle into two 

halves. In one of these halves, we return directly to the root and to the other half 

we append another slicing vertex before returning to the root. ·Now the chain is 

aperiodic and still irreducible. The slicing vertices are given type 'invisible' 

(which is possible, see before), so .lyi
8

(1) is not affected by this. 

For a state A, define q A by 

(3.4.2.4) qA = w(A) ( ')/ -_...::.l.:.;:.r__ = 111 "' N. 
E 111(Ai) 

A.e¥ 
' 

It is left to the reader to check that the qls satisfy 

V m 
3
. [ qA . = L Pr{next state= Am 3. I previous state= An i}· qA .J. 

' m,J A . ' ' n, s 
n,s 

Hence by [FEL70, Ch. XV, Section 7], the qis form the stationary distribution 

of the Markov chain. So, if .4 (d) is the random variable denoting the state that is 

reached after d transitions in the chain, starting from the root, then 

Let fvis be the probability of being in a. visible vertex and define q inv likewise: 

finv = 1invfN, fvis = l- qinv = 1visfN. 

Assume finv > 0; otherwise .lyi
8

(T) equals l(T), which is achievable by Theo-
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rem (3.3.1.4). There are three possibilities, given by (3.4.2.5.a through c). 

(3.4.2 -S.a) 11 ( T) "1inv ,0 > 1o(T) ' 1inv ,1 

(3.4.2.5.b) 11 (T) ' 1inv,O < 1o(T) ' 1inv,1 

(3.4.2 .5.c) 11 ( T) ' 1inv ,0 = 1o( T) ' 1inv ,1" 

In the rest of this proof we assume that (3.4.2.5.a) holds. Case (3.4.2.5.b) can be 

treated by interchanging O's and 1 's everywhere. The third case asks for some 

minor changes. We will explicitly point out the differences with {3.4.2.5.a.). 

Now we define· the sequence of rates l(n). Two extra. variables are needed: 

a term l~(n) to ensure that the direction of l(n) tends to the direction of lvis 

(this can be compared to the dissecting state d in [SCB83b]), and a factor fin 

which affects the Euclidean norm of l(n) such that lll(n)ll -+ lllvisll for n ... 111. 

(3.4.2.6) Definition. We define 1;(n), 'In and !(n) = (l0 (n) ,11 (n)) recursively: 

a) 1~(0) := o, ,0 := 1, l(O) := !(T) and for n > 0: 

* 11 (n-1) 
11(n) := ·l. 0 -I. 1 

10(n-1) 1nv, 1nv, 
b) 

'1n :::: 1inv ol1o(n-l) 
' 

c) 

dO) 1o(n) := (Vinv1inv,O + Vvis1vis,o)/(Vinv'1n + Vvis) 

dl) 11 (n) := (Vinv(1inv,1 + l~(n)) + fvis1vis,1)/(Vinv'1n + Vvis)· 0 

A first observation about the term l~ ( n) is made below. 

(3.4.2.7) Lemma. Vn > 0 [l~(n) > o]. 

(Note: if (3.4.2.5.b) holds, then l~ ( n) > 0; if c holds, then I~ ( n) = 0) o 

Proof: By induction: 1~(1) > 0 by (3.4.2.5.a). If l~(n) > 0, then by (3.4.2.6.d): 
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11 (n) = 11 (O) + finv1~ (n) > 11 (O). 

'o(n) 'o(o) 'o(O) 

So, by (3.4.2.6.b), l~(n+l) > ~(1) > 0 for all n > 0. IJ 

Furthermore we derive the following relations that will be needed in the sequel. 

By (3.4.2.2), {3.4.2.6) and the definitions of finv and fvis we obtain 

1 B + K·f· J~(n+t) 
(3.4.2.8) t 0(n+1) = _ , 11 (n+t) _ mv 

l(fvis+ finvqn+l) l(fvis+ qinvqn+l) 

Also, c) and d) of {3.4.2.6) yield 

Let n E IH. We will construct a sequence of codes Ck(n) such that rate l(n) 

is achievable with C k ( n) if k .... m. In the following, the expression ' {a, b} bit is , 

transmitted ' is an abbreviation for: 'simultaneously, an amount of information 

of a bit is transmitted in the 0 .... 1 direction and b bit is transmitted in the 

1 .... 0 direction'. Consider assertion 1
11

, stating that l(n) is achievable. 

in : = V E > 0 3 c > 0 30 <.~ < 1 0 < a < 1 31 V k > l [ a block code 
n n n ' n- n - n 

Ck(n) for l exists allowing at least { f(l0(n)-e:,.)kl, r(J1 (n)-e;n)kl } bit 

to be transmitted in k transmissions, with both error probabilities at most 

c,.·(A,.)en, en:= (k)an.] 

(3.4.2.10) Theorem. A,. holds for all n ~ 0. 

Proof: We use induction on n. For n = 0, the assertion follows from Theorem 

{3.3.3.1), where the sequence of codes Ck(O) is constructed with a0 = 1, e0 = k. 
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Assume that ln holds for some n and let En+1 > 0. Let 6, Ez and en be 

positive numbers, to be specified later and depending on e,+1 only. Let k > 0. 

For the given 6, we choose a number De IN such that (3.4.2.11) holds. Here l(d) 

denotes the state in the chain reached after d transitions. Note that D exists since 

qA is the stationary probability of A (cf. (3.4.2.4)) and the convergence is uniform. 

Let 

(3.4.2.12) em:= {ex(1 + 6IYinv1) + 6· L (r0(A) + r1 (A))}/finv' 
A E J'inv 

then Em .... 0 if ex .... 0 and 6 .... 0. For t e IN, let at and tt be as in Theorem 

(3.3.3.1) (where 6 plays the role of the 6 in Theorem (3.3.3.1)) and define b t by 

l. o+ e 
(3.4.2.13) bt := r t- t(f· -61¥· I)+ t(q. +6)· mv, 111 +11. 

lnV lnV lDV lo(n) _ En . 

Let t be the largest integer for which (3.4.2.14) holds. 

Assume that at > D, which means that t must be large enough and hence k must 

be large enough (depending on en+1). Define l{(n+1) by the following equality. 

1. + e + l ' ( n+ 1) 
{a.4.2.15) lnV, 1 m 1 

11 (n) En 

1inv,O + Em 

lo(n) - en 

Since ll_(n+l) _, l~(n+l) > 0 if em and en tend to zero, it is possible to 

choose ex, en and 6 such that ll_(n+l) ~ 0 by Lemma (3.4.2.7). (Note: if 

(3.4.2.5.c) holds, it may happen that ll_(n+l) < 0, depending on the sign of 

11 (n)- a0(n). In this case we use R0(n+l) instead of ll_(n+1). Then J0(n+1) ~ 0 

and the rest of the proof should be read with O's and l's interchanged.) Hence, by 
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(3.4.2.8), it is possible to choose e:z, e:n and 6 such that (3.4.2.16) holds. 

(3.4.2.16) 

Hence we can choose a large enough t such that (3.4.2.17) holds. 

{3.4.2.17) 

tlt(l + 26)J . 
------------ ~ l 0(n+1) 
(at+1-D)·bt+1 + (t+1)(lt+1-at+1+D) 

Now we construct the block code C k ( n+ 1) . The block length of this code 

will be k. Only (arD)·bt + t(lt-at+D) transmissions are used for the sending 

of information; any remaining transmissions ( cf. (3.4.2.14)) consist of dummy 

symbols. We show that { f(J0(n+l)-e:n+l)kl, f(l1(n+l)-e:
11
+1)kl} bit can be 

transmitted with Ck(n+l). In fact, 

bit will be transmitted with it. This is at least as much as was required, since 
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The first inequality follows from (3.4.2.17) and the second one from the definition 

oft. The inequality for the 1-+ 0 direction can be found in the same way. 

The amount of information that will be transmitted is split up as 

(3.4.2.19) { tlt(H+26)J, tlt(B+26)J } and { O, (arD) lt(finv-6)li(n+1)j} 

bit. With 'ot L2 t (H+26) J and 11t = L2 t (B+26) J as in Theorem (3.3.3.1), the 

first part can be considered as the information of t independent message pairs 

(1110 ,1111) with wi E {0,1, •.• ,1i,r1} fori e {0,1}. These t pairs are denoted 

by (w0 ,1111)0, (1110 ,1111)1, ... , (1110 ,1111)t-l' Each of the pairs (w0 ,w1)j can be 

transmitted with the block code C t that can be constructed from the tree 1 using 

Theorem (3.3.3.1). Hereto tt symbols per pair are needed, and the error proba

bility per pair is at most c 1(A 1) t for some c 1 > 0, 0 <.A 1 < 1. 

All pairs are encoded simultaneously in the following way. Also, see Figure 

(3.4.2.27). First consider user 0. Let pair ( w0 , w1) j correspond to 

(x0j'x1p ... ,xlr1,j) e (10)it, the input sequence that would be sent by user 

0 using the code Ct. User 0 transmits 10, 11, ... , 'Pt _1 where 'Pi contains the 
t 

information about (xiO'xil'''''xi,t-t> for 0~ i<lt. We call 'Pi the ith, 

packet. We distinguish between the cases i ~ D, D < i ~ at and i >at. 

If i 5 D or i > at, we set 1 i := (ziO,xi1, ... ,xi, t-1), so 'Pi contains t 

symbols. No further coding takes place. ForD< i ~ at we proceed as follows. The 

symbols x iO' x il''"' xi, t-1 correspond to independent transmissions in the tree 

T. More specifically, xi,j corresponds to a transmission in a vertex at level i in 

the ih replica of the ..,0( tN0) tree consisting of t copies of 1. This is illustrated in 

Figure (3.4.2.20), where the vertices for the xi ,j are shown as open circles. 
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0 • • • 
/ '\. / '\. / '\. 

1 • • • • • • 
/ '\. ! / '\. ! / '\. ! 

• • • • • • • • • 
'\. ! ! '\. ! ! '\. ! ! 

i 0 • • • • 0 • • 0 

/ '\. ! ! / '\. ! ! / '\. ! ! 

tree 0 treej tree t-1 

(3.4.2.20) Figure. The ith transmission for t independent message pairs. 

For each transmitted symbol, user 0 can determine the vertex in 1 it corresponds 

to. For .A e Kinv' let l(.l) :=the number of symbols among these t that are 

transmitted in vertex .A, and let I := E I(.A). The packet 1 i will contain b t 
.A E Kinv 

symbols (cf. (3.4.2.13)). We distinguish two cases. If some .A e Kinv exists for 

which II(.A)- q_.tl > ot, then the bt symbols of 'Pi are randomly chosen. Other

wise user 0 first transmits the t-1 symbols corresponding to visible vertices. The 

remaining I symbols are compressed by user 0 such that, for all A E Kinv' the 

I(A) symbols transmitted in vertex A are represented by r (r0(A)+e;z) ·I(A) 1 
binary digits. This is possible by Lemma (3.4.2.1) and since A E Kinv' so (3.4.1.2) 

holds. The error probability for the compression is at most 

(3.4.2.21) L cAp A) I( A) s cs<A s> t 
.A E Kinv 

for some c _., ,\ _., c S and ,\ s· How these binary digits are transmitted will be 

explained later; their number is (using (3.4.2.2) in the second inequality) 

L r (ro(A)+e;x)·I(A) 1 
A E Kinv 
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~ L ((r0(..()+Ex)·(q_t6)t+1) 

..( E 1inv 

~ t·Qinv1inv,O + t(Ex(1 + 611invl) + 6• L ro(..()) + 11inv1 

..( E .Vinv 

with Em defined in (3.4.2.12). User 0 adds some dummy binary digits until he has 

of them. This is possible if tis large enough, depending on Em and 6. 

Similarly, user 1 sends symbols of 11. For packet 1' i with i ~ 0 or i > at, 

he sends t symbols. If 0 < i ~at, he sends bt symbols. If II(..()- q..(· t I > 6t for 

some ..( E .Vinv' the b t symbols are random; otherwise he sends the t-1 symbols 
' 
corresponding to visible vertices and compresses the remaining I Ic-symbols to 

L r (r1(..()+Ex)·l(..() 1 
..( E 1inv 

binary digits. He adds dummy symbols until their number is 

Now recall that some extra information must be sent from user 1 to 0. For 

each packet 1'i with 0 < i ~at, user 1 has exactly Lt(Qinv-6)l{(n+1)J bit of 

extra information to be transmitted (cf. (3.4.2.19)). In the ith packet, this is done 

as follows. If for some..( e .Vinv I 1(..() - q..(· t I > 6t, no extra information is sent. 

Otherwise, user 1 takes the Lt(Qinv-6)l{(n+1)J bit together with the 

r<'inv,1 + Em)·Qinvt + I.Vinvll that he still has to transmit by (3.4.2.23). If 

necessary, he adds some information to this until he has 
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bit. Notice that the latter number is larger than the sum of the two former if t is 

large enough. At the same time, user 0 still has to transmit the amount of infor

mation given by (3.4.2.22). Hence 

(3.4.2.25) 

{ f(1inv,o+e:m)·(finv+6)tl, f(1inv,1 +em+ 1{(n+l))·(finv+6)tl} 

bit must be transmitted in this situation. Now we describe how this is done. Let 

(3.4.2.26) 

k 1 := r( 1inv ,O+em) ( f inv +6) t1 = r(linv 2 1 + em + l{ ( n+ 1)) • (I inv +6) t1· 
lo(n) - en 11 (n) - en 

The equality holds because of (3.4.2.15). By assumption .4n, a code C(k')(n) 

with block length k' exists, such that { f(l0(n)-e:n)k 1l, f(l1 (n)-e:n)k 1l } bit 

can be transmitted with it, with error probability S cn(An)en, en= (k 1)
8 n. We 

assume that k 1 is large enough ( k 1 ~ In> to make this possible. This yields a 

bound on t and hence on k. By (3.4.2.25) and {3.4.2.26), the users can transmit 

the { r (1inv,o+em)·(finv+6)tl, r (1inv,1 +€m+l{(n+l))·(finv+6)tl} 

bit of (3.4.2.25) with this code. 

At this point in the proof the 'bootstrapping' idea is used: in the new code 

C k ( n+ 1) , some of the information is transmitted using an old code C ( k 1 ) ( n) . The 

new code itself can again be used to create another code. This gives rise to an 

infinite sequence of codes with increasing rates, as will be seen later (at least if 

lvis is higher than 1.( T) ). 

In this way all invisible-vertex transmissions, plus the extra information 

l{( n+1) for the ith packet are encoded in k 1 symbols. Therefore all information 

contained in the packet 1 i is encoded in at most 
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max { b t , t 1 + 1nv, 0 m 1nv } 
r 

(1. +t )(f. +o)t 1 
'o(n) - tn 

symbols. Using ll(...t)- q...t·tl ~ 6t for...te.Vinv and I E l(...t),wefind 
,( E 1inv 

t _ 
1 

+ (linv ,o+tm)(finv +6) t + 
1 

'o(n) - tn 

Hence each packet 'Pi' D < i S at, can be lengthened nntil it contains b t symbols. 

'Po ZOzO' zo,1' ' XQ z t-1 t symb. 

'Po XDzO' XOz1' ' xo 1 t-t I t symb. 

1D+1 vis. vertices encoded inv. vertices bt symb. 

'Pa .: vis. vertices encoded inv. vertices bt symb. 
t 

1a +1 t I xat+1,0' xa +1 1' t ' zat+1 2 t-1 I t symb. 

1t 1 Gt-1,0' xi -1 1' . . . 
J xlr 1, t-1 I t symb 

f t 

(3.4.2.27) Figure. Simultaneous transmission of information in packets. 

Summarizing, the situation is as in Figure (3.4.2.27): the users transmit 

at- 0 packets containing b t symbols each and ( l f at+O) packets containing t 
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symbols each. The total number of transmissions is (arD)·bt + t(tfat+D), 

which is what we had to show. 

Decoding is done in the natural way: the decoding functions of C(k') (n) 

and C t together with the decoding function for the Slepian-Wolf compression 

scheme enable the two users to find an estimate for each other's message. 

Finally we show that the error probabilities Pe,O and Pe,1 (cf. (2.1.7)) are 

bounded by cn+1 Pn+1)en+1 for some cn+1 > O, 0 < -'n+1 < 1, an+1 > 0, 

en+1 = kan+1 and large enough k. Errors can occur in one of th~ following ways. 

1. An i, D < i ~ at, and an invisible vertex A exist such that in the ith packet 

ti(.A)- qAt I > 6t, and hence the Slepian-Wol£ compression is not applied. 

2. An i, D < i ~ at, exists such that an error occurs in the Slepian-Wolf 

compression scheme for the ith packet. 

3. An i, D< i ~at, exists such that the { f (linv,o+e111)·U'inv+6)t 1, 
r (1. 1+e +l1'(n+1))·(Q. +6)tl} bit of the ith packet are not 1nv, m 1nv 

transmitted correctly with the code C ( k ') ( n). 

4. A message pair (w0,w1)j' j E {0,1, ... ,t-1}, exists for which code Ct is 

in error (though the symbols in all packets may be transmitted correctly). 

The probabilities of these events are called P 1 , P 2, P 3 and P 4. We find 

P1 ~(afD)· L Pr{ll(A)-qAtl>6t} 

A E 1inv 

~ (af D)· cL(.\L) t {by (3.4.2.11} and the weak law oflarge numbers} 

t 
~ c(1) (-'(1)) 

if t is large enough, for some c L > 0, 0 < A L < 1 , c ( 1) > 0 , and 0 < -'( 1) < 1. 
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for some c9, A9, c(2)' l(2) and t large enough. Note that this is the place 

where we use the exponential error bound in the Slepian-Woli lemma, (3.4.2.1 ). 

P3 ~ (acD)·c
8

(A
8
)en with en= (k')(an>, 

for some en and ln. This follows from assumption in. Hence, for large t 

'a~ c(a)<A(a))en 

~ c(a) P(a)) (e~) with e~ := t< 4n) 

since k' = C· t for some constant C > 0, by (3.4.2.26). 

P4 ~ t• c1(A 1) t {by Theorem (3.3.3.1)} 

~ c(4) {A(4)) t 

for some c ( 4), A ( 4) and t large. 

Now let 

c' := c(1) + c(2) + c(a) + c(4) > 0 

A 1 := 118.X {1(1), 1(2), A(a), 1(4)} (0 < .\ 1 < 1), 

Then the total error probability P e, 0 + P e, 1 satisfies 

P +P <(c')(A')(e~) with e'·=t(an><t. e,O e,1- n' -

By definition oft (see (3.4.2.14)), we have t2 ~ F·k, where F depends on en+1 

but not on k. Consequently 

e 1 = t< 4 n) = t 2(anf2) > F'·k(an/2) 
n -

for some F1• With a 1 :=a /2 and e 1 := k( 4n+1) we find n+ n n+ 
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Pe,O + 'e,t ~ (c')(A ,/'·en+t = cn+t Pn+t)en+t 

for some cn+t > 0 and 0 < ~n+t < t depending on en+t' This concludes the proof 

of Theorem (3.4.2.10). ll 

Now that we know that every rate l(n) is achievable, we still have to 

prove that the sequence {l(n)}n E IN converges and that its limit islvis' the 

visible rate of the bootstrap tree. 

(3.4.2.28) Lemma. The sequence {l(n)} n E 111 defined in (3.4.2.6) converges. o 

Proof: With 'It as defined in (3.4.2.6.c), first let us assume fJ1 ~ 1.,lt follows by 

induction that the sequence 'In is nondecreasing and J0(n) is nonincreasing in n. 

Indeed, if 'In~ '~n-t• then by the first equality of (3.4.2.9), i 0(n) ~ 10(n-t) and 

hence, using (3.4.2.6.c), '~n+1 ~ 'In· By the second equality of (3.4.2.9) this implies 

Hence 

1 ~ 
= 1inv1inv,O + 1vis1vis,O 

1inv1inv ,0 + 1vis1o(n-t) 

1vis,O < 1o(n-1) 

for all n. Therefore the sequence J0(n) is bounded from below by lvis,O and 

hence it has a limit that we call J0. 

In the case where 'It < t, we find analogously that 'In is nonincreasing and 

J0(n) is nondecreasing. Now J0(n) is bounded from above by Jvis,O and again 

the sequence converges to a limit 10. We define 

Since '~n't(n-1) =Jinv t +lr(n) bybandcof(3.4.2.6),weobtain 
' 
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In other words, 11 (n) can be written as a convex combination of 11 (n-1) and 

lvis,l' This reflects the proof of Theorem (3.4.2.10): in the code with rate l(n), 

the info;rmation of the visible vertices is transmitted with rate lvis and the 

information of the invisible vertices is transmitted with a code of rate l( n-1). 

If 11 (0) ~ 'vis, 1, then 11 (n) will be a nondecreasing sequence bounded 

from above by lvis,1; if 11 (0) ~ 'vis,P then the sequence is nonincreasing 

with lower bound lvis,1. In either case 11 (n) converges to a limit, say lr This 

concludes the proof of the lemma. o 

Now we investigate the limit (10,11). If we substitute 

R0(n-1) = 10(n) = 10, 11 (n-1) = 11 (n) = 11 

in (3.4.2.6), then we find 

't 1inv1inv,O"IQ + fvis1vis,l 

1inv1inv ol1o + 1vis 
' 

By multiplying both sides of these equalities by finv'inv,ol 10 + 'vis' we find 

This completes the proof of the achievability of the bootstrap rate lvis ( T). 
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3.5. Relations between s'rategy trees 

Here we present the proofs of the theorems in the previous sections. For 

reference purposes, we once more list the theorems themselves. 

(3.2.1.2) Theorem. V N E IN [ co 1(N) c C], lim 1(N) = 1 =C. o 
N-too 

(3.2.2.3) Theorem. V N E IN [co ~(N) C C], lim ~(N) fl =C. o 
N-t(l) 

(3.3.1.4) Theorem. V N E IN [ co V(N) c C], lim V(N) = V =C. o 
N-too 

(3.3.2.2) Theorem. V N E IN [ co VO(N) c C], lim vD(N) = YJ =C. o 
N-tm 

(3.3.4.6) Theorem. V N E 111 [ co vO ( N) c C ] , lim vO ( N) = VO = C. o 
N->m 

(3.4.1.8) Theorem. V N e 11 [ co B(N) c C], lim B(N) = B =C. o 
N-too 

In the proofs we will use several inclusions between the regions defined, 

like 1(N) c V(N) and 1(H) c 1(2N). Figure (3.5.1) shows some of the relations 

that will be used. In this figure, arrows denote inclusions: an arrow pointing from 

region A to B means A c B. 
c 
T 

B(N) 

T 
V(N) 

/ ' 
VCI(N) 1(N) 

/ ' / 
~(N) 

/ 
fJ(N) 

(3.5.1) Figure. Relations between the strategy trees. 
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The inclusions pictured in Figure (3.5.1) are easy to prove. In Section 

(3.4.2) we have shown that B(N) c C for all N. Since every Y(N) tree can be 

regarded as a B(N) tree (just assign type 'visible' to all vertices), we have 

V(N) c B(N). In the same way it follows that lP(N) c V(N), 1(N) c V(N), et 

cetera: if we go one step 'down' in the figure, we add restrictions to the trees 

considered, so the set of rates is a subset of the one directly above it. 

n is a well-known fact that, if a set of rates A is achievable for the TWC, 

then also the region co A is achievable. In fact, this follows from time sharing 

and was already used by Shannon [SHA61J in the definition of the inner bound, 

(2.2.2). Together with the above inclusions, this proves V N e IN [co 1(N) c C] 

and similar statements for all other types of trees mentioned in the list of theo

rems. The second part of each theorem will be proved using the following lemma. 

(3.5.2) Lemma. Suppose the following holds for a sequence of regions AN c IR2 

and for all .ll e IR2 (here d(g,.AN) is defined as in (2.2.7)): 

3N [.ll e AN] ~ Ve > 0 3N VN> N [d(g,.AN) < e]. 
0 0 1 1 

Then {.AN} N e 11 converges to a limit :A, with 

A:= u AN. 
Nell 

c 

Proof: First we prove that ( i) of Definition (2.2.8) holds. Let g e :A and e > 0. 

By definition of closure, an N0 e IN and .Ao e .A8 exist such that d(g,.Ao) < e/2. 
0 

By the assumption in the lemma, we have 

Hence, for such an N1 and N > N1, we have 

d(.ll,.A8) = inf { d(g,gN) I .llN e AN} 

~ inf { d(g,.Ao) + d(.Ao ,gN) I AN e AN} 
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which proves ( i). Now let _g_ ~ A, so _g_ is in the complement of l Since this set is 

open, _g_ is an interior point of the complement. Hence an e: > 0 exists for which 

VI! e 1 [d(_g_,ll.) > e:], or 

VNe IN [d(_g_,AN) > e:]. 

This proves that ( i i) of Definition (2.2.8) holds. 

Using this lemma, we will now prove 

lim 1(N) = 1 
N_,m 

0 

and the corresponding statements for the other regions. First we show that the 

condition in Lemma (3.5.2) holds for the sequences 1(N). Let N0 e IN, e: > 0 and 

i e 1(N0). In Section 3.2.2 we showed i e 1( tN0) for all t e IN. Now we prove 

Consider an F(N) tree with rate i 8. Its vertices are labeled Ai, i = 0,1,2, .... 

We append l 'layers' of vertices to the leaves in the tree in which no uncertainty 

is resolved (e.g. both users send a single input symbol for the whole region). This 

results in an F(N+l) tree with rate iN+l' 

Therefore 

d(iN,iN+l) = lliN+risll = lliN·_!_II = llisll· 0 (1/ N) , N _, m, 
N+l 

which proves (3.5.3) because i 8 is bounded. It follows that for N = tN0 + l with 

t ~ 1 and o 5 l < N0: 

d(1,1(N)) = d(1,1(tN0+l)) = 0(1/t), t _, m. 
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Therefore, if N is large enough, 

d([,1(N)) <e. 

Now we can apply Lemma (3.5.2), yielding 

lim 1(N) == 1. 
N .... ID 

We will apply the same reasoning to prove 

lim tJ(N) = fJ. 
N-1oo 

Let N0 e IN, e > 0 and [ E :rD(N0). As ·argued in Section 3.2.2 and 3.3.3, we have 

t E tJ(tN0) for all t E IN. By appending l layers of dummy vertices to an 

fl( tN0) tree we obtain an fl( tN0+l) tree with the same rate as computed above. 

Therefore again 

d([,JP( tN0+l)) = 0(1/t), t -+oo. 

Hence d(t,fJ(N)) < e if N is sufficiently large. Lemma (3.5.2) yields 

lim fJ(N) fJ. 
N-+m 

For the regions V(N) appearing in Theorem (3.3.1.4) we have to change the 

argument a little, but we can still apply Lemma (3.5.2). Let N0 E IN, e > 0 and 

:!l E V( N0). Then :!l e V( tN0) for all t E IN, as before. We will prove 

(3.5.4) V l E IN V :!ls e V(N) d(:!l8, V(N+l)) = 0(1/ N), N-+ m. 

Let l e IN. Consider a Y( N) tree with rate :!lN and vertices A0, ~ , .... Let ..(z be a 

leaf at level N-1 of the tree. We change the tree into a Y(N+l) tree by adding a 

path of l dummy vertices (with rate Q) below vertex ..(z. Call the new vertices 

AQ. ,q, ... , Aj-_ 1, then w(Aj) = w(AQ) for all j and w(AQ) ~ w(..(z). Since AQ has N 

predecessors in the tree, the weight of the Y(N) tree satisfies 
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E 111(.Ai) ~ E 111(AQ) = I·ID(AQ) • 
.Ai: predecessor .Ai: predecessor 

of .AQ of .AQ 

Hence the rate of the Y(N+l) tree equals Jl.N+l' 

Hence 

Since 

we find 

d(J!.N,Jl.N+I) ~ ll11.,fl·_!_ = 0(1/ N) , N-+ oo. 
1+1 

This proves (3.5.4). With N = tN0 +I, t ~ 1 and 0 ~I< 10, we find 

d(J!.,V(N))=d(3!.,V(tN0 +l)) 0(1/t), t-+oo. 

Therefore d(11.,V(N)) < £ if N is large enough. By Lemma (3.5.2), this proves 

lim V(N) = V. 
N-+oo 

The above proof for Y( N) trees can be applied to fl ( N) and pO ( N) trees as 

well, in t.he same way as the proof for F(N) and fl(N) trees is similar. However, 

the reader should be aware of the implication of 'taking t copies of a ..0(N) tree' 
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(necessary to show 1l e v0 ( N) =t 1l e v0 ( tN)). If the fJ ( N) tree has thresholds on 

an (1'0+1)" (1'1+1) grid, then the fJ(tN) tree has thresholds on an (1'~+1) " 

( •f + 1) grid and it represents a variable length code with error probability zero 

for (1'0 t,l1 t) messages. Since the rate of the tree (and the rate of the code) is 

not affected by this, the rest of the proof can be continued as before. We find 

lim Yl(N) = VO and 
N-tm 

lim v0 (N) = v0. 
H-tm 

Finally we show that Lemma (3.5.2) can ~e applied to the regions B(N). 

Let e: > 0, N0 e IN, l! e B(N0). Consider a B(N0) tree with visible rate l! and let 1 

be the corresponding Y(N0) tree with type assignment, for some N0. H we take t 

copies of the tree 1 in the usual way, and we define the types of the new vertices 

according to the types in 1, then it is easy to check that this yields a 8( t10) tree 

with rate]!. Therefore l! e B( tN0). Next, we show 

(3.5.5) VIEINVl!aEB(N) tl(]!8,B(N+l)) =0(1/N), N-tiS), 

Let l e IN, N e IN. Let 1!8 be the visible rate of a B(N) tree constrncted 

from a Y(N 1) tree with type assignment. Let .Az be a visible vertex at visible 

distance N-1 (i.e., the maximum possible visible distance) from the root of the 

tree. We remove any invisible vertices below .Az, which does not change the 

visible rate. Consider one of the connected regions remaining after the resolution 

in .Az. We partition this region into rootlike rectangles by slicing (cf. Lemma 

(3.3.2.3)), in such a way that at least one rectangle remains, say 1, having area at 

most 1/ (IN). The slicing vertices appear in the tree below .Az and they are given 

type 'invisible' (by Lemma (3.3.2.3), these vertices have the PBV property). 

Finally we add a path of l visible vertices (thus creating a B(N+l) tree) in which 

a dummy resolution in 1 is done. Call these vertices A<). Ji ... , AJ_ 1, then 
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r(Aj) = Q and w(Aj> ~ 1/(IK) for all j. Let b.H+l be the rate ofthis tree. Now 

Since 

~ II(Aj> ~ 1/ H and E II(Ai) ~ 1, 
J ..(ie.lvis 

we find 

which proves (3.5.5). For all e > 0 and sufficiently large H, we can now prove 

-as before- that d(l,B(K)) < e. By Lemma (3.5.2) we can conclude 

li• B(K) =B. 
H ... .., 

The last part of the six theorems that we have to prove is 
- ;;;[] - ;-.[] .. o 11 
1 = J'- = V = ~~- = Y = D = C. 

First we prove that 1, V and Bare equal to C. From Figure (3.5.1) it follows that 

1(1() c V(K) c B(K) c C for all H. Hence, for H ... m, we also find 1 c V c B c C. 

Furthermore we have the following lemma. 

(3.5.6) Lemma. For all H, we have co 1(N) c 1. ll 

Proof: Let Ne It let 10 and 11 be f(K) trees and let A e (0,1). For t E IN, we 

will construct an f(tH+1) tree 1 such that l(1) .... -'l(T0) + (1-A).t(T1) for 

t .... m. See Figure (3.5.7). This will prove the fact that A.t(T0) + (1-A).t(T1) e 1. 

In the root of the tree 1 we perform row slicing. By choosing appropriate 

input symbols (say :~:0 (a) and :~:0 (b) for user 0 and z1 for user 1) we can partition 

the unit square into two rootlike rectangles, one with area A and the other with 
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area 1-A. To the rectangle with area..\ we append t copies of the tree r0 in the 

usual way. We partition the other region according to t copies of r1. 

1/1(6) 1-..\ 

/ 
1-..\ tree r0 I ..\ 

: t times t times 

tree r0 1-..\ 

{3.5.7) Figure. Combining two F(N) trees into an F(tN+1) tree. 

It is easy to see that r is an F( tN+1) tree with rate 

l(T) = { 1· (h(..\) ,0) + .HN·l(T0) + (1-..\) tN·l(11) }/{tN+1}, 

which tends to A ·l( T0) + (1-A) ·l( r1) if t -+ m. Thus Al( T0) + (1-..\ )l( 11) E 'I 

and the lemma is proved. 

By Theorem (2.2.6), we know that 

lim co 1(N) =C. 
N-1m 

c 

With Lemma (3.5.6) this yields C c '!. We have already proved 1 c C, so 1 = C. 

Since we know 'I c V c B c C, it immediately follows that V = B = C. 
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To prove that V0 = C, we need to think about the definition of a capacity 

region. Consider a rate point I. lying in C. Then, by Definition {2.1.9) and 

(2.1.10), a sequence of fixed length codes, say {C(n)}n E 111, can be constructed 

such that the rate of code C(n) tends to 1., the block length tends to infinity and 

and the error probabilities P e, 0 and P e , 1 tend to 0 with increasing n. Let code 

C(n) have parameters {10(n) ,11 (n) ,K(n)}. Hence 

. log(10(n)) log(11 (n)) 
(3.5.8) h• ( , ) = I. = (10,11). 

n ~ m K(n) N(n) 

As we have seen in Section 3.2.3, the code C( n) can be represented in an 

F(K(n)) tree with thresholds on an (10(n)+1) x (11 {n)+1) grid. Let Pe,O and 

Pe,l be t(n) for this code. We will change the F(K(n)) tree into a ,0(1 1
) tree 

for some 1 1 > l(n), to be defined later. Suppose that the two users use the code 

C(n). They partition the unit square according to the tree, in K(n) steps, after 

which they try to determine the basic rectangle in which the message pair 

(w0 ,w1) lies. In t(n) ·10(n) ·11 (n) cases, on the average, they will not be able 

to do so. In that case, two or more basic rectangles will be connected; indeed, if 

there is just one basic rectangle remaining after transmission, then this is the 

correct one and it is known by both users. 

If user 1 does not yet know the message of user 0, then both users are 

aware of this, and row slicing can be performed to tell user 1 the message w0. At 

worst, this may take rlog(10(n) )1 transmissions. The row slicing vertices will 

appear below some of the leaves of the F(N(n)) tree. In the same way column 

slicing helps user 0 to determine the message w1 sent by user 1. We need a path of 

at most r1og( 11 ( n)) 1 column slicing vertices in the tree for this. For every 

basic rectangle that could not be determined in K(n) transmissions, we add 

dummy vertices until we have K 1 of them, where 
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N' := N(n) + flog(10(n) )l + flog(11 (n) )l. 

Clearly we have constructed a fl ( N ') tree, since the unit square is partitioned 

into basic rectangles. The rate of this tree is, by Theorem (3.3.4.4), 

log(10(n)) log(11(n)) 

( N ' N ) 

where N is the average codeword length. This rate lies in v0. With probability 

1-e: ( n), the N( n) transmissions in the F( N( n)) tree ate sufficient to determine the 

message pair; with probability E ( n), N 1 transmissions are used. Hence 

N = (1-e:(n)) ·N(n) + e(n) • (N(n) + flog(10(n) )l + flog(11 (n) )l) 

= N(n) + e:(n) • (flog(10(n))l + flog(11 (n))l ). 

Because of this we have 

N N(n) flog(10(n))l flog(11 (n))l 
lim - = lim {-+ e(n) · ( + ) } 

n .... m N(n) n .... m N(n) N(n) N(n) 

= 1+ lim e:(n)·(l0 +l1) =1 
n .... m 

by (3.5.8). Consequently 

. log(10(n)) log(11 (n)) log(10(n)) log(11 (n)) 
hm ( _ , _ ) = lim ( , ). 

n .... m N N n .... m N(n) N(n) 

Since the rate on the right equals l., this proves that every rate in C can be 

approximated with rate points in v0. Therefore C c v0. Together with the inclu

sions pictured in Figure (3.5.1), we find 
-0 -o C=V and C=V. 

Finally we show that ~ J VO. This yields, with Figure (3.5.1), ~ = VO = C 

and therefore the six theorems will be proved. This is done by changing a f"l ( N) 
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tree into an fJ ( N 1) tree that has almost the same rate as the ,0 ( N) tree, if N 1 is 

sufficiently large. A similar technique was applied in [OVE87] to show 1 J V. 

Let N e IN and let T be a ,O(N) tree. Let t e IN and change the tree into a. 

v'l ( tN) tree by adding as many copies of the original tree as possible, without 

exceeding the maximum depth tN-1. This means that the v'l(N) strategy tree is 

repeated in every rootlike rectangle that remains in the tree, unless it appears at a 

level with number at least ( t-1) N+ 1; in that case there is no room for one more 

copy below this vertex. The ,0( tN) tree has the same rate as the original tree, 

I.(T). Now we complete the tree by adding dummy vertices with rate Q, until we 

have an fJ(tN) tree. Call this tree Tt. Its rate, I.(T,), satisfies 

if w d is the total weight of all dummy vertices. By the construction method we 

have w4 ~ N, or wi(tK) = 0(1/t), t ... m. Hence we can approximate the rate 

I.(T) in vt' arbitrarily closely with rates in fl, if tis large enough. Thus vt' c fl. 

We have now proved that the sequences 1(N), fl(N), V(N), vt'(N), fl(N) 

and B(N) tend to the capacity region for large N. However, there is one more type 

of strategy tree that we have defined in Section 3.2, for which we could not prove 

the analogue of these theorems. This is the fJ ( K) tree, defined in Definition 

(3.2.3.2). We have seen that every fJ(N) tree describes a fixed length code with 

error probability 0, and that every code with error probability 0 can be pictured 

in an fJ(N) tree. Therefore, if we define the zero--error capacity region as done in 

Definition (3.5.9), Theorem (3.5.10) is immediate. 

(3.5.9) Definition. A rate (10 ,11) is called zer(r-e'fTor achievable for a. TWC K. if 

for all e > 0 and large enough N, an (10,11'6) code exists with error probability 
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P o=P 1 =0 and e, e, 

log(10) 
__ ..;;.._ > 'o e' 

N 

The zero-error capacity region for X, denoted by C~ (or just c0), is defined as the 

set of all zero-error achievable rates for X. D 

(3.5.10) Theorem. V 6 e Iff [co f>(N) c cO], lim fJ(N) = iJ =cO. 
N-om 

[] 

It should be noted that, just like with ordinary one-way channels, the 

zero-error capacity region is not necessarily equal to the capacity region as defi

ned in Definition (2.1.10). Unfortunately, very little is known about the 

zero-error capacity for TWCs. In the case of the BMC, we only have some lower 

bounds following from constructions (see Section 3.6), but we do not even know 

whether the Shannon inner bound is zero-error achievable for this channel. 

3.6 Examples of strateu trees 

3.6.1. Strategy trees for the Binary Multiplying Channel 

In this section we take the BMC as our two-way channel X and we pre

sent rate pairs in the regions 1(N), ~(N), fJ(N), V(N), etcetera, for some small 

values of N. We are interested in the maximum achievable average rate for the 

two users, (80 + B1)/2. Therefore we define 

f(N): sup{ (l0 +l1)/21 (l0 ,l1) e1(N) }. 

Similarly we can consider f(N), f(N), v(N), et cetera, as the supremum of all 

average rates in the regions ~(N), fJ(N), V(N), ••• . 
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Although 1(1) is a convex region for the BMC (which has been proved by 

the author), it is not certain that the maximum average rate for some region is 

always achieved for a rate point with 10 = 11. We return to this later. This 

makes it very difficult to find good lower bounds on the average rate. 

Even if we restrict our attention to symmetrical rates (l,l), this does not 

make the search much easier. Since the BMC is a symmetrical channel (it is a 

T-channel with fx(z0,z1) = fx(z1 ,z0) for all inputs), the obvious thing to do if 

we want to find a symmetrical rate is to construct a symmetrical tree. This is a 

tree that can be derived from some F(N) tree for which the strategy functions u0 
and u1 are equal. However, strangely enough, it cannot be proved that for each 

symmetrical rate in some region (say .A ( N) ) , a symmetrical .4 ( N) tree exists 

having this rate. Still, no counterexample has been found yet, and all results for 

symmetrical rates in this section have been obtained using symmetrical trees. 

The tables below list the best lower bounds known for the average rates in 

the various regions. In some cases these correspond to symmetrical rates (and 

symmetrical trees). These cases are denoted with '(s)' in the tables. 

K 1 f(N) lower bound 

2 
3 
4 
5 

16 

0.50000 
0.52832 
0.50000 
0.51699 

0.58402 (s) 

l(N) 

2 
3 
4 
6 

650 

(3.6.1.1) Table. Lower bounds on f(N). 

The results in Table (3.6.1.1) are taken from [OVE85]. In this table, I(N) 

denotes the number of messages (for both users) of the zer~rror code that 
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corresponds to the fJ(H) tree. Hence the listed lower bound for f(H) equals 

log(I(N))JN. It should be noted that the result for K= 3 stems from the code 

shown in Figure (3.2.3.1). The bounds for K = 6,7, .. ,15 have been omitted since 

they are all lower than the bound for K = 16; they can be found in [OVE85]. The 

value 0.58402 for N = 16 is the highest rate known to be achievable with any 

fJ (H) tree. Therefore this is the sharpest lower bound for the zero-error capacity 

region of the BMC in the symmetrical case. 

N f(H) lower bound 

2 0.57549 
3 0.59402 

(3.6.1.2) Table. Lower bounds on f(H). 

Although, for N e {2,3}, the values of the bounds for f(H) are considerab

ly higher than the bounds for f (H) , we do not list values for larger K. This is 

partly because we have already argued in Section 3.2.2 that FJ (H) trees do not 

provide interesting bounds on the capacity region, but it is also true that these 

bounds are hard to compute for larger values of N. Computing the maximum rate 

of an fJ (H) tree for fixed N is a finite search problem since the thresholds are 

confined to a grid, but for fl(K) trees the threshoids can assume values in (0,1] 

which makes it more complex to find the optimum rate. 

The two trees that achieve the rates in Table (3.6.1.2) are given in Figures 

(3.6.1.3) and (3.6.1.4). In Figure (3.6.1.3), t1 and u1 denote the first thresholds 

for the two users: t1 = /r{I00=t}, u1 = /r{I10=1}. (An arrow to the left 

indicates the region where Y = 0, and an arrow to the right points to the region 

with Y 1. This holds in all pictures of trees for the BMC in this section.) 
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(3.6.1.3) Figure. J'l(2) tree for the BMC. 

The average rate of 0.57549 corresponds to a choice of t1 = u1 = 0.60300. The 

reader should notice that the highest possible rate for any symmetrical J'l(2) tree 

is less than 0.57549, since for a symmetrical tree we necessarily have rate Q in the 

square region on the right. 

/ 

~ 
o.5ftj 0.5 

(3.6.1.4) Figure. J'l(3) tree for the BMC. 
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The best !'(3) tree is shown in Figure (3.6.1.4). In this figure, !'(2) deno

tes subdivision of the rectangle according to the 1'(2) tree of Figure (3.6.1.3). 

The parameters t1 and u1 have the same meaning as before, and t2 and u2 are 

the thresholds for the left-hand vertex at Ievell: 

t2 = Pr{I01 =11 100=1, r0=0}, u2 = Pr{I11 =11 I 10=1, r0=0}. 

This is in accordance with the notation used in [SME83]; a similar notation will 

be used in the figures to come. For the tree with rate 0.59402 we find: 

t1 = "1 = 0.66752, t2 = "2 = 0.33332. 

I f(l) lower bound 

1 0.61695 !sl 2 0.61695 s 
3 0.61964 s 
4 0.62138 
5 0.62333 
6 0.62405 
7 0.62496 

(3.6.1.5) Table. Lower bounds on /(1). 

Most entries in Table (3.6.1.5) were found by Smeets (c!. [SME83)). They 

were found via a computer program that optimizes a function (the average rate) 

over many parameters (the thresholds in the tree). The bounds on /(1) and /(2) 

are equal to the symmetrical rate point of the Shannon inner bound. The tree 

corresponding to the bound for /(3} is also symmetrical, but for I= 4, Smeets 

found an asymmetrical tree achieving a higher rate (0.62136) than any computed 

symmetrical tree. Close inspection of this tree showed that it could not be the 

global optimum over all 1(4) trees since its division of the rectangle remaining at 

level 1 of the tree was already suboptimal. Therefore we replaced this part of the 

tree with the optimum 1(3) tree (with rate 0.61964, as found by Smeets). After 

re-optimization this gave the improvement to 0.62138 listed in the table. The 
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thresholds for this optimum hardly differ from the ones found by Smeets and thus 

they are not listed here; they may be found in [SME83]. 

We are not convinced that this new point is the global optimum, because 

the tree is still asymmetrical. Since the function to be optimized has 54 parame

ters and has a large number of local optima, it is extremely hard to find its global 

optimum. This of course holds a fortiori for the f(l) trees with N = 5, 6 and 7. 

For N = 5, we replaced the f( 4) tree (with rate 0.62136) in the subsquare by the 

new one with rate 0.62138, but this did not improve the 1(5) tree significantly 

(to wit, its rate increased from 0.623326 to 0.623334). For this reason the values 

in the table for N ~ 5 are equal to those found by Smeets. 

N v0(1) lower bound 1(1) 

2 0.57143 s 2 
3 0.59436 s 3 
4 0.59259 s 4 
5 0.59273 s 6 
6 0.60188 s 8 
7 0.60989 s 16 
8 0.61079 s 17 
9 0.61111 s 39 

10. 0.61154 s 57 

(3.6.1.6) Table. Lower bounds on v0 ( N). 

All rates listed in Table (3.6.1.6) were found by Van der Leur [LEU84] in 

an attempt to construct variable length codes having rates outside {i i. AI though 

she did not succeed in this, it is still remarkable that for just 17 messages a zero

error code could be found having rate larger than 0.61. In the table, 1(1) is the 

number of messages of the symmetrical variable length code with maximum block 

length N. For N = 2, the entry in the table corresponds to the Hagelbarger code 

(d. Section 3.3.4) and for N = 3, the optimum code is the one in Figure {3.3.4.1). 
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N tP(N) lower bound 

2 0.59305 !8l 3 0.61914 8 
4 0.60401 8 

(3.6.1'.7) Table. Lower bounds on ,,O(N). 

As with fl(N) trees, it is not easy to find good lower bounds for 1P(N) if N 

becomes large. This is mainly because at every vertex of a fl ( N) tree we are in a 

kind of dilemma: either we subdivide the vertex directly into rectangles (which 

usually gives a high rate for that vertex, as in the 1-flhape subdivision in Figure 

(3.3.1.2)) and stop there, or we cut the region into more intricate shapes, postpo

ning the high rate resolntions to levels further from the root. 

Because of this we do not list any bounds on Jl(N) for N > 4. For N = 2, our 

bound is the rate of the tree in Figure (3.6.1.8) with t 1 = u1 = 0.62587. This tree 

may be seen as a Hagelbarger code for two non--equiprobable messages per user. 

0 

.---+ "t 
1 

(3.6.1.8) Figure. fl(2) tree for the BMC. 

For N = 3, the bound in Table (3.6.1. 7) is the rate of Schalkwijk's fl(3) 
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tree described in [SCH82]. This tree is equal to the tree of Figure (3.6.1.4) (or 

Figure (3.6.1.15)), without the partitioning of rootlike rectangles (i.e., without 

the fl(2) tree on the right and the slicing vertices at level 2). The optimum 

values of the thresholds for the fl(3) tree are (notation as in Figure (3.6.1.4)): 

t1 = u1 = 0.67571 (called a in [SCH82]), 

t 2 = u2 = 0.29770 (= (a+7-1)/i in [SCH82]). 

(3.6.1.9) Figure. fl(4) tree for the BMC 

The best fl(4) tree that we could find is shown in Figure (3.6.1.9). The 

subrectangle remaining at level 1 is partitioned according to Schalkwijk's opti

mum fl(3) tree, and the L-shaped region at level 1 is partitioned as in Figure 

(3.6.1.8). The optimum values of the parameters are t1 = u1 = 0.60401. 

N v( N) lower bound 

2 0.61695 ~:~ 3 0.62116 
4 0.62254 
5 0.62448 
6 0.62453 
7 0.62557 

(3.6.1.10) Table. Lower bounds on v(N). 
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As can be seen from Table (3.6.1.10), the best Y(2) tree does not yield a 

rate beyond the Shannon inner bound. The optimum Y(3) tree is depicted in 

Figure(3.6.1.11),with ti ui for i=1,2,3,and 

t1 = 0.67414, t2 = o.95439, t3 = o.34667. 

0.----+ "t 
1 

(3.6.1.11} Figure. Y(3) tree for the BMC. 

To find an optimum (or at least a 'good') Y(4) tree, we took the asym

metrical F(4) tree as found by Smeets, achieving rate 0.62136, and deleted from it 

the F(3) tree for the subsquare at level 1. We obtained a tree with rate 0.62233. 

For the tree with this structure we tried to find the optimum threshold values by 

computer, but it turned out that the thresholds in Smeets• F(4) tree are locally 

optimum also for the Y(4) tree. However, a slight increase in rate did occur by 

deleting the vertex at level 3 that corresponds to output sequence .I= (0,1,0). 

Once more we optimized the corresponding rate function over the thresholds and 
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found rate 0.62254. The threshold values are listed in Table (3.6.1.12) below and 

the tree itselfis shown in Figure (3.6.1.13). 

_j t. s tl· t 

1 0.68476 0.68897 
2 0.74067 0.76191 
3 0.61594 0.60101 
4 0.94928 0.94585 
5 0.35479 0.35354 
6 1.00000 1.00000 
7 0.00000 0.00000 
8 0.91071 0.85421 
9 0.59413 0.62187 

10 0.58915 0.61627 
11 0.62670 0.56490 
12 1.00000 0.63621 
13 0.32648 1.00000 
14 0.35842 1.00000 
15 1.00000 0.00000 
16 0.93740 0.92554 
17 1.00000 1.00000 
18 1.00000 1.00000 
19 0.00000 0.00000 
20 1.00000 1.00000 
21 0.00000 0.00000 
22 0.00000 0.00000 
23 1.00000 1.00000 

(3.6.1.12) Table. Threshold values for the tree in Figure (3.6.1.13). 

For N ~ 5, we can do the same to change the 'optimum• F( N) tree into a. 

good Y(N) tree. Because of the numerous possibilities to delete subtrees from such 

a tree and because of the many thresholds, however, it turns out to be practically 

impossible to find an optimum Y(N) tree in this way. Therefore we just took 

Smeets' F(N) tree and deleted the F(N-1) tree in the lower right-hand subsquare. 

Table (3.6.1.10) shows the rates of the Y(N) trees thus constructed for N ~ 5. 
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0 

1 

0 

(3.6.1.13) Figure. Y(4) tree for the BMC. 
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2 
3 

b(N) lower bound 

0.63056 (s) 
0.63056 (s) 

(3.6.1.14:) Table. Lower bounds on b(N). 

Strategy Trees for TWCs 

For K = 2, the best bootstrap tree that could be found is Schalkwijk's tree 

[SCH83a], shown in Figure (3.6.1.15). Both the vertices at level 1 and 2 have the 

PBV property, but only the middle vertex (at level 1) has type 'invisible'. The 

threshold values are: t1 = u1 = 0.69070, t2 = u2 = 0.32059. 

0 

1 

(3.6.1.15) Figure. 8(2) tree for the BMC. 

For K 3, nothing better could be found than the tree of Figure (3.6.1.15) 

with the same tree appended to it in the subsquare remaining after the first 

transmission. Clearly this yields the same rate as the 8(2) tree, namely 0.63056. 

Although Schalkwijk [SCH90] recently found a 8(4) tree having a rate exceeding 

the optimum 8(2) rate in the eighth decimal, it still remains an open problem 

whether or not a. tree exists having a. rate larger than 0.63056. 
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3.6.2. Miscellaneous results 

Here we mention some results for TWCs other than the BMC. Trees have 

been constructed for ternary channels by Van der Heijden [HEI87] and Lormans 

[LORSS]. All results in this section can be found in these two references. From the 

322 classes of ternary TWCs found by Jacobs [JAC86], eleven channels have been 

studied (not including the BMC, which can also be seen as as ternary TWC). For 

five of these channels, trees could be constructed that achieved rates outside the 

Shannon inner bound. Figure {3.6.2.1) lists the partition patterns of these TWCs. 

~~!~~ 
I I I I 

f--t-t-1 
I I I I 
L__L_.L_J 

83,3 

1-----1--+l - f 
I I 

.__._____._! - J 

I I I I 

L__L_.L_J 

ss,s(d) 

ffEl 
I I 

.___._____..! - J 

s4 6(a) 
' 

(3.6.2.1) Figure. Partition patterns of the investigated channels. 

In Table (3.6.2.2) and (3.6.2.3) we list some achievable rates for each of 

the five channels. The channels are referred to by the names shown in Figure 

(3.6.2.1). As before, we only look at the average rate; (.10 + .11)/2. We define 

f ( N), v ( N), et cetera, as in the previous section. In the tables below we give the 

sharpest lower bounds known for these rate points. Hence e.g. in the column 

labeled '/(1)' we list the highest average rate of all 1(1) trees that have been 
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considered. The meaning of column 'b( Ill) ' is explained in the text below the 

tables. We also list the Shannon outer bound G 
0

, denoting the maximum average 

rate of any point in (i 
0

• An '(s)' indicates that the tree is symmetrical (This 

applies to s3,3' s5,se d) and slO,lO(b) only' since they are the only channels 

equivalent to symmetrical channels.). 

channel /(1) /( /(3) 

53,3 0.83483 (s) 0.87576 (s) 0.87523 1.00000 

ss,5(d) 0.68207 (s) 0.73176 (s) 0.72430 (s) 0.84956 

810,1o(b) 0.91830 (s) 0.93865 (s) 0.93606 1.00000 

83,7 1.02818 1.02818 1.02818 1.09477 

s4 6(a) 1.04936 1.04936 1.04936 1.09477 

(3.6.2.2) Table. Fixed length tree rates for five channels. 

channel '11(2) b(2) b(lll) 

83,3 0.88495 (s) 0.88547 (s) 

s5,5(d) 0.73881 

810,1o(b) 0.94719 (s) 

83,7 1.03323 

84,6(a) 1.05411 

(3.6.2.3) Table. Variable length and bootstrap tree rates for five channels. 

The reason why Table (3.6.2.3) contains only some isolated rates whereas 

Table (3.6.2.2) is •full' is the following. Clearly the rate of an F(N) tree can be 

calculated by computer, and optimization is done by varying the threshold values. 

It is far less obvious how good Y(N) or B(N) trees should be found, since there are 

many possibilities to prune an F(N) tree, a.s mentioned already for the BMC. The 
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trees achieving the rates of Table (3.6.2.3) could only be found by looking at the 

best F(2) or F(3) tree for the given TWC and adjusting this tree a little. 

The column name 'b(m)' should be interpreted as follows. Trees achieving 

rates in this column have been constructed as Markov chains,. in the same way as 

a B(N) tree can be viewed as a Markov chain. For a B(N) tree we have seen that 

every vertex corresponds to a state in the chain, where the only possible transi

tions are: either one step down in the tree, or directly back to the root. 

~ 1 

1 i ! 0,1,2 

~ 
1 ! 0 1 

~ J 2 

0 t ! 0 

dB 
(3.6.2.4) Figure. A Markov chain for s10 10(b). 

' 

The Markov chains considered here behave differently: here it is possible to 

return to a vertex higher in the tree that is not equal to the root. For an example 

of this, see Figure (3.6.2.4), which shows one of the trees from [LOR88] in a 

schematic form. Such a tree cannot be described by a finite bootstrap tree as 
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defined in Section 3.4.1. The only way to show that the rate of this Markov chain 

is achievable is by looking at a B(N) tree for all He II, where the B(N) tree shows 

all sequences of H transitions in the Markov chain starting from the root. The 

rate of this tree (which is achievable by Theorem (3.4.1.8)) tends to the rate of 

the Markov chain if H-+ m. For this reason we refer to the Markov chain tree as a 

B(m) tree. 

With the trees given in this section we end the chapter on two-way chan

nels. It should be understood that the trees presented here are nothing more than 

examples; by no means do we claim that the rates given in the tables are opti

mum. Also, many of the results from Section 3.6 are not new. 

The new results are the theorems listed in the beginning of Section 3.5. 

These show that every TWC tree or code that has been constructed in the past 

years (i.e., the trees described in this section, among others) belongs to one of the 

types defined throughout this chapter. The theorems link a.ll of these trees 

together and show that they can indeed be used to find arbitrarily good lower 

bounds on the capacity region. 
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Chapter 4: The Write Unidirectional Memory 

4.1. Binaty WUM codes 

4.1.1. Introduction 

Chapter 4 is devoted to a model of a communication situation that is 

called a 'Write Unidirectional Memory' or WUM, as it is abbreviated. In this 

section we describe the historical background of this model, which can also be 

foundin [WIL89]. 

The concept of the WUM is relatively new. It dates back from December 

1985, when a question was raised by researchers at Philips Research Laboratories, 

concerning a magneto-optical recording system. (The reader interested in more 

technical details of this system is referred to {TH087].) In such a system, binary 

symbols are stored on an optical disc in the following way. Depending on the 

symbol ('0' or '1') that has to be written on a specific spot of the disk, a magnetic 

field with the appropriate orientation is generated via an electroma~et. When 

heating up the spot on the disc by a laser beam, the material of the disc in this 

spot is magnetized in the direction of the magnetic field. 

The direction of magnetization can be retrieved later when a laser beam is 

pointed at the spot: the polarization of the reflected light can be used to deter

mine the direction of magnetization in this spot. 

Because of inductivity, the polarity of the current through the coil of the 

electromagnet cannot be reversed too often in a short period of time. Hence fast 
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switching between writing 'O's and '1's is not possible 3. For this reason it was 

proposed to keep the direction of the magnetization constant as long as possible 

(i.e., for the time it takes to record the whole disc) but to write symbols only in 

specific positions, to be chosen by the writer. In this way we only need to switch 

the laser on and off in different spots of the disc, but the cunent does not need to 

be reversed. 

Assume that the disc initially contains only 'O's. We set the direction of 

the current in such a way that '1 's can be written. Then information is written on 

the disc by changing some of the •o•s into '1 •s and by leaving the remaining posi

tions unchanged. For obvious reasons we will call this a '1-eycle'. After writing, 

the information can be retrieved by a person who receives the disc, if he knows 

that the disc contained only 'O's before writing. 

The next time that we want to store information on the disc, we reverse 

the polarity of the current, such that we can only write •o•s. A 0-eycle is perfor

med, in which some of the '1's that were on the disc are changed into 'O's. It 

should be noted that the spots containing '0' after the 1-eycle cannot be changed 

in the 0-eycle. The receiver of the disc must be able to determine what was 

written during this cycle, even if he does not know the previous state of the disc. 

Clearly this is a nontrivial task and some way of coding is needed to ensure trans

mission with a small (or even zero) probability of error. 

The above implies that not every spot of the disc can be used to store a 

3 This describes the situation of 1985. In the mean time (1989) this problem does 

not exist anymore: solutions have been found that allow fast switching between 

'0's and '1 's. Among other things, different media have been proposed in which 

the information is stored by amorphous/crystalline phase changes, that can be 

created by heat only. Here inductivity does not play a role since this system does 

not use an electromagnet. 
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complete bit of information. In other words, the rate of a code (formally defined 

in Section 4.1.2) will be less than 1 bit/spot. The obvious question was: how high 

can the rate of a code really be? 

Before this question can be answered, we must make more specific as

sumptions about the situation we are interested in. For instance, we can study the 

case where the encoder looks at the previous state of the disc before he chooses 

the spots in which to write a new symbol, but we can also consider the case where 

he is not allowed to look at the old state of the disc. Similarly we must distin

guish between the cases in which the decoder is either informed or uninformed 

about the old state of the disc. Furthermore we can restrict ourselves to the case 

where the code has to be the same for every cycle, or to the case where we allow 

just two codes: one for every 0--cycle and one for every 1--cycle. For each of these 

cases, models have been developed that are described in the next section. 

4.1.2. Definitions 

The definitions in this section reflect some informationtheoretical aspects 

of the optical recording system. We present the definitions in such a setting that 

they can easily be transferred to more general situations, like the one with 

arbitrarily large alphabets as described in Section 4.2. 

(4.1.2.1) Definition. LetHe IN. A (binary) Write Unidirectional Memory or WUM 

of block length H is a sequence of H cells that can assume values in {0,1 }. The 

state of the WUM at a time k e IN is denoted by §.k or (sk(O),sk(1), .. ,sk(H-1) ), 

where s k ( n) is the value of the nth cell of the WUM at this time. o 

(4.1.2.2) Definition. LetHE IN and c e {0,1}. A c-ftlter (d. [SIM89]) is a vector 

in { c ,o}8. Here cis called the type of the filter and o is called a hole. A c-filter 1 
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operates on a state §.k by changing it into a state §.k+1 (denoted as !k+1 =.; g !k) 

according to the following rules. 

sk+l (n) sk(n) if x(n) = 11 and 

sk+1 (n) = c if z(n) = c, for all n E {0,1, .. ,N-1}. 

We will also use the notation sk+1 (n) = x(n) g sk(n) for the operation of a 

filter on a single cell of the WUM. 11 

Now we describe the way in which a WUM can be used for communication. 

We must distinguish between four different cases, depending on whether or not 

the encoder or decoder knows the state of the WUM before writing, since this 

knowledge will influence the efficiency with which the WUM can be used. Hence 

we have four cases, which will be named in the same way as in [SIM89]. 

(4.1.2.3) Definition. We define the following four cases for WUM communication. 

Here the 'old state' stands for the state of the WUM before writing takes place. 

Case 1: both encoder and decoder know the old state of the WUM 

Case 2: only the encoder knows the old state of the WUM 

Case 3: only the decoder knows the old state of the WUM 

Case 4: neither encoder nor decoder knows the old state of the WUM. 11 

Figure (4.1.2.4) depicts the communication situation for all four cases. The 

dashed lines represent the side information about the old state of the WUM, 

which is present in some of the cases only. Let k E IN and suppose that the WUM 

has been used k-1 times (or cycles), starting from state t 1 :;:: (0,0, ... ,0), such 

that the state before the kth use is 3.k. The source generates a message Y k from a 

set Jlk := {O,l, ... ,lk-1} for some lk E IN. It is assumed that all messages in the set 

are equally likely. 
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li'UI 
state 8.k 

l _____ J 

case 1,2 

l ______ J 

case 1,3 

(4.1.2.4:) Figure. Communication situation for a WUM. 

The encoder chooses a filter J.k that will operate on the state 8.k to form a 

new state, 8.k+ 1. This filter can be described by two components: its type, say c k 

(which can be seen as the direction of the current through the electromagnet, in 

terms of the optical disc) and the set of positions n where Ik(n) = ck (which can 

be seen as the spots that have to be heated by the laser beam for writing). We 

denote this set as l k' In general, the choice of both c k and l k may depend on k, 

Yk and (in cases 1 and 2) on 8.k. Because of this, the encoder's choice can be 

written as either (ck,lk) = fk(Yk,$.k) or (ck,lk) = fk(Yk), depending on the 

case. Here f k is a so-called encoding function with either 

(4:.1.2.5.a) 

( 4:.1.2.i.b) 

N fk: Jlkx {0,1} ~{0,1} x 7'({0,1, .. ,N-1}) or 

fk: Jlk ~ {0,1} "7'({0,1, .. ,N-1}), 

where 7'( {0, 1, .. ,N-1}) denotes the power set of {0, 1, .. ,N-1 }. 

The decoder takes Yk := gk(8.k+1,8.k) (in cases 1 and 3) or fk := gk(8.k+1) 

(in cases 2 and 4) as an estimate for message Yk. If Yk '?',then a good estimate 

for the message cannot be found. We call gk a decoding function with either 

(4.1.2.6.a) 

(4:.1.2.6.b) 

gk: {0,1}6 
x {0,1}6 ~ Jlk U {?} or 

gk: {0,1}N .... Jlk U {?}. 

In the most commonly studied situation ( cf. [WIL86], [BOR88], [KUZ88], 

[SIM89]), ck does not depend on Yk and 8.k but only on k. This is indeed a sen

sible choice, because it allows concatenation to create codes for arbitrarily 
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large block length. In that case, c k :: k mod 2 is taken. From now on we will 

assume that this relation between ck and k holds. Then we can also define the 

encoding function fk in (4.1.2.5) as 

(4.1.2.7.a) 

(4.1.2.7.b) 

N N 
fk: Jlk" {0,1} .... {ck,c} 

fk: Jlk .... {ck,c}N, 

such that the image of the function is the ck-filter l.k with ck := 0 if k is even 

and ck := 1 if k is odd. In the sequel we will use (4.1.2.7) rather than (4.1.2.5). 

The above model describes one of the most general situations. If the WUM 

is used an infinite number of times, we theoretically need infinitely many numbers 

11, 12, ... for the number of messages that can be written per cycle, together with 

an infinite sequence of encoding and decoding functions: J1, g1, J2, g2, etcetera.· 

For practical reasons, however, we will assume that a code has only a finite num-

her of lk's, fk's and gk's. In most papers on WUMs, the number of messages is 

assumed to be fixed: lk =I for all k. Some exceptions to this rule are [OVE88b], 

[OVE88c] and a concluding remark in [COH88]. 

If the number of messages is fixed, then it is clear ( cf. [SIM89]) that only 

finitely many different encoding and decoding functions exist, since the number of 

states of the WUM is finite. This is the motive for the assumption in [WIL89] 

that a period T exists, such that f k = f k mod 1 and g k = g k mod 1 . Two extensi

vely studied cases are T = 2 and T = 1. If T = 2, the code is called alternating 

and if T = 1, the code is called symmetric. (Note that in the symmetric case, fo 

and ! 1 cannot really be the same since the ranges of the two functions differ. A 

more correct way to express the symmetry is that the description of f 1 can be 

obtained from the description of fo by reversing the roles of '0' and '1'.) 
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We will look at the alternating case, but with two numbers of messages, 10 

and 11. It turns out that this type of WUM code is suitable for generalization to 

larger alphabets. Therefore we arrive at the following set of definitions. 

(4.1.2.8) Definition. Let 8 e IN, lc e IN and Jlc := {0,1, .. ,lc-1} force {0,1}. A 

Case 1-WUM code with parameters (8,10 ,11) consists of encoding functions f c 

and decoding functions g c' c e { 0, 1} : 

fc: Jlc x {0,1}8 ... {c,c}8, 
8 8 gc: {0,1} x {0,1} -+ Jlc u {?}. c 

(4.1.2.9) Definition. Let 8 e IN, lc e IN for c e {0,1}. A Case 2-WUM code with 

parameters (8,10,11) consists of encoding functions fc and decoding functions 

gc, c e {0,1}: 
8 8 fc: Jlc x {0,1} ... {c,c} , 

gc: {0,1}8 -+JlcU{?}. c 

(4.1.2.10) Definition. Let 8 e II, lc e IN force {0,1}. A Case 3-WUM code with 

parameters (8,10 ,11) consists of encoding functions fc and decoding functions 

gc, c e {0,1}: 

fc: Jlc .... {c,c}8, 

gc: {0,1}8 
x {0,1}8 -+ Jlc u {?}. c 

(4.1.2.11) Definition. Let 8 E IN, I c e IN for c e {0, 1 }. A Case 4-WUM code with 

parameters (8,10 ,11) consists of encoding functions fc and decoding functions 

gc, c e {0,1}: 

fc: Jlc ... {c,c}8, 

gc: {0,1}8 -+Jlc U {?}. c 
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(4.1.2.12) De&nition. Consider a WUM code C for any of the four cases defined 

above. The (average) error probability of C, P err (C), is defined by 

l 

P err< C) := lim L Pr{Yk # Ykl code C}fl. 
l ... OJ k = 1 

0 

(4.1.2.13) De&nition. Consider a WUM code for any of the four cases, with para

meters (8,10,11). The rate pair, l. = (10,11), of the code is defined by 

log(lc) 
lc := , c E {0,1}. o 

N 

(4.1.2.14) Definition. Let i E {1,2,3,4}. A pair (10 ,11) is achievable for case i 

if, for all e > 0 and all large enough N, a case i-WUM code C with block length N 

and rate ( .i0 , .i1) exists such that .i0 > 10- e, i 1 > 11- e and P err (C) < e:. o 

(4.1.2.15) De&nition. Let i E {1 ,2 ,3,4}. The capacity region for case i, denoted 

by C i, is defined as the set of pairs in 112 that are achievable for case i. o 

In Section 4.1.3, we summarize some of the results obtained for WUM 

codes as defined above. 

4.1.3. PreYioua results 

Since 1985, many constructions for WUM codes have been found aehieving 

'high' rates (see the footnote in Section 3.3.1), for all of the models described in 

Section 4.1.2. The codes were constructed using combinatorial theory. An infor

mationtheoretical approach (i.e., random coding arguments and the concept of 

typicality) yielded inner bounds to the capacity regions. Conversely, upper 

bounds to the capacity could be derived using standard informationtheoretical 
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techniques. In most cases it could be shown that the bounds yield the actual 

capacity region. 

The first code construction was proposed by the Philips researchers them

selves and can be i'ound in e.g. [BOR88]. This code, say C, is a case 4 WUM code 

with parameters (8,10,11) = (1,1,2) and rate (0,1). It is defined by 

J0(o) := (o), 

!1 (0) := (c), 

g0((0)):=0, 

ft (1) := (1) 

g0((1)):=? 

g1((0)):=0, 

U is easy to check that this code has P err< C) = 0. Indeed, every 0-eycle is used to 

'clean' the WUM, such that after a 0-eycle the state is always (0). In the 

1-eycles, 1 bit of information can be stored in the WUM by either changing the 

state to (1) or leaving it unchanged. 

Obviously we can form a code with parameters (8,1,28) by concatenating 

8 copies of C. This WUM code is a zero-error code, which means that the deco

der can always retrieve the message sent, no matter what the message or the 

previous state is. This proves that (0,1) is an achievable rate for case 4. Since 

this code can also be used if the encoder or the decoder knows the state of the 

WUM before writing, we have (0,1) E Ci for all i E {1,2,3,4}. 

As in Section (3.6.1), we define the •average rate' of a code, 'av' by 

1av := (lo+l1)12· 

We also define, for i E {1,2,3,4}, 

(4.1.3.1) ci :=max {Rav I (Ro,l1) E Ci} 

as the maximum average rate achievable by a WUM code for each of the cases. 

The above construction shows Ci ~ 0.5 i'or all i. However, the achievable 

rate can be much higher, as is shown in Table (4.1.3.2). This table summarizes 
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what is known about C i for all i. The column labeled 'constr' gives the highest 

average rate of any WUM code that has been constructed. It should be noted that 

the constructed codes are zero-error codes in every case. Further explanation 

about the codes and the bounds is given below the table. 

i ci constr 

1 0.69424 0.69424 
2 0.69424 0.56371 
3 0.69424 0.52832 
4 0.54589 0.50000 

(4.1.3.2) Table. Highest achievable rates for binary case i-WUM codes. 

The code construction for case 1 is the following (cf. [BOR88]). Let a< 0.5 

and assume that the state of the WUM before a 0-eycle contains a· N 0' s. Both· 

encoder and decoder know the positions of these O's, which are 'useless' to them 

since they cannot be changed. Hence they only consider the ( 1- a) • N positions of 

the 1 'sin which information can be stored. Since the encoder knows the effect of 

each 0-filter on the state, he can make sure that the writing is done in such a way 

that after the 0-cycle, the state contains a·N 1 's. The number of different words 

that can be written in this way equals ( ( 1~~1· ~. 
Clearly the same number of words can be written in each 1-cycle, by 

leaving a·N of the {1-a)·N O's unchanged and changing the rest into l's. By 

letting N-+ m, it follows that 

( (1- a)h(f-!a), (1- a)h(f-!a)) e c1. 

Thus, by optimization over a, we find that 'av 0.69424 is achievable for case 1. 

The fact that average rates higher than 0.69424 are not achievable was 

proved by Borden (BOR88] and Simonyi [SIM89], but for zero-error codes only. 
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Cohen [COB88] gave a proof for thee-error case. We do not give the proofs here, 

since generalizations of them are presented in the next sections. 

For case 2, it was proved in [BOR88] that rate 0.69424 is achievable with 

0-error codes. A random coding argument is needed for this, which is generalized 

in Section 4.2.3 to codes over larger alphabets. It is clear that higher rates are not 

achievable, since these are not even achievable in case 1, where the decoder knows 

the previous state as well. Many'code constructions have been presented for this 

case (which is known as the 'classical' situation because of its origin, the optical 

recording system). First, Willems and Vinck [WIL86] improved upon the trivial 

rate 0.5 code with a code achieving rate log(6)/5 Ill 0.51699. Their result was 

generalized by Simonyi [SIM89], who found a code with rate log(58)/lllll 0.53254. 

After this, many ad hoc constructions have been found by several people. At the 

moment, the highest average rate known is 0.56371 [KOS90]. 

As in case 2, it is obvious that average rates higher than 0.69424 cannot be 

achieved in case 3. In [COB88] it was conjectured that the rate could not exceed 

log(3)/3 Ill 0.52832. In the same paper, a construction is given of a 0-error code 

achieving this average rate. In Section 4.2.5 of this thesis we prove that average 

rate 0.69424 is case 3-a.chievable, as a corollary of a more general theorem. 

For case 4, no constructions have been found that improve upon the trivial 

code with rate (0,1). Many authors have noticed that a WUM in case 4 resembles 

a z-ehannel under special circumstances (cf. [COB88), [WIL89]). Computing the 

capacity of this z-ehannel gives rate 0.54589. A rigorous proof that this rate is 

indeed achievable, however, has not yet been published, as far as known by the 

author. In Section 4.2.6, we will present the proof of the achievability in a more 

general situation. For symmetrical codes, the converse is proved in [WIL89]. The 

more general case of alternating codes is treated in Section 4.3. 
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4:.2 WUM codes oyer arbitrary alphabets 

4.2.1. The model 

At the 1988 IEEE Information Theory Symposium, the author gave a talk 

entitled •Generalized WUM codes' (OVE88c]. The generalization referred to was 

the one to different numbers of messages in the two cycles. However, this title 

inspired Kuznetsov [KUZ88b] to contrive a different kind of generalization, 

namely to an arbitrary alphabet. Instead of writing binary symbols, 0 and 1, we 

can use an alphabet of size q, say {0,1, •• ,q-1}. 

In this situation, the state of a WUM with block length K can be any 

vector in {O,l, .. ,q-1}1. Again, writing is done in cycles, but now we have q 

different types of cycles. As before, in a c-cycle (0 ~ c < q), only c's can be 

written. Therefore we define the following. Let q E Ill, q ~ 2 and .A:= {0,1, •• ,q-1} 

throughout this chapter. 

(4.2.1.1) Definition. Let N e IN. A { q-arg) WUM with block length K consists of N 

cells assuming values in A. The state l..k of the WUM before the kth use is a vector 

in .A', where sk(n) is the value of the nth cell (0 ~ n < K). A state l..k is changed 

into a state 1..k+1 by a c-filter ( c e .A) as described in Definition ( 4.1.2.2). c 

For a binary WUM, we usually omit the word 'binary'. We do the same in 

the q-ary case, since we will always use a fixed q, so no confusion is possible. 

Similarly, the q-ary WUM codes defined later will just be called WUM codes. 

Again we consider four cases of communication with a WUM. In the kth 

transmission (starting with state 1..1 := (0,0, .. ,0) ), the encoder who wants to 

send message fk chooses a ck-filter for some ck e A, depending on fk and possibly 

on the state $.k. The decoder who observes $.k+l and possibly $.k makes an 
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estimate Y k for the message sent. For reasons explained before, we will restrict 

ourselves to .the case where the type ck of the filter chosen by the encoder depends 

on k only. 

The most straightforward generalization of the situation considered in the 

previous section seems to beck= k mod q. This is indeed the choice we will make, 

but we stress that other choices are conceivable. For instance, we could start with 

aO-eycle, then have a 1-eycle, 2'":'<:ycle, up to a ( q-1 )-cycle and then go 'down' 

with a ( q- 2)-eycle followed by a ( q- 3)--eycle, et cetera, and finally a 0-eycle. 

After this we could go 'up' again. It appears ·that this and other choices do not 

allow the computation of capacity regions, whereas for the choice ck = k mod q, 

we are able to give quite elegant generalizations of both the results and the proofs 

mentioned in Section 4.1.3. 

For the same reason as above, we restrict ourselves to codes for q different 

numbers of messages with q different encoding and decoding functions; one for 

each type of cycle. This gives the most natural and most promising generalization 

of Definitions (4.1.2.8) through (4.1.2.15). Hence we have the following definition, 

which is a compressed version of (4.1.2.8) through (4.1.2.11) for alphabet .A. 

(4.2.1.2) Definition. Let N e IN and I c E IN for c E A. Define Jlc := {0,1, •• ,lc-1 }. 

For i e {1,2,3,4}, a case i-WUM code with parameters (N,10 ,11, .. ,1q_ 1) 

consists of q encoding functions f c and q decoding functions g c ( c E .A). Here 

fc:Jlc X r .... {c,o}6 fori= 1 and i 2, and 

fc=.llc .... {c,c}6 fori 3 and i = 4; 

gc:r" .1..
6 -dlc u {?} fori= 1 and i = 3, and 

gc:J..6 -...IlcU{?} fori=2andi=4. o 

The error probability for q-ary WUM codes is defined as in Definition 
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(4.1.2.12). We can also define the rate, achievability and capacity region in this 

case, where the only difference with Definitions ( 4.1.2.13), ( 4.1.2.14) and 

( 4.1.2.15) is the fact that a rate tuple now has q components instead of 2. This is 

summarized in the following definition. 

(4.2.1.3) Definition. Let i e {1 ,2 ,3,4}. A tuple (10 ,11 , .. ,I q-l) e •' is called 

achievable for case i if, for all E > 0 and large enough N, a case i-WUM code C 

with parameters (N ,10 ,11, .. ,I 
11
_1) exists for which P err< C) < E and .i c> l c- E 

for all c e .A, with .ic := log( I c) J N. 1 is called the rate of this code. 

The capacity region for case i, C i' is the set of case i-achievable q-tuples. o 

4.2.2. Statement of results 

Here we state the main results of this chapter: we have found the capacity 

region for cases 1, 2 and 3. For case 4, a region of achievable rate tuples is given 

which we conjecture to be the capacity region. In the rest of this chapter, super

scripts and subscripts like in a~+1 (see Definition (4.2.2.1) below) should be 

considered mod q. This does not include subscripts (usually called k) that denote 

the number of the cycle, as in S.k+ 1. 

(4.2.2.1) Definition. We define 

c+1 
11 := { (10,11, .. ,lq- 1) e [0,1] q I V c e .A lc E a~·k[~], 

ie..(\{c} ' a~ 
' 

for some a~! 0 such that E a~= 1 for all c and a~! a~+1 for all i # c}. 
' ie.A • ' ' 

In this formula, 0·4(0/0) should be understood as 0. IJ 

(4.2.2.2) Theorem. We have C1 = C2 = co 11 ('co' denotes the convex hull). 1J 
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(4.2.2.3) De6Dition. We define 

(4.2.2.4) Theorem. We have c3 :; co 13. c 

(4.2.2.5) DefiDition. We define 

q Pc 
14::; {(lo,ll, .. ,lq-1)E[0,1] IVcEAlc:;h(pc)- 1-P·h(P), 

forsomepcE (0,1] and/:= IT (1-pc) }. D 
CEA 

(4.2.2.6) Theorem. We have C4 J co_l4. c 

(4.2.2.7) Conjectnre. C4 :; co 14. D 

The proofs of Theorems (4.2.2.2), (4.2.2.4) and (4.2.2.6) are given in the 

next sections. 

4.2.3. Proof of achievability for case 1 and 2 

In this section we prove the 'positive half> of Theorem (4.2.2.2), namely 

co 11 c c1 and co 11 c c2. First we show that a.ll q-tuples in 11 are achievable 

for case 2; by Definition ( 4.1.2.3), this proves that these tuples are also achievable 

for case 1. Our proof is a generalization of Borden's random coding proof [BOR88] 

for the achievability of rate 0.69424 for binary case 2-WUM codes. 

Let E > 0; let, fori E ,..( and c E...(, a~ E (0,1) be such that the a1 satisfy 

the requirements mentioned in Definition (4.2.2.1). The case a£:; 0 or a£:; 1 
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follows by continuity. Let N E IN. For simplicity, we will consider all numbers a~· N 

to be integers, which does not matter if N is large enough. For c E A, let 

c+1 

Rc:=. 1: a~·h[ 
0

\ ]. lc:= l2N·(lc-e)J and Jlc:={0,1, .. ,1c-1}. 
zEA\{c} ai 

Clearly I. e 11. For c E A, consider the set 1 c c AN defined as 

1 c = = { §. e .~ 1 vi E A I( i = §.) ~.~ r 1. N } 

whete I( i: §.) denotes the number of i 's in §.. The cardinality of this set is a 

multinomial coefficient: 

(ao·N) (ao·N) (ao·N) (ao ·N) . 
We define the vector§.* as 0 ° 1 1 2 2 ... (q-1) q- 1 ; that is, a 

sequence of ag·K O's followed by ai·K l's, etcetera. We have l' E 1 q- 1. 

Furthermore we introduce the following concept. 

(4.2.3.1) Definition. Let§. E l 1 and c EA. The c-pattern of§. is defined as the set 

of positions where §. has ' c' , so 

( c--pattern of§.) = { n E { 0,1 , .. , N- 1} I s ( n) = c}. [] 

We partition the set 1 c into equivalence classes in such a way that a class 

contains all words that have the same c-pattern. Now we want to assign a label 

from Jlc to every word in 1 c in such a way that words with the same c-pattern 

obtain the same label. We do this by randomly assigning labels from Jl c to each 

equivalence class; all labels of classes are chosen independently and the labels are 

equiprobable. Now each word in 1 c gets the label of the equivalence class it be

longs to. In this way, the words in all q sets 1 c ( c E A) are labeled. 
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Given the labeling, we define the following case 2-WUM code C with 

parameters (8,10,11 , •• ,lq_ 1). Let c e..( and i e Jlc. Encoding function fc maps 

message wk = i and state t!k into a c-filter fkk E { c ,c} 8 such that the new state 

t!k+1 (= :kk g t!k) is a word in 1c having label i. If such a c-ffiter does not exist, 

we take the c-filter having c's in the positions of the c-pattem oft!*. The deco

ding function g c maps the state t!k+ 1 to its label in 1 c' if t!k+ 1 E 1 ci if t!k+ 1 ~ 1 c 

then gc(t!k+1) := '?'. 

After the first q- 1 uses of this WUM code, the state t!q of the WUM is an 

N element of 1 q- 1. This is seen as follows. The initial state is t~.1 = 0 . If q = 2, t~.1 
can be changed into every word in 11 in the first cycle (a 1-cycle). For q > 2, it is 

impossible to change t~.1 into a word in 11 in the first transmission, since words in 

11 contain all q symbols at least once, for large enough N. Hence t~.2 consists of O's 

and 1's only and the 1-pattem of t~.2 equals the 1-pattem oft~.*· In the riext cycle 

it is again impossible to change the state into a word in 12, if q > 3, so both the 

1-pattern and the 2-pattern of t!a and 4* are equal. Continuing in this: way, we 

find 

0 0 0 0 0 
( ao. N) ( a1. N) ( a2. N) (a q- 2. N) (a q- 1. N) 

t!q-1 =0 1 2 ···(q-2) 0 

In the ( q-1) th transmission, this can be changed to a word in 1 q- 1 (possibly t~.*). 

Now we look at all uses of the WUM beyond the first q-1. We will show 

that at least one of the WUM codes corresponding to the random labeling has the 

property that wk = ilk for all k ~ q. A code having this property will be called 

eventually error-free. Although the word 'eventually' suggests that errors may 

occur in any finite set of initial transmissions, we will only consider the case 

where errors are confined to the first q transmissions. 

An eventually error-free code C hasP err( C) = 0, since 
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'err( C)= lim ( L Pr(i'k # fk))/l 
l-+m k=1 
q-1 1 
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= lim ( L Pr(Vk # Yk) + L Pr(Vk # fk))/1 
1 -+m k=1 k=q 

s lim ((q-1) + 0)/1 = 0. 
l-+w 

We will compute the probability that the random labeling does not corres

pond to an eventually error-free WUM code C. Suppose C is not eventually 

error-free and consider a sequence of transmissions in which the decoder makes 

an error for some k ~ q. Let k ~ q be smallest index such that 111k # wk and let 

c e A satisfy k = c mod q. Since k is the first time (after the initial q-1 transmis

sions) that an error occurs, we have !!k e 1 c- 1. This follows from the code defini

tion. Now 111k # wk implies that the encoder could not find a c-fiUer changing !!k 

into a word in 1 c having the right label. Hence the labeling is such that for some 

!! e 1 c-l and some i e Jtc, no word !!' e 1 c with label i can be found such that !! 

can be updated to !! ' in a c-cycle. 

For fixed c and !! e 1 c- 1, the number of words !! ' in 1 c to which !! can be 

updated by a c-filter equals J c' where 

[ 
a~·N ] 

J := II t1 . 
c i # c a~+ ·N 

t 

Since all. of these words !! ' have different c-patterns, their labels were chosen 

independently during the code construction. Hence the probability that none of 

the words !! ' has label i equals P c' where 

·- [ lc-1 ]Ac 
p ·- ' c I 

c 
which is independent of!! and i. By the union bound, the total probability that 
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the randomly constructed code is not eventually error-free can be bounded by 

Pr{ C is not eventually error-free} 

~ ~ E E Pc 
c E .A §. E 1 c- 1 i E J{c 

I -1 1c 
= E l1c-11·1 ·[ c ] . 
c E .A c 'c 

As in [BOR88], we have 

A 
l1c-11·1c·[ ';-1] c = l1c-11·•c·2 (Ac·log(1-1/lc)) 

c 

This is true because ln(1- :c) ~ - :c for :c ~ 0, so log(1- :c) ~ - :cfln(2). We have 

[- Jcf(ln(2) ·•c>] 1 

l1c-11·1c·2 

= N! l2N(lc-e)J. 2 (-Acf(ln(2)·l2N(lc-e)J)]. 

fi(a~·N)! 
i ~ 

Applying Stirling's formula, we find that this is 

[N·log(N)- ~ (a~·N)log(a~·N) + N(R -e)- 1 /(ln(2)·l2N(lc-e)J) + 
2 i t t c c 

+ O(log(N))] 
' N -tm. 

Because 

Jc 2(N·lc- o(N)), N-tm, 

the expression can be simplified to 

Therefore Pr{ C is not eventually error-free} can be bounded as 

Pr{ C is not eventually error-free} 
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Consequently, with probability tending to 1, the random construction yields an 

eventually error-free case 2-WUM code if H-+ m. This code has P err( C) = 0 and 

rate approximating I. if the block length is large enough. This proves the case 2-

(and case 1-) achievability of all points in 11' 

By concatenating (or time sharing) codes with different rate points in 11' 

we find that co 11 is included in the capacity regions cl and c2. 

4.2.4. Converse for case 1 and 2 

Now we show that for a case 1-WUM code with error probability tending 

to zero, the rate tuple approximates a point in co 11. Together with the proof in 

Section 4.2.3, this proves Theorem (4.2.2.2). Our proof generalizes Willems' proof 

[WIL89] for the binary equal rate case. 

Let e > 0, NeIll. Consider a case 1-WUM code C with block length N, 

'err( C)< e and rate (10,11, .. ,.lq_ 1) = (log(10)jN, .. , log(lq-t)fN). 

Consider a long sequence of transmissions. Let c e A and k = c mod q. Then 

So 

log(lc) = 8(ik) = {since fk and B.k are independent} 

= 8(ikl8.k) 

= I(Vk;ikli.k) + H(Vkl Vk,B.k). 

For the first term on the right-hand side of (4.2.4.1), we have 

I(i'k;Ykli.k) $ H(i'kli.k) 

$ H(i'k,B.k+tli.k) 

8(8.k+118.k) {since vk = gc(8.k+1'8.k)} 
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K-1 
~ E I(Sk+1 (n) l~k) 

n=O 
K-1 

~ E I(Sk+l (n) I Sk(n) ). 
n=O 

· For all n, k and i, we define 

Therefore 

if i # c, i = j, 

if i = j = c, 

if i # c, j = c, 

otherwise. 

The numbers ~(n) can be computed for large kif we know the asymptotic 

distribution of ~k. We can describe this distribution by a Markov chain with q·l 
states, labeled ( c, s) for c E A and 0 ~ s 5 l- 1. For fixed c, the states ( c, s) 

correspond to all possible values of ~k (i.e., all elements of .1) if k: c mod q. The 

transition probabilities are given by the distribution of l.k conditional to ~k: the 

probability of going from a state ( c,s) to a state ( c+1 ,s') is equal to the proba

bility that a c-filter l.k = fc(Vk,B.k) was chosen transforming ~k' the WUM 

state corresponding to (c,s), into 9.k+1 (corresponding to (c+l,s')). Clearly this 

Markov chain models the statistical behavior of ~k because of the periodicity of 
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the cycles in the WUM code. 

It follows from the definition of the code that the chain is irreducible 

(every state can be reached from every other state) if we consider only those 

states that can be reached at all. Hence by [FEL70, Ch. XV, Section 9] a unique 

stationary distribution over the state's exists, which can be computed from the 

transition probabilities given by the code. If we consider the nth cell of the state 

S.k only, the following definition is valid. 

i} = lim ,8~q+c(n), force .A, i e .A. 
t .... Ill 

The numbers ai(n) for fixed n satisfy the requirements mentioned in 

Definition (4.2.2.1). This is true because for any finite k (by the definition of 

~ ( n) and because of the way a c-filter operates) 

~ ~(n) = 1 and .B1(n) ~ ,8~+1 (n) if i ~ k. 

' 
Hence we find the same relations for the limits ai(n). Now, if k is sufficiently 

large and k :: c mod q, ( 4.2.4.2) yields 

a~+1 (n) 
lk(n) ~ E ai(n) ·h( \ ) + e:. 

i#c ai(n) 

Since this upper bound only depends on c and not on k, we can define 

C+l( ) c ai n 
(4.2.4.3) lc(n) := E ai(n) ·h( c ) 

if. c ai(n) 

which yields 

Now consider the second term on the right-hand side of (4.2.4.1). By 

Definition ( 4.1.2.12), for all l e IN, a k > l with k:: c mod q exists such that 
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For such a k, we have by Fa.no's theorem (cf. (GAL68, Theorem 4.3.1]): 

with rp(e)/N ..., 0 if e..., 0, for constant 'c· Hence, combining this with (4.2.4.1) 

a.nd ( 4.2.4.4) we find: for all c e A a k e IN e:xists with k = c mod q such that 

N-1 
lc = log(l )/H ~ l: l (n}/N + e + tp(e)fH 

c n=O c 
N-1 

~ 1: lc(n)/N + 6 
n=O 

for arbitrary 6 > 0, if e is small enough. 

For the rate of the code,!= (10 ,11 , .. ,lq- 1), this yields: 

H-1 
! :S l: !(n)/N + (6,6, •• ,6), 

n=O 

where ':S' denotes that the inequality ·~· holds componentwise, and l(n) = 

(l0(n) ,11 (n), .. ,lq_ 1 (n)) is a.n element o£11, by (4.2.4.3). Therefore 

N-1 
l: !(n)/N E co11. 

n=O 

Hence ! approximates co 11 arbitrarily closely if e ! 0. This concludes the 

converse part of the proof of Theorem ( 4.2.2.2). 

4.2.5. Proof for case 3 

The proof of Theorem (4.2.2.4) is split into a.n achievability part and a 

converse part, like the proof of Theorem ( 4.2.2.2). We start with the proof of the 

the case 3-achievability of all rates in co 13. This proof is based on a.n unpub

lished result by Willems for case 4-achievability in the symmetrical case for 

q = 2, in which block Markov encoding (described in [COV81]) is used. We 

present a simplified version of this. 
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Let 0 < e: < 1. For c e A, we fix numbers p c e ( 0, 1) . Define 

p .p 
(4.2.5.1) p := n (1-pc) and Jc:= h(pc){1- c }. 

c e A (1-pc)(1-P) 

Let N e IN be large. As before, we assume that p c · N is an integer for all c. We 

will consider an ensemble of possible case 3-WUM codes having a rate tuple, I, 
that is approximately equal to the desired rate tuple: i c ~ I c for all c. We show 

that the average error probabilit~ over this ensemble tends to 0 with increasing 

block length. This will imply the existence of a 'good' code achieving rate J. 

In order to be able to compute the probability of error, we construct each 

code in the ensemble in such a way that the distribution of the states (in a 

Markov chain, as in Section 4.2.4) is more or less 'uniform'. We will explain later 

what we mean by this. To this aim, all codewords in the ensemble will be parti

tioned into blocks of length N that have a fixed number of c's and o's. The 

writing will be such that at each time instant, every N-block of this form is equal

ly likely to be written. 

For large enough N and c e ...t, let I~ c) and 1i c) be integers such that 

(4.2.5.2) 

1(c) 1(c) _ ~N] 
0 . 1 - N' 

c 

N(lc e/2) (c) N(lc- e/3) 
2 ~ '1 ~ 2 

It can be seen as follows that this is possible. Firstly, 
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r N l 'N(h(p ) + o(1)) p .p 
I.PNJ=2 e (N-tm),andh(pe)=h(pc)· .e +lc. 

e (1-pc}(1-P) 

Furthermore [,:,] has a divisor between d and I· d for all dE {1 ,2, •• , ~:~J} 

(consider an ordered list of all divisors of ~ :,J i two consecutive divisors in the 

list differ by a factor of at most N, since the expansion of ~ :~J consists of divi

sors that are less than or equal to K). Hence 'l c) has a divisor that differs at 

most by a factor N from f 2N(l c- t/2) 1· For large N, this number lies in the 

interval specified by the above inequalities. The quotient ~:~J!•le) =: •be) 
satisfies the other inequalities if N is large enough. 

For fixed c, let Se denote the set of all c-filters of length N that contain 

peN times 'c' and (1-pc)N times 'o'. Since lScl = ~:1J, the set Sc can be 

partitioned into •be) subsets each contaixrlng 1}c) words. We call these subsets 

c( c) 0 < i < 1< c)_ 1. The words in c( c) are ordered: 
' ' - - 0 ' 

C~e) = {.i(C,i,O),.i(C 1 i 11), .. ,.i(e,i,lle)_1)}. 

Every case 3-WUM code in our ensemble will correspond to some choice of 

the ordered partitioning& of s0, s1 , •. , Sq- 1. Consider a fixed choice of parti

tioning&, that can be denoted as { C~ c)}, c E .A, 0 ~ i ~ I~ c)- 1. The WUM code, 

say C, that corresponds to this choice is the following. 

Let 1 := flog(N)l. The code C will have parameters (H,i0, •• ,iq- 1) with 

H:=1·N+ E flog(l~i))l, 
ie...t 

ic: l~c) • (1fc))T for all c. 

Therateofthecode, l= (.i0 ,.i1' .. ,.iq_ 1),has 
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Hence, if N is large enough: 

1c ~ 1c- e:. 

Let c e A and k = c mod q. The encoding function f c .is described as follows. 

Suppose the encoder wants to send message wk e { 0,1, .. , i c- 1}. This message is 

written as 

( ) (c) (c) (c) (c) ( (c)) T-1 4·2·5·3 wk = wk,O + 10k,11o + wk,21o 11 + • • • + wk,r'o 11 

with O~wk,o<l~c) and O~wk,t<l~c) for t=1,2, .. ,T.Thenumberwk,O 

is encoded using a trivial time sharing code: the information is written in 

flog (I~ c)) 1 prescribed positions where §.k had 'c-1' (hence the decoder can 

uniquely determine the positions in which c's are written), and the remaining 

E flog(l~i))1 positions of the first block ofthe codeword are filled with c's. 
i # c 

Now the set c(c) is used to encode the numbers wk t for t ~ 1: wk t 
wk 0 ' ' 

' 
will be encoded by a block of length N, namely ~(c,wk,O'wk, t> e C~~~ 0 . We 

have T of these blocks. Let the state §.k be partitioned according to these blocks: 

§.k= (§.k,O'§.k,1'"'§.k,T), 

where §.k,O has length i~A flog(l~ i) )1 and §.k, t for n 1 has length N. 

The decoding functions g c are the same for all codes in the ensemble. Let 

5 > 0; 5 ~ll be specified later, and it will only depend on Po ,p1 , .. ,p q- 1 and e:. 

For the decoder, §.k+1 ,O and §.k,O uniquely determine the index wk,O of the set 

c( c) with which the remaining (and largest) part of the message was encoded. 
wk 0 

' 
Each block §.k+ 1 , t for t ~ 1 is decoded as follows. The decoder takes wk, t: = the 
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unique we {0,1', .. ,11cL1} such that the triple (t(c,wk,O'w),..tk,t'"-k+l,t) 

is jointly 6-typical (see Definition (4.2.5.4} below). If such a w does not exist, 

then he decodes iilk:= 9c("'k'"'k+1) := '1'. If not wk '?''then wk is computed 

via the wk, tin a way similar to (4.2.5.3). 

( 4.2.5.4) Definition. Let 6 > 0. A state §. = §.k, t' for k : c mod q, is 6 -typical (or 

jUst typical, if no confusion about 6 is possible) if 

Vi E A [ II( i :,t) - K· a~ I ~ 86], 

where the ai satisfy (4.2.5.5): 

E a~ 1, 
i e A ' 

(4.2.5.5) 

(The complete solution of ( 4.2.5.5) is given in Appendix A of this chapter; for 

now, it is only important to know that the a~ can be expressed in the p c in a 

unique way.) 

For a word t E Sc and states ..tk, t and §.k+l, t• we say that (t,..tk, t•"'k+1, t> is 

jointly (8-)typical (or just j.t.) if both §.k, t and §.k+ 1, t are 6-typical and 

c 
"-k+1, t =to ..tk, t holds. 0 

Now that we have defined the code ensemble, we will prove that the 

average error probability over the ensemble tends to zero if the block length N 

tends to infinity. In this proof we use that a state S.k is 6-typical with probability 

tending to 1, which will be proved in Appendix A. Let I err be the error probabi

lity over the ensemble of codes: 
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Here C is the ensemble of codes and C is a random variable denoting the choice 

of code, where Pr{ C .4} = 1/ ICI for all codes .4 in the ensemble C. We write 

C = { C~ c)}, which denotes the partitioning of the sets sc corresponding to C. By 

Definition (4.1.2.12) and changing the order of summation, we obtain 

(4.2.5.6) P err= lim ! I L Pr{Yk :f Vk and C = .4}. 
. l .... w l k 1 ,I AeC 

Let k: c mod q. Since the first block, £k+1,0, can always be decoded correctly, 

we find 

L Pr{Yk # Vk and C = .i} 
Jec 

S L I Pr{VL t # VL t and C .4} 
.4eC t = 1,1 110

' IIi, 

<:> 1· L Pr{Yk, 1 # vk, 1 and c~c) = .4*}. 
A*e c* 

In (*), we have assumed (without loss of generality) that wk,o=O. The set c* 

contains all ordered sets C~c) = {~(c,O,O) ,~(c,O,l), .• ,~(c,O,I!c)_ 1)} 

where the .?<(c,O,i) are distinct elements of Sc. Now we may also assume 

wk,l=O. Let C*\{~} denote the set of all possible c3c) that have .?<(c,O,O)=.?<, and 

let C' denote C~c)\{.?<(c,O,O)}. Then 

L Pr{Vk,t # vk,l and c~c) = .i*} 
A*e c* 

= L Pr{C'=i'' ~(c,O,O)=~, £k,1=f!, £k+l,t=f!'' fk,1#0}. 
~esc,J'eC*\{.?<},f!,f!' 
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c 
Let*' 4 and 4' be such that 4' = * o §.. By Definition (4.2.5.4), if 4 and t' are 

typical, then also (*,4,4') is j.t. Therefore Vk,l :f. 0 can only occur either if 4 or 

4' is not typical., or if a different codeword 11. e C' exists for which (JI.,U') is 

jointly typical.. Hence we can bound the above sum as 

(4.2.5.7) L Pr{Jk,t=d + L Pr{Jk+1,1=!'} + 

§.:not typical. ! ':not typical 

+ L Pr{C'=1' ,~(c,O,O)=*, S.k 1=!, 9.k+1 1=4'}· 
~sc ,1'ec*\{£},! and!' typical ' ' 

.;(31/.Ei' [(JI.,u') j.t.]). 

We write (4.2.5.7) as 10 + 11 + 12. In Appendix A it is shown that 

Prf£k, 1 nottypical} ~ 0(1/N) _and 

Pr{9.k+1 ,1 not typical}=~ 0(1/N), N -1m 

if k is large enough, say k ~ l 8 for some l 8 dependent of p 0 ,p 1 , .. , p q- 1, 6 and 

N. Since T = flog ( N) 1 , we have for large enough 8: 

T·Po T· L Prf£k,1=4} ~ E/3 
§.:not typical 

and similarly T·P1 ~ ef3. We can bound P2 by 

(4.2.5.8) 12 ~ L Pr{*(c,O,O)=l!, 9.~c, 1=!, 9.k+1,1=!'}· 
*esc,! and !' typical 

· L Pr{C'=A'} • L ;(JI.Ei' and (JI.,!,!') j.t.). 

i'eC*\{*} JI.ESc 

Consider fixed typical§. and!'. Every 11. that is j.t. with(!,!') is contained in 
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[

1:( c),( c)_ 2] 
o,~c)_2 ·(.l~c)_l)! 

ordered sets A ' (apart from it and u, there are 1} c)- 2 other words in c& c) that 

ca.n be chosen from Sc). The total number of ordered sets A' is 

Therefore, for any ,£, ~ and ~' , 

Substituting this in (4.2.5.8) yields 

For every(~,~') j.t. with some u, there are (for some constant c1) 

C+l C 

[ 
c Pc-ac +ac ] r .V(c:~) ] < / ac·h( ac ) + c1o + O(log(K)) 

[p l- .V( c:.§.' )+K( c :.§.) - c 

words !1. j.t. with this pair: in the .V(c:.§.')- K(c:.§.) positions where s'(n) = c 

and s(n) f c, y(n) must be c and the remaining (peN- .V(c:.§.') + .V(c:.§.)) 

positions of the c's in !1. can be chosen among the c-positions in .§.. Hence for all 
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typical~ and~·, we have 

or 

With ( 4.2.5.2), this is less than 

P -ac+l+ac P .p 
N[a~·h( c cc c)- h(pc)· c + c16- t/4] + O(log(N)) 

2 ac (1-pc)(l-P) . 

\ p .p 
From Appendix A, we find a~+l = p cf (1- P) and a~= c . This yields 

· (1- p c)(l- P) 

p .p 
h(p )· c 

c (1- p c)(1- P) 

Hence with 6 ~ E/(8c1) and 6 ~ 1/2 we have 

P <2-Ne:/8+0(log(N)) o:f3T 
2-

if N is large enough. 

Now we combine the inequalities for P0 , P1 and 12 with (4.2.5.6): for 

sufficiently large block length N, 

perr = lim L · T(Po + 11 + 12) 
l .... m k = l N' l l- lIt 1 

S 1( Ej (3T) + e:j (31) + e:j (31)) E. 

Finally we can conclude that at least one case 3-WUM code C in the ensemble 
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exists for which P err (C) < e: and for which the rate tuple ( i 0 , 11, .. , i q- 1) 

satisfies i c > l c e:. This proves the achievability of the rate point I. e 13. By 

time sharing it is obvious that every convex combination of points in 13 is also 

achievable for case 3. This completes the proof of the statement c3 J co 13. 

Now we prove the converse, namely that points outside co 13 are not 

achievable. Let C be a case 3-WUM code with parameters (K,10 ,11, .. ,1q- 1) 

and error probability 'err( C)< e:. Let c E A and k = c mod q. We have, exactly 

as in case 1 and 2 (compare the derivation of ( 4.2.4.1) and following inequalities): 

with 

As in Section 4.2.4, let 

Then 

lk(n) = .E Pr{Sk(n) = i}·I(Sk+l(n)ISk(n) = i) 
t#c 

= .E Pr{Sk(n) = i}·I(Ik(n) !Sk(n) = i) 
#c 

= Pr{Sk(n) # c}·I(Ik(n)). 

For a fixed coordinate n, we define p c ( n) : = Pr{ I k ( n) = c}. Note that the 

numbers p c ( n) only depend on k mod q ( = c) because of the code definition. As 

before, the distribution of the states is described by a Markov chain. Although 

this Markov chain is different from the one described in Appendix A (where every 

codeword of fixed composition has the same probability of being written, which is 

clearly not true for any code), we do find the same stationary distribution if we 

look at one cell only, since for a fixed cell we have equal probability of writing a 
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'c' in both models. Hence, as proved in Appendix A, we find for k .... m: 

Pr{Sk(n) ;;: i} .... a~(n), 

where the a~(n) form the solution of (4.2.5.5), if (4.2.5.5) is read with a~(n) 

instead of a~ and Pc(n) instead of Pc· The solution is given in (A.3). However, 

the notation in Appendix A is slightly different: pi should be read as pi(n), a~ 

as a~(n), p~ as 1- pi(n) and P as P(n) :d~(1- pi(n}}. 
s 

For large enough k, we find 

lk(n) ~ (1-a~(n))·h(pc(n)) + e:/2 

p (n)P(n) 
= (1- c )·h(pc(n)) +e:/2. 

(1- P(n)) (1- p c(n)) 

H we define, for all c, 

p (n)P(n) 
l c ( n) : = ( 1 - c ) • h (P c ( n)) , 

(1-P(n))(1-pc(n)) 

then it follows that 

N-1 
I(Yk; Vkl£k) ~ E lc(n) + H·e:/2. 

n=O 

As in case 1, the Fano inequality yields: for all c, a k with k : c mod q 

exists such that 

This shows 

for arbitrarily small 5, if e; is small enough. As in Section 4.2.4, let 

l(n) := (R0 (n) ,11 (n), .. ,lq_ 1 (n) ). 

By Definition (4.2.2.3), l(n) e 13. Now the code rate, l, can be bounded as 
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if e ! 0. This concludes the converse part of the proof of Theorem ( 4.2.2.4). 

4.2.6. Proof for case 4: achievability 

We will prove the case 4-achievability for points in 14 in almost exactly 

the same way as we proved the achievability for case 3, in Section 4.2.5. Therefore 

we will skip some of the details and only point out the differences between the 

two cases. 

Let 0 < e < 1. For c e A, let p c E ( 0, 1) . We define 

Pc 
(4.2.6.1) P := II (1- Pc) and lc:= h(pc)- -·h(P). 

cEA ~~ 

Let N E IN be large and assume that p l is an integer for all c. Let I~ c) and •} c) 

be such that (compare (4.2.5.2)) 

(4.2.6.2) 

1~c) ·•}c) = ~~~], 
c 

As in case 3, such numbers can be found. We will construct an ensemble of 

case 4-codes by looking at partitionings of s0 ,s1, •• ,sq- 1, where Sc denotes the 

set of all words in {c,o}8 that contain peN times 'c' and (1-pc)N times 'o'. 

Every Sc can be partitioned into l~c) subsets containing 1}c) words each. We 

call these subsets C~c), 0 SiS I~ c)_ 1, and we write 

c~c) = {~(c, i,o) ,~(c, i,l), .. ,~(c, i,l}c)_ 1)}. 
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Consider a fixed choice of partitionings, denoted as { C~ c)}, c e A, 0 ~ i ~ I~ c L 1. 

The case 4-WUM code, say C, that corresponds to this choice is the following. 

Let 1:= flog(N)l. The code C has parameters (i,i0 , .. ,iq_ 1) that are 

equal to the parameters for the case 3-WUM codes in Section 4.2.5. With these 

parameters, we have for the rate tuple l 
ic ~ lc·E, for all c E A 

if I is large enough. 

The encoding function f c for c e .A is the same as for the case 3-codes (in 

both cases the encoder cannot use the previous state, !J.k• so we can take the same 

functions in case 3 and 4). The decoder, however, is ,not allowed to use the old 

state !J.k in his estimate for ilk. Let 5 > 0. If the decoder receives !J.k+ 1, where 

!J.k+1 = (!k+1,0'1k+1,1'""'!k+l,T), 

then !k+l ,O determines the index wk,O of the set c~::o that was used to encode 

the rest of the message. A block !J.k+ 1, t for t ~ 1 is decoded by taking ilk, t: = 

the unique we {0, 1, •. ,11 c). 1} such that (.;( c ,wk,O, w) ,/J.k+1, t) is jointly 

6-typical (see Definition (4.2.6.3)). If such a w does not exist, then wk:= '?'. 

(4.2.6.3) Definition. Let 6 > 0. For a word .; ESc and a state !J. = !J.k+1, t• we 

say that .; and !J. are jointly 6 -typical (j. t.) if !J. is 6--typical (see Definition 

(4.2.5.4)) and s(n) = c for all positions n for which z(n) =c. c 

As in Section 4.2.5, we will now bound the average error probability over 

the code ensemble, 

The first part of the derivation in Section 4.2.5 is valid also in this case. Therefore 
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~ {. d (c) *} ~ 1· k Pr vk,l # fk,l an c0 = J 
J*e c* 

= 1· L Pr{C'=A', ~(c,O,O)=~, S.k,t=l., S.k+t,t=l', fk, 1#0}. 
~esc,J'eC*\{~},1.,1.' . 

Now fk,l # 0 can only occur either if 1.' (= S.k+1 ,1) is not typical, or if a 

different filter Jt. e C' exists for which ll and 1.' are jointly typical. Since~ is the 

c-filter operating on 1. to form 1.', it follows with Definition (4.2.6.3) that (~,1.') 

is j.t. if 1.' is typical. Hence we can bound the above sum as (compare (4.2.5.7)): 

1· L lr{s.k+l,t=l'} + 
1.' :not typical 

+ 1· L Pr{C'=J', ~(c,O,O)=~, S.k,l=l., S.k+l,l=l'}· 
~esc ,J'ec*\{~},l.':typical ,1. 

·fl(3l£El' ((l£,1.') j.t.)) 

We write this as 1·11 + 1·12. As in the previous case, we have (see Appendix A) 

Pr{s.k+1,1 not typical}~~ 0(1/N), H -1m 

if k ~ l 8 for some l 8 dependent of p0 ,p1 , .. ,p q-l, 6 and H. Since 

1 = r1og(N) 1, we have for sufficiently large H: 

1·P1 = 1· L Pr{S.k+l,t=l'} ~ e/2. 
1.' :not typical 

Also, P 2 can be bounded by 
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(4.2.6.4) 12 ~ L /r{~(e,O,O)=.l, ff.k, 1=§., ff.k+1,1=§.'}· 
,lESe,§.,§.' :typical 

· L lr{C'=.4'} • L ;(JI.EA' and (1/.ut') j.t.)., 

J'eC*\{.l} Ji.ESc 

Consider a typical§.'. As before, every 11. that is j.t. with§.' is contained in 

ordered sets .4•. The total number of ordered sets J• is 

[I~ c) •} c)_ 1] 
•1 c >- 1 . < •I c >- 1 > !. 

As in case 3, this yields for any .l and §.': 

L lr{C'=.4'} • L ;(JI.EA' and (JI.,§.') j.t.) 

J'eC*\{.l} Ji.ESc 

s - 1-. :L ;((Jt,§.') j .t.). 
l~c) !tEsC 

Substituting this in ( 4.2.6.4), we find 

(4.2.6.5) ,2 ~-1-· , :L. lr{ff.k+1,1=§.'}· :L ;((Jt,§.')j.t.). 
1~c) §. :typ1cal JI.ESe 

For every typical§.', there are {for some constant c1) 

[
J'(c:§.')J N[a~+1 ·k(pcfa~+1 ) + c16] + O{log(N)) 

p N ~ 2 
e 

c-filters J1. that are j.t. with it, since !t must have its peN c's in the positions 

where §.' has c's. Hence 
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1 s[a~+1 ·h(pcfa~+1 ) + c16] + O(log(N)) 
,2~-· 2 . 

,(c) 
0 

With ( 4.2.6.2), this is less than 

N· [ a~+1 • h(pcf a~+1 ) - h(P) ·Pel (1- P) + c16- e/4] + O(log(N)) 
2 ' . 

As in case 3, a~+1 = Pc/(1-P). Hence by taking 6 ~ e/(8c1), 6 ~ 1/2 we have 

1 < 2-Ne/8 + O(log(N)) < e/21 2-
if N is large enough. 

Now the inequalities for P 1 a.nd P 2 yield with ( 4.2.5.6): for large enough N, 

perr = li• L _1_. 1(11 + /2) 
l -> m k l N' l l-l tf 1 

~ 1(e/(21) + e/(21)) =e. 

We conclude the proof of Theorem (4.2.2.6} in the same way as in case 3: 

at least one case 4--<:ode exists in the ensemble such that the rate 1 satisfies 

i c > l c - e and P err (C) < e. By time sharing this proves the achievability ofall 

points in co 14. 

4.3 Bounding the ayerage rate 

In this section we will study the largest possible value of the average rate 

of a WUM code. This will be defined analogously to the definition for the binary 

case (compare ( 4.1.3.1 )). 
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(4.3.1) Definition. Let i e {1,2,3,4}. The average rate la.v of a ca.se i-WUM 

code with rate (10 ,11, .• ,lq_ 1) is defined by 

'a := E l I q. 
v ce.A c 

The average capacity for case i, C i ,av' is defined by 

ci,av==max{lav I (lo,lt, .. ,lq-1) eCi}. [] 

First we will prove the following quite obvious theorem. 
\ 

(4.3.2) Theorem. Ci,a.v ~ (q-1)lq for all i. [] 

Proof: We will construct a ca.se 4-WUM code with rate (0,1,1, .. ,1) and error 

probability 0. This code has average rate ( q-1) I q, which shows the achievability 

of this average rate for case 4. Clearly rate (0,1,1, .. ,1) is achievable for the other 

cases a.s well, which proves the theorem. 

The code will have parameters (K,1 ,21 ,26 , .. ,21). In the 0-cycle, the 

only ().....filter that can be written is / 0(0):= (0,0, •• ,0). In other words, we 

'clean' the WUM in such a way that we can use it in the following transmissions. 

In the 1-cycle, the 21 different !-filters that can be written correspond to every 

possible word in the set {1,o}1. The decoder will be able to see the difference 

between them, since before writing the state of the WUM contained O's only. 

After writing, there will be only o•s and l's in the state. Hence if we allow 

every word from the set {2,a}1 to be written in the subsequent 2-cycle, then the 

decoder will again be able to determine which of these words wa.s written by 

looking at the positions of the 2's. In this way we can go on until the ( q- 1 )-cycle, 

but then we have to clean the WUM again in the 0-cycle. 0 
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If we want to know the exact value of C . a , then, for i = 1 , 2 or 3, we 
t, v 

can just use Theorems (4.2.2.2) and (4.2.2.4) and compute C i ,av from the regions 

11 and 13. For case 1 and 2, this means that we have to maximize a function of 

l parameters under some restrictions. Since this involves long and uninteresting 

computations, the details are given in Appendix B. The result is stated below, in 

Theorem (4.3.5). First we introduce a polynomial that is needed in the theorem. 

{4.3.3) Definition. Define the polynomial f: ( ... (by 

f(z) := z'(z- 2) + 1. 

Let {0 , (1 , ••. , (q denote the zeros of the polynomial f and let (0 be the largest 

real zero (it follows from the lemma below that at least one real zero exists). o 

(4.3.4) Lemma. With (i as defined above, the following three propositions hold. 

( i) All ( i are distinct, 

(ii) (0 > 1.5, 

(iii) foralli>O: l(il <(0. 

Proof: ( i) For a multiple zero ( we would have 

so 

d/(z) 
f( () = 0 and <IZ I = 0, 

z=( 

{'((-2)+1=0 and (q+1)('-2q·{q- 1 0. 

The second equation yields { = 0 (which is not a zero of/) or { = j.!r. The latter 

possibility gives, after substitution in the first equation, 

2· (2q)q = (q+1)q+l 

which is impossible because the left-hand side is 0 (mod q) and the right-hand 

side is 1 (mod q). Therefore no multiple zeroes exist. 
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( ii) We have f(z) > 0 fur all z e IR with z ~ 2; we also have 

/(1.5) (1.5)q/2 + 1 ~ - (1.5) 2/2 + 1 = - 1/8 < 0. 

Since f is continuous, this implies that the largest real zero lies in ( 1. 5, 2). 

(iii) We use Rouche's theorem ( cf. [SAF76]) to prove I { i I ~ 1 for all i > 0. 

Since {0 > 1.5, this will prove the theorem. Define g(z) := - 2zq for z e (. 

Then, for e > 0 and lzl = 1+e:: 

lo(z) I = 2(1+e:)q = 2 + 2qe + O(e:2) and 

lf(z)-g(z)l = lzq+1 + 11 S (1+e:)q+1 + 1 = 2 +,(q+1)e: + O(e:2). 

Hence, ife: is small enough: lf(z)- g(z) I ~ I g(z) I on the circle with radius l+e:. 

Now, if we let e: 1 0, Rouche's theorem implies that f · and g have equally many 

zeros (counting multiplicities) inside or on the circle of unity. Obviously, g has q 

zeros for which I z I ~ 1; hence the same holds for f. Since f has q+ 1 zeros in total 

and 1{01 >l,we:find l{il ~1 ifi>O. c 

(4.3.5) Theorem. The average capacities c1,av and c2 ,av ofthe WUM equal 

C1 ,av = C2 ,av = log( {0) • D 

Proof: As mentioned before, the proof can be given by maximizing the function 

( 0 1 q-1) h l a0 ,a0 , •• ,aq_ 1 , w ere 

c+1 

( 0 1 q-1} c ai 
l a0 ,a0 , •• ,aq-l := E E a .·h(--), 

c i # c 1 a~ z 

under the constraints ~ a~ = 1 for all c and ai ~ ar1 for all i # c. This is 
s 

done in Appendix B. Here we will present a different proof of the theorem. 

First we prove that average rate log({0) is achievable with case 2-codes, 

if the block length tends to infinity. After that we show that log( {0) is an upper 

bound for the rate of any eventually error-free case 2-code (defined in Section 

4.2.3). Since we already know that e:-error case 1-codes cannot achieve higher 
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rates than eventually error-free case 2-codes (which follows from Section 4.2.3 

and 4.2.4), this shows that log( (0) is the maximum achievable average rate for 

both case 1 and case 2. 

Let He IN. Let .!!. := (a0 ,a1, •• ,aq_ 1) e IRq such that ac·NE IN for all 

c E A, 0 ~ a0 ~ a1 ~ •.. ~ a q- 1 and E a c = 1. Consider the following restriction 
c 

on the use of the WUM. In a c-cycle, the writing must be such that only words 

from a set 1 c can be the new state ,tk+1, where 1 c cAN is the set of words that 

contain a i- c- 1 · N i 's for all i e A. Hence writing in a c-cycle means that a 

word ,tk E 1 c- 1 is changed into a word ,tk+ 1 e 1 c· It can be readily checked that 

this is possible only by changing (a i- c - a i- c- 1) · N of the i 's into c's (the a i 's 

are nondecreasing) for all i # c. Note that the encoder can take care of this: by 

choosing an appropriate case 2-code, he can make sure that the restriction is met. 

We now adapt the notation of [KUZ83], [KUZ88a] and consider the WUM 

with sets 10, .. ,1 q- 1 as a channel with generalized defects. The words in 1 c- 1 

that can be on the disk before writing in a c-cycle are the states of the channel, 

such that each state s allows some set Y 
8 

c 1 c c AN to be written. Kuznetsov 

[KUZ83] showed that the capacity C(.!!.) of this channel with generalized defects is 

log IY I 
C(.!!.) = lim min 8 

• 
H-tm s N 

To compute the numbers I Y 
8 
I, we must count the number of ways in which some 

fixed word ,t (representing the state of the channel) in set 1 c- 1 can be updated to 

a word in 1 . Call this number N . Then c ,t,c 

N = II [ ai- eN ] - qrl [ ai+1N] 
,t,c iEA\{c} ai- c-18 - i=O aiN ' 

which is dependent on neither ,t nor c. Therefore we find that all sets Y 
8 

contain 

the same number of elements, 
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q- 2 (a. -N] IY I = II Z+l . 
s . 0 a .N 

Z= Z 

Consequently, 

log ( qrl [ ai+lN] ) 
i =O a .N q- 2 . a . 

C(g) = lim __ _:;_....:....__--'z;....._ __ = .E ai+l h(~). 
N .... m N z=O Z+l 

Therefore, for all vectors g satisfying the conditions mentioned in the 

beginning of the proof, rate C(g) is case 2-achievable if the block length is large 

enough. Maximizing over gin a straightforward manner, we find 

(This maximization occurs in a concealed form in the proof given in Appendix B. 

Notice, though, that the maximization in the appendix involves q2 parameters, 

whereas here we have only q.) Hence the average rate in q consecutive cycles can 

achieve the value log( (0), which concludes the first half of the proof. 

Now we prove the converse. This part generalizes Simonyi's proof [SIM89] 

of the converse for the binary case 2-WUM with 10 = 11. Let C be an eventually 

error-free case 2-code with parameters N and lc for c E..(. We consider q· t 

consecutive writing cycles, and we look at the 'fate' of one cell during these 

cycles. For q = 3, all possible fates of length at most 3 are shown in Table ( 4.3.6). 

As mentioned before, each cell contains '0' before the first writing. 

Let .Vt . denote the number offates (sequences) of length t for which the 
'z 

last ( t th) content of the cell equals i and let S t be the total number of fates of 

length t. So 

st = E .vt .. 
ieA 'z 

We find the following recurrences for the .Vt .. , z 
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cyclenumber type of cycle possible fates of cell 

1 1 

2 2 

3 0 

(4.3.6) Table. Example of 'fate' of a cell. 

0 
1 

00 
02 
11 
12 

000 
022 
020 
111 
110 
122 
120 

yt1 -=Yt. 
+ 't 't 

yt+1,i= 8 t 

if t+1 ~ i mod q (the last cycle is not an i-cycle), 

if t+1 = i mod q. 

Summation and repeated application of the first identity leads to 

St+1 =~St- St-q with S0 =1,S1 =2,St=O for t<O. 

It should be noted that for q = 2, this is equivalent to the Fibonacci relation. 

By [LOV79, pp. 158-160] and ( i) of Lemma ( 4.3.4), we have the following 

formula forSt· With (0 (1 , .. , ( q as in Definition ( 4.3.3), we find 

q t- q 
= . Eo ( i -~ . ( ( i- (J.) 

t= Jr t 

=(ot+(otherterms (. (.··(·with (i1' .. ,it)e{O, .• ,q}t). 
t1 t2 tt 

Because of Lemma ( 4.3.4), (iii), it can be seen that the following limit exists: 

log(St) 
lim -----''--- = log( (0). 

t-+ro t 
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We know that each cell can have St different fates of length t; for the 

sequence of q· t consecutive writings of words of length H, the number of possibili

ties is (S qt) 6. Since code C is eventually error-free, decoding errors may occur in 

the first q-1 transmissions only. Hence the decoder must be able to determine 

which sequence of (q·t-q) messages out of the (10)t- 1.(1
1
)t-l,,,(lq-l)t-l 

possible sequences was transmitted during the ( q· t- q) most recent cycles. There

fore we must have 

or 

(S ) H > (I ) t- 1. (I ) t- 1 ... (I ) t- 1 
qt - 0 1 q-1 , 

E log(l ) ( ) 
c c < log sqt 

H - t-1 

This is true for all t E IN, so we have 

log(S t> t 
lav S lim __ _._q_·--= log({

0
), 

t .... Ill qt ( t-1) 

proving the converse part of the theorem. [] 

Now that we have found an expression for the average capacity in cases 1 

and 2, we can compute c1 av for several values of q. For q S 10, these numbers 
' 

can be found in Table (4.3.8). This table also lists values of C3 ,a.v' which have 

been found by maximizing the function l (p 0 , p 1 , •. , p q- 1) , where 

P/ 
l(p0 ,p1'"'Pq- 1) ::::Eh(pc){1- },P:=II(l-pc). 

c (1-pc)(l-P) c 

Unfortunately, no analytical expression could be obtained for the maximum of 

this function, even though we have just q parameters (instead of q2 as in case 1) 

and no restrictions here. Therefore the maximization was done numerically. For 

all values of q S 10, it turns out that the point 1l. where I.(!) assumes its maxi-
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mum (as found by computer) satisfies Po = p1 = .. = p q- 1 and hence also alii c 

are equal for the maximum average rate. This was to be expected, since we also 

saw this in cases 1 and 2: if the average rate is maximum, the rate is symmetrical. 

This leads us to the conjecture that the same will be true in case 4. 

Since the true capacity region for case 4 is unknown, we need a different 

approach to find c4,av· Theorem (4.3.7) is a justification for Conjecture (4.2.2.7). 

(4.3.7) Theorem. We have 

c4 ,av =max { (E lc)fq I (10 ,11, .. ,lq_ 1) e co 14 }. D 

Proof: It follows from Theorem ( 4.2.2.6) that 

Therefore it remains to prove that for every case 4-achievable rate, the average 

rate is in the set { (E lc)fq I (l0 ,B1, .. ,lq_ 1) e co 14 }. The main part of this 

proof is a generalization of the case 4-converse for binary symmetrical codes 

given in [WIL89] (also found by Wyner and Ozarow, [WYN88]). 

Let e: > 0 and let C be a case 4-code with parameters N and I c for 

c e..( Assume Perr(C) ~ e:. Let c e .A, k = c mod q. We have 

H(Yk) = 8(Ykl~k+1 ) + I(~k+1 ; fk) 

~ H(Yk,Ykl~k+1) + I(~k+l;fk) 

= H(Ykl~k+l) + H(YkiYk.~k+l) + I(~k+1;fk) 

= 8( f k I Y k•~k+ 1) + I(~k+ 1; f k) {since Y k is determined by ~k+ 1} 

~ VJ(Pr{Yk:f:Yk}) + I(~k+1 ; fk) 

where the last step is Fano's inequality (see Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). Hence, for 

large I: 
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Let n' be the value of n for which the maximum is assumed in the above sum; so 

Now 

n' n' n' 
~ H(Sk+1(n')l~k+1)- H(Sk+1(n')l¥k,~k+1'~k ,Ik(n')) 

=8(Sk+1 (n')l~k:1 ) Pr{Ik(n')=o}·8(Sk(n')l¥k,~k:1 ,~k',Ik(n')=o) 
' n' = 8(Sk+1 (n') ~~k+1 )- Pr{Ik(n')=o}·H(Sk(n') ~~k ). 

c 
The last equality follows from the fact that ~k+ 1 = l.k o ~k and from the defini-

tion of a case 4-WUM code. Substituting this and dividing by l yields 

lav ~ E {8(Sk+1(n')I~Z:1 ) Pr{Ik(n')=o}·H(Sk(n')l~k')}f(lq) + 
k 

+ E tp(Pr{fk#fk})/(Niq) 
k 

s E {(1- Pr{Ik(n')=c}). H(Sk(n') l~k')} /(1 q) + 0(1/ K) 
k 

by convexity oft?(·). This can be bounded from above by 

E {(1- Pr{I k(n' )=o} )· H(Sk(n' ))}/(lq) + 0(1/ K) + t?(E Pr{fk#fk} /( lq))/ N 
k k 
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= ~ {H(Sk+1(n'))- Pr{Ik(n')=o}·H(Sk(n'))}f(lq) + 0(1/l) + 

+ i?(E Pr(Yk#flk}/(lq))fK 
k 

= E {H(Sk+1(n'))- H(Sk+1(n')IIk(n'))}/(lq) + 0(1/l) + 
k 

+ i?(E Pr(ifktflk}/(lq))fK 
k 

= ~ {H(Ik(n'))- H(Ik(n')ISk+1(n'))}/(lq) + 0(1/l) + 

+ i?(E Pr(ilktflk}/(lq))fK. 
k 

Let p c: = Pr{ I k ( n') = c} for k = c mod q; by definition of the code, this 

number only depends on c and n'. Define ,8~:= Pr{Sk(n') = i} for all i and k. 

As argued in the converse proof for case 3 (Section 4.2.5), the distribution of 

S k ( n') is described by a Markov chain. It should be noticed that we have exactly 

the same model here. Hence the number ,8~ tends to a~ if k = c mod q, where 

the a~ satisfy (A.3). Hence, for large enough k with k = c mod q: 

H(Ik(n'))- H(Ik(n')ISk+1(n')) 

~ h(pc)- a~+1·h(pcfa~+1) + E 

Consequently 

This holds for all large l, so we may take the limit for l-+ m. Since Perr(C) ~ e, 

p 
lav ~ E {h(pc)- __£_·h(P) + e}fq + i?(E)/K. 

ceA 1- P 

Letting E ! 0 gives the desired result. 
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Theorem (4.3.7) enables us to find c4,av by maximizing the rate sum over 

14. Again this was done by computer. As predicted. the maximum is assumed for 

a vector (Po ,p1 , •• ,p q- 1) with Po = p1 = • • • = p q-1' For q > 2 this follows 

from the computer results. but for q = 2. it is proved in Appendix C that 

2 c4 ,av = max { h(p) h(p )/(l+p) 1 o s P s 1} = o.54589 •.•. 

It follows that c4,av equals the upper bound on the capacity for case 4 period-! 

codes found in [WIL89]. In other words, Willems• converse for period-! codes also 

holds for the larger class of period-2 codes. 

Table (4.3.8) lists Ci,av fori e {1,3,4} and q S 10. Since C2,av = C1,av• 

this gives the average capacity for all cases. The table also lists the values of 

( q-1) I q, which can be achieved with the code described in the proof of Theorem 

(4.3.2). 

q 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

0.69424 
0.87915 
0.94678 
0.97523 
0.98811 
0.99419 
0.99713 
0.99858 
0.99929 

0.69424 
0.87305 
0.94089 
0.97101 
0.98545 
0.99268 
0.99626 
0.99811 
0.99904 

c 
0.54589 
0.76072 
0.86572 
0.92239 
0.95462 
0.97345 
0.98456 
0.99112 
0.99496 

0.50000 
0.66667 
0.75000 
0.80000 
0.83333 
0.85714 
0.87500 
0.88889 
0.90000 

(4.3.8) Table. Values of C i ,av for i e {1 ,3 ,4} and q S 10. 

This concludes the chapter on WUMs over arbitrary alphabets. We have 

found the capacity region for three out of four cases, with a strong conjecture 

about the fourth one inspired by the known average capacity for this case. It 

remains an interesting open problem to find a proof for the converse in case 4. 

Another problem is of course the construction of good codes for any of the 
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four cases. Some constructions have been found by the author, but these are 

basically time sharing codes that give only slight improvements over the trivial 

code with average rate ( q-1) f q. 

Appendix A 

In this appendix we study the distribution of the WUM state $.k, 1 E ,l 
(notation as in Section 4.2.5 and 4.2.6) for fixed H and large values of k, under 

the assumption that at each instant k with k : c mod q, every c-filter * having 

peN c's and ( 1- p c> H o's has the same probability of being written by the enco

der. It should be noted that this is indeed the case with every code in the 

ensemble considered in the random coding proofs in both Section 4.2.5 and 4.2.6. 

Let us abbreviate $.k 1 by $.k and let J.k be the c-filter that transforms 
' 

state $.k into $.k+1. We consider a Markov chain similar to the one defined in 

Section 4.2.4. Its states are called ( c, s), c E ..(, 0 5 s 5 l- 1. The states ( c, s) 

correspond to all possibilities for $.k if k: c mod q. The transition probabilities 

follow from the distribution of J.k: the probability of going from state ( c, s) = $.k 

to state (c+1,s') = $.k+1 equals the probability that a c-filter J.k is chosen for 

c 
which $.k+1 = J.k o $.k. We will show that the stationary probability distribution 

of this chain is such that $.k is typical (Definition ( 4.2.5.4)) with large probability. 

First consider a single cell of the WUM, Sk(n). Let .8~ := Pr{Sk(n) = i} 

and k: c mod q. Define p~ := 1- p c· By the definition of the code ensemble, we 

have for every code: 

(A.l) Pr{Ik(n) = c} = pc and Pr{Ik(n) = o} = p~. 
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The way in which the WUM is used implies 

{J~+l = pc ·fJ~ if i# c 1 S D ~ 

..k+l _ ,k + p (1-{Jk) _ p + pc .pk P(: - P(: c c - c o c· 

Consider the Markov chain that can be derived from the original Markov 

chain by looking at the nth cell only; it has states ( c, i) where i is the value of 

Sk(n). This Markov chain has the following stationary distribution. Let a~ 

( i e ..t, c e .A) satisfy 

E a~= 1, 
i e .A ~ 

(A.2) a~+1 = pc·a~ fori# c, 
' D t 

0c+l = p + Pc. 6c 
c c c c· 

Then the stationary probability of state ( c, i) equals a~/ q. In other words, for 

fixed c, k : c mod q and k-+ m, we have {J~ -< a~. 
The solution of (A.2} (which is equivalent to (4.2.5.5)) is the following. For 

itie.A andaq-tuple (a0,a1, •• ,aq-l),wedefinethe'cyclicproduct' ti by . l ai•ai+1 ... aj ifi 5 j and not (i,j) l: (O,q-1) 
II(ai,aj) := 1 if i = j+1 mod q 

ai-ai+l .. ·aq- 1-a0· .. aj if i ~ j+2. 

Then it can be checked that 

Next, we look at two distinct cells, S k ( n0) and S k ( n1). For k = c mod q 

we define 
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Pee:= Pr{lk(n0) = lk(n1) = e}, 

Pee:= Pr{lk(n0) = e, lk(n1) = o} and Poe analogously, 

p~0 := Pr{lk(n0) = lk(n1) = o}. 

From the definition of the code, we find 

(peN) (p l- 1) p = __;:;....____;;; __ 
cc N(N-1) 

(A.4) 
- - (peN) (p~N) 

p co - Poe - K( K-1) ' 

c (p~N) (p~K-1) 
Poo = K(K-1) 

We can determine the stationary probability distribution of the pair 

(Sk(n0) ,Sk(n1)) from a set of equations similar to (A.2). For k = c mod q and 

k _, m, we find: 

Pr{Sk(n0) = i, Sk(n1) = j} _, aij' 
where aij satisfies 

(A.5) 

E a~.= 1, 
ij SJ 

C+l e e 
aij = p00·aij if i # c, j # c, 

e+1 e+1 e C C 
4 ie = 4ei = 4 i'Pco + 4 ic'Poo if i # c, 

C+1 C C C 
4cc =Pee + 24e'Pco + 4 ee'Poo· 

The solution of (A.5) turns out to be 
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Solution (A.6) holds for any simultaneous distribution of (Ik(n0) ,Ik(n1)) 

that can be expressed in p cc, p co and p~. Indeed, we only need some obvious 

relations like p cc + p cc = p c' p co + p~0 = p~ and p cc + 2p co + p~0 = 1, but 

(A.4) is not used. Taking Pee== (Pc)
2
, Pea== Pc·P~ and p~:= (p~) 2 gives a 

valid distribution, corresponding to independent Ik(n0) and Ik(n1), each with 

probability p c of writing c. In this case, the cells of J.k are also independent, so 

aij = (ai) (aj) for all c, i and j (which can be checked from (A.6) and (A.3)). 

Again we look at (A.4). It is easy to see that 

Pee= (pc)2(1 + 0(1/N)), 

Pco = Pc·p~(1 + 0(1/N)), 

p~0 = (p~) 2 (1 + 0{1/N)). 

Now we can apply some standard asymptotic& in (A.6), like 

P co= n (p~0) = {TI {p~)} 2. (1 + 0(1/ N)), 
c c 

to find atj = (a£)(aj)(1 + 0(1/N)). 

Let 60:= ffl;N with 6 as defined in Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6. We can find a 

IN (depending on p0 , •• ,pg-l, N and 6) such that for k ~IN and k = c mod q: 

vi IPr{S~.:(n)=i}- ail< 60, 

V i,j 1Pr{S~.:(n0)=.i, S~.:(n1 )=j}- aijl < 60. 

Then, with ~'A:i := .B(~(Sk(n)=i)): 

IP.ki- ail < 60, 

var(;(Sk(n)=i)) 5 ai(t-ai) + 260, 

cov(;(sk(n0)=i) ,;(sk(n1)=i)) = aii- ai·ai + 260 = 0(1/N) + 260. 
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Therefore 

Pr{$.k not typical} ~ ~ Pr{ I.V( i :S.k) - aiKI ) oN} 
z 

. var .V(i:S.k) 
~ ~ Pr{I.V(z:S.k)- ~'kll > (6-6o)N} ~ ~ 2jl · 

, z (6- 60) 

The last inequality is CebyAev's inequality. We can write this as 

1 
2r E var { E ;(Sk(n)=i)) } 

, (6-6
0

) i n 

= 1 
2r E E var(;(Sk(n)=i)) + 

(6-oo> in 

+ 
2 

2r ~ E cov(fl(Sk(n0)=i) ,;{Sk{n1)=i)) 
(6- 6o> ' "o<•1 

~ 6 
2r E (ai(l-ai> + 260) + 

2
;. 2; q· (0(1/K) + 260) 

(6-60) i (o-60) 

1 4q6o 
= (6- 60)2 0(1/K) + (6- 60)2. 

4 Since 6 ~ 1/2 and 60 = 6 /K, we find 

1 1 4 tJ6o 1 < _. and 2 < "3 0(1/K). 
(o-6

0
) 2 6i.) (6-60) {)-

Therefore, for k > l 6, Pr{s.k not typical} can be bounded by ~ 0 (1/ H), K ... m. 
6 

Aopendi:x:B 

2 
We consider the function 8: [O,l)q -tiR, 

a~+l 
(B.l) l(g) := E E a~·h(-'-) 

c e..( i 1: c ' a~ 
t 

with.«:= (a~,aa, .. ,ai=i>· Wealsodefinetheregion{i, 
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In this appendix we will prove that 

(B.3) max { l(.«) 1.« E g} = q·log( (0), 

with (0 as in Definition (4.3.3). First we note that, nsing the definition of h( · ), 

l(.«) = E E {- a~+11og(a~+l) + a~+11og(a~) -
c i#c 

1 1 
' ' 

( c c+l) ( c c+l) ( c c+l)l ( c) } ai- ai log ai- ai + a;,- ai og ai . 

By changing the order of summation, we obtain 

( ) ( ) { i+l ( i+l) i ( i)} c c+l c c+l B.4 l.« =~ ai logai -ailogai -~ E (a.-a. )log(a.-a. ). 
' ' c; i ' ' ' ' 

fi ( 0 1 q-1) b Wede nethevector 1== 70 ,70 , .. ,7q_ 1 Y 

{
a~ - a~+l 

7~ := ' . ' 
' a~ 

' 
This implies 

c . c i 
ai = E(7i'7i), 

if c # i 

if c = i. 

where t ( ·) is the 'cyclic sum' defined in a way similar to the •cyclic product' in 

Appendix A: 

{ 

C C+l i 
. c i ·- 7i+7i + ... +7i ifc5i 
E(7i'7i) ·- c c+l q-1 0 i 

7i+7i + ... +7i +7i+ ... +7i ifc>i. 

Now (B.4) yields: J(.«) = 1* (1), with 

(B.5) 1* (1) = E (E 7~) ·log(>: 7~) - E E 7~log( 7~). 
ic' c' ic' • 

The set of restrictions {} in (B.2) translates to g*, 
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* i . c i (B.6) f) {lE [0,1) I Vee 1 >.: E(7·,7·)=1}. 
"' ieA ' ' 

Now we have to find the maximum of 1.* over the region t;*. Since g* is a 

compact region, 1.* has a global maximum on g*. It is easy to see that points on 

the border (some 7~ = 0 or 7~ = 1) do not correspond to a global maximum: if 

7~ = 0, the partial derivative bl: tends to + m for 7~ l 0, so the function value 
07i 

increases if we increase 7~ a little at the expense of some 71 > 0. If 7~ = 1, it can 

be checked that R*(l) < q-1, whereas the global maximum is larger than this (cf. 

Table (4.3.8)). For the interior points we use the Lagrange multiplier method. 

Let, for all c, 

Then we can write the restrictions in the form g c(l) = 0. Therefore parameters 

-'o, .ll' .. ,.l q-l in IR exist such that 

Computing partial derivatives, we find 

bg c { 1 if c 5 tl 5 i or tl 5 i < c or j < c 5 tl 

~ = 0 otherwise, 

so (B. 7) implies 

c d . 
(B.8) log(~ 7j)- log(7j) = E(.lj+1 ,.ltl) 

for all j and d. Multiplying by 1j and summing over j and d yields, with (B.5), 
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l*(l) E E E ~ ·1~ = E ~ ·(E E(7~,i)). 
djc$d$jCJ ccj JJ 

d$j<c 
j<c$d 

By (B.7), we have gc(l) = 0, so 

(B.9) l*(l) = E ,\ . 
c c 

From (B.8) we find for all j and d 

d c - E (AJ.+l'~ d) 
7 · = (E 7 ·) ·2 
J c J 

Summing over d yields 

d E(Aj+l'..\d) 
E 7 . = (E 7~) • E 2 I 

d J c J d 

or 

- E(A. 1'..\d) 
(B.lO) E 2 J+ = 1 for all j. 

d 

Hence we find 

- E PJ· ~~d) - PJ· + E (..\J.+1 ,..\d)) - ",· 
1=E2 =E 2 +2 

d d#j 

-- 2-.Aj·{ (I 2 E(Aj+l'..\d) -.Aj -E(Aj+1'..\d) - (~ Ai) 
u +1}=2 {E2 -2 ' +1}. 

d+j d 

By (B.lO), this equals 

.A. -(E..\.) 
2 J. {2 - 2 i z }. 

Therefore 

-.A. -(EA.) 
(B.ll) 2 J • {2- 2 i ' } = 1 for all j. 

Clearly (B.ll) can hold only if all ,\j are equal. We define A as the common value 

of all ~i ~O = A1 ... = ~. Substituting this in (B.lO) yields 
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- (d- jp 
E 2 = 1 for all j, 
d 

where ( d- j) should be considered modulo q, with values in {1 ,2, .. , q}. Hence 

~ 2- i·~ = 1. 
i=1 

Setting x : = 2~, we get 

-1 -2 -q 
X + X + • • + X = 1 Or 

xq - xq- 1 - xq- 2 - •. - 1 = 0. 

In other words, 

with /( ·) as defined in ( 4.3.3). The real roots of this equation are the ones among 

(0 , (1 , ..• , (q that are unequal to 1, so the solutions for~ are the real ones 

( t 0) among log ( (0) , log ( ( 1) , ••. , log ( ( q); notice that log ( (0) is among 

them by (ii) of Lemma (4.3.4). 

By (B.9), we have for every solution for ~: 

Each of these corresponds to a stationary point of the function 1.*. Obviously, the 

global maximum is found for the largest one among them, ~ = log( (0). This 

proves that 

max { 1.*(1) ll e g*} = q·log((0)} 

which is equivalent to (B.3). 
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AppendixC 

Here we prove that the average case 4 capacity, c4 av' equals 
' 

max { h(p)- h(p2)/(1+p) I 0 S p S 1 }. 

From Theorem ( 4.3. 7) and Definition ( 4.2.2.5), we see that 

Po+P1 c4 av = max {(h(p0) + h(p1) - · h( (1- p0)(1- p1)) )/2 I 
' 1- (1- p0)(1- p1) 

0 S Po S 1 , 0 S p1 $ 1}. 

Letting a:= 1-p0, P:= 1-p1 and f(a,P) := h(a) + h(P)- t :/ h(aP), we find 

c4,av =max {f(a,P)/2 I 0 Sa S 1, 0 $ P $ 1}. 

H we can show that 

max {f( a ,P) I 0 $ a $ 1, 0 S P S 1} = max {!(a, a) I 0 S a S 1}, 

then the proof is finished. First of all, the maximum of /(a ,p) is at least 

/(0.2887,0.2887) ~ 1.09177. If a= 0, a= 1, P = 0 or P = 1, then f(a,P) S 1, so 

the maximum is not attained on the border of the region [0,1] 2. Hence the 

maximum corresponds to a point (a ,p) for which 

Straightforward calculus shows 

2 
(C.l) U= log(<t:}!> </~~ ) log(aP) 

and U is equal to U with a and P interchanged. With z:= t ~ and 

y:= l_-/p, (C.l) yields 

(C.2) logq-v> = logq-z) = A'(z) +A'(y). 
11 z 

Let g1(z):=logq-x) and g2(x):=g1(x)- h'(x).Then,with(C.2): 
z 
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(C.3) g1 (z) "'g1 (71), 

(C.4) h' (z) = g2(y) and h' (y) = g2(x). 

Analysis of the functions g1 and g2 yields the following lemmas. 

( C.5) Lemma.. A number x0 E ( 0. 71 , 0. 72) exists such that g 1 is monotonically 

increasing on [0.5,x0) and monotonically decreasing on (z0,1). IJ 

{ C.6) Lemma.. Function u2 is monotonically increasing on ( 0, 1) and g2 ( z) < 0 

for all z E (0,1). c 

Because of (C.4) and Lemma. (C.6), we have h' (x) < 0, so z > 0.5. Now assume 

x < x0 (defined in Lemma. (C.5)). Then, by (C.4} and Lemma (C.6): 

h' (y) = u2(z) ~ u2(x0) < u2(o. 72) < -2.18. 

Since h' (y) is decreasing in y, this implies 71 > 0.819. With Lemma. (C.5) we have 

Dt (y) < g1 (0.819) < 3.676. 

This implies x < 0.6, since otherwise g1 (z) > g1 (0.6) >- 3.673, violating (C.3). 

Again, we use (C.4) and Lemma (C.6): 

Therefore 71 > 0.894. But now find a contradiction with (C.3): 

We conclude that z ~ x0. Similarly we must have 11 ~ x0. Now the equality 

g1 (x) = g
1 

(y) together with the fact that g1 is monotonic on (x0 ,t) shows that 

x y. It is easy to check from the definitions of x and y that this implies o = {1. 

This concludes the proof. 
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Unidirectional Memories and Two-Way Channels 

5.1. Introduction: the binary WUM and the BMC 

In this final chapter, we investigate some possible links between the TWCs 

studied in Chapters 2 and 3 and the WUM studied in Chapter 4. This search for 

connections was initiated by some remarkable similarities in the results for the 

binary WUM and the Binary Multiplying Channel defined in Example (2.1.2). 

The most striking resemblance is the following. We recall that the Shannon outer 

bound (i 
0 

for the BMC equals (see (2.2.10)) 

fi
0

={ ({J·h(!:.p!),a·h(!:jl)) I O~a~1,0~{J~1, a+{J~1}. 

From Theorem (4.2.2.2) it follows that the capacity region c1 2 for cases 1 and 2 
' 

of the binary WUM equals 

0101010 0 11 c1, 2 = { ( a1 · h ( a1 I a1) , a0 · h ( a0! a0) I a1 + a0 = 1, a1 + a0 = 1 , 

1 0 0 1 
ao ~ ao' a1 ~ 01 } · 

(No 'co' is necessary, since it turns out that the region is convex.) If we take 

a~ = a and a~ = {J, we find that region c1 ,2 equals (i 
0

• Furthermore Theorem 

(4.2.2.4) yields the following expression for the case 3 capacity region c3: 

Po(l- p1) p1 (1- Po) 
c3 ={ (h(p0)·{1- },h(p1)·{1- }) 1 

1- (1- p0) (1- p1) 1- (1- Po) (1- p1) 

0 ~ Po ~ 1, 0 S p1 S 1 } 
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Summarizing, we see that the Shannon outer bound for the BMC equals the 

capacity region for the binary WUM in cases 1, 2 and 3. By looking more closely 

at the expressions for the outer bound and capacity region, respectively, we can 

show why this equality is not purely 'coincidental'. 

As derived in Chapter 2, the BMC outer bound region consists of pairs 

8( Yl 11) ,8( Yl I0)) for any distribution P( x0 , x1). It is a well-known fact 

([SCH83a]) that the points on the border of this region have P(O,O) = 0. In other 

words, if we use the graphical representation, the optimum resolution takes place 

in an lrlhape ..( as in Figure (5.1.1). Here p0 := Pr{I0 = 11 I 1 = 1, vertex ..(} 

and p1 := Pr{I1 = 11 r0 = 1, vertex..(}. 

1 0 

0 

(5.1.1} Figure. Outer bound resolution for the BMC. 

The total weight of vertex A is 1- {1- p0) {1- p1). Therefore we find, with 

a0 :=Pr{X0 =11 A} and a1:=Pr{I1 =11 A}: 
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1-p0 =Pr{I0 =0II1 =1, A} 

and 1- p1 = (1- a1);a0. Therefore 

(5.1.2) H(YII1) = a1·h(p0) 

H(YII0) = a0 ·h(p1) 

Pr{I0 = o 1 
= 

Pr{I1 = 1 I 

. p1 Po 
With a1 = , ao = -----'---

1- (1- Po) (1- p1) 1- (1- Po) (1- p1) 

A} 1- a0 
= 

A} a1 

Now we look at the binary WUM. A typical rate point in the capacity 

region looks like (H(S11 s0) ,H(S21 s1) ), which follows from the proof in Section 

(4.2.4). The notation is the same as in Chapter 4: Sk denotes a state and lk 

denotes a filter. If we define p0:= Pr(I0 = 0), p1 := Pr(I1 = 1), a0:= Pr{S1 = 0} 

and a1 := Pr{S0 = 1}, then we find 

H(S11 So) = a1. h(po), 

H(S21S1) = a0·h(p1). 

It remains to show that the ak can be expressed in the pk as in (5.1.2). To stress 

the similarity, we draw the distributions and relations between sk and sk+1 in a 

figure like ( 5 .1.1). 

s1 s2 
ao 1- a0 a1 1- a1 
0 1 1 0 

a1 
1 0 0 

ao 
0 1 0 

so 
0 0 or o 

s1 
1 1 or o 1- a1 1- a0 

0-eycle 1-eycle 

(5.1.3) Figure. Two cycles for the binary WUM. 
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In the figure on the left, 10 is written in the L-shape; on the right I 1 is written. 

Note that the lower right-hand corner in the figure is missing because a transition 

s0 = 0 ""' s1 = 1 is not possible in a 0-cycle.From Figure (5.1.3), we see that a0 

can be found from the figure on the left: Pr{S1 = 0} = a1·Pr{I0 = 0} + (1- a1), so 

a0 = a1p0 + 1- a1. Because of the periodicity of the binary WUM, s2 must have 

the same distribution as s0. Hence a1 = a0 ·Pr{I1 = 1} + 1- a0 = a0p1+1- a0. 

From these two equations, we find 

p1 Po 
a1 = , ao = 

1- (1- p0)(1- p1) 1- (1- p0)(1- p1) 

This proves that the expression for a rate point in the capacity region of the 

WUM is equal to expression (5.1.2) for a rate point in(} 
0

• 

If we compare the computations for the BMC and the WUM, it can also be 

made plausible why this rate point is achievable for the WUM, whereas it is only 

an outer bound for the rate of the BMC. 

In the BMC situation, user i cannot obtain information about the other 

user's input if he sends I i = 0. Indeed, this causes an 'erasure' for his output Y i" 

If both users send the 'erasure causing' symbol 0 simultaneously, neither user 

receives any information. Hence it is not surprising that the input pair ( 0, 0) 

should be avoided in optimum transmission. Clearly we cannot always avoid this 

pair in a strategy: if the two users are independent (which they are, initially), 

then the pair (0,0) will occur with positive probability. Because of this, 

achievability of the rate in (} 
0 

cannot be guaranteed. 

For the WUM, something similar holds. If s0 = 0, no information can be 

stored in the 0-cycle: an 'erasure' occurs in the output pair (S0 ,S1). Similarly, if 

s1 = 1, we have an erasure in the output (S2,s1) of the 1-cycle. Note, however, 

that the erasures cannot occur in two consecutive cycles: if we have an erasure 
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after the 0-cycle, then s1 = 0, so a positive amount of information 8(I2) can be 

stored in the subsequent 1-cycle. Hence the 'double erasure' occurring for the 

BMC if (0,0) is sent never occurs for the WUM, so the rate can be achieved here. 

Another interesting similarity between the BMC and the WUM should be 

mentioned here. This involves coding for the binary case 3 WUM and for the 

BMC without feedback. (We will explain later what we mean by 'without 

feedback'.) 

The best code known for the WUM in case 3, having error probability 0, 

achieves rate 0.52832 as mentioned in Section 4.1.3. Its parameters satisfy 

10 = 11 = N = 3. The encoding functions for this code are the following ( cf. 

[COH88]). 

10 (o) := (O o o), 

11 (0) := (11 D), 

10(1) := (o o o), 

11 (1) := (1 D 1), 

10(2):= (o o 0), 

11 (2) := (D 11). 

The reader may check that the pair (~k'~k+1 ) always determines the filter I.k 

used. This code is symmetric (see Section 4.1.2); therefore we can translate the 

encoding functions I 0 and I 1 to one function I, by replacing 0 by 1 and D by 0 in 

the range of I 0 and replacing D by 0 in the range of I 1. Now '1' means 'write a 

symbol in this position' and '0' means 'leave this position unchanged'. We find 

(5.1.4) /:{0,1,2} -1 {0,1}3, 

I(O) := (11 0), 1(1) := (1 0 1), 1(2) := (0 11). 

Now we will show that the same code can be used for the BMC without 

feedback. 'No feedback' means that the two users are not allowed to look at 

previous output symbols r0 , Y 1 , ... , Y n- 1 before transmitting input symbol I i, n 

( i e {0, 1}, n e IN). Therefore a code for the BMC without feedback has just two 
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encoding functions, f 0 and f 1 (as opposed to the 2H functions that are needed if 

feedback is allowed, see Definition (2.1.6)): 

H f( {0,1,2, .. ,1i-1}-t{0,1}, 

where I i is the number of messages for user i and N is the codeword length. The 

decoding functions are the same as in the case with feedback. It follows from 

[SHA61] that the capacity region of the BMC without feedback coincides with the 

Shannon inner bound region (ji' In fact, this holds for any TWC. {Also, compare 

[SAL88].) However, all codes that have been found up to now obtain rates not 

even close to the border of (i i. 

The best code constructed up to this moment was found by Benschop 

[BEN90]. It has error probability 0, codeword length 3 and each user has three 

messages. Its encoding functions fo and ! 1 are equal, say f = fo = /1, where f is 

given by (5.1.4). It can be seen from Table (5.1.5) that both users are able to 

determine the other user's message by looking at their own message and the 

output sequence, X. 

I 110 101 011 

110 110 100 010 

101 100 101 001 

011 010 001 011 

(5.1.5) Table. Codewords and output for the BMC without feedback. 

Hence we have the surprising fact that the code given by (5.1.4) seems to 
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be optimum both for the zero-error WUM in case 3 and for the zero-error BMC 

without feedback! Unfortunately, no other (nontrivial) codes for the case 3-WUM 

or for the BMC without feedback could be found, so it is not clear whether this 

implies any connection between codes for the two channels in general. This might 

be an interesting topic for future research. In the rest of this chapter, however, we 

will go further into the first similarity noticed: that of the BMC outer bound 

being equal to the WUM capacity region. 

5.2. Tbe f"1Lil' WUM and &eneralizations of the BMC 

5.2.1. Tbe ,.....ary 'two-way channel' 

Now that we have noticed a connection between the binary WUM and the 

BMC, we can try to transfer this connection to WUMs over higher alphabets, as 

studied in Section 4.2, and a possible generalization of the BMC. We have seen 

that the rate 6( ScI S c- 1), obtained in the ( c-1 )-cycle of the binary WUM, can 

be linked to the optimum information rate over the BMC from user c+1 to user c, 

6( YII c>. (Note that c+ 1 should be considered modulo 2) 4. If we want to 

generalize this to an alphabet A = { 0,1 , .• , q- 1}, then we must find a. link 

between the rate in the ( c-1 )-cycle of the q-ary WUM and the rate from user 

c+1 (modulo q) to user cover some yet to define 'generalized BMC'. 

4 It may seem more logical to call this the information rate from user c-1 to user 

c. This does not make any difference in the binary case, but after generalization 

to a. larger alphabet, it will turn out that this alternative does not represent the 

connection with the WUM as clearly as the other one. Since the only difference 

between the two possibilities is the direction of the information flow, this does not 

affect the theory in any way. 
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The above implies that such a generalized BMC, say l, necessarily has g 

users and that, for all c e A, user c wants to know the message transmitted by 

user c+ 1 and at the same time he wants to transmit a message to user c- 1. For 

this reason, we will call such a channel a (q-ary) ring channel. 

Let user c's input alphabet be 1 c' let his output alphabet be } c· If user c's 

input is lc and he receives output Yc, then Ic and Yc should tell him something 

about lc+1. Hence we will assume that Yc depends on lc and lc+l only, in a 

deterministic way. Therefore, generalizing Definition (2.1.3), we assume the 

existence of q channel functions, fx,o• fx, 1 , •.. , ft,q- 1, with 

f l C: J C+ 1 x 1 C -1 } C 
' 

and fx,c(Ic+l ,I c) is the output Yc for user c if the input pair for user c+1 and 

cis (lc+l ,I c)· Now we can depict the ring channell as in Figure (5.2.1.1). 

r 
I 
I 
L 

(5.2.1.1) Figure. A ring channell for q users. 

_ _j 

Note that we do not consider a specific channel with fixed functions f v . 
~~.,c 

This is because we do not know the best choice for these functions yet; the BMC 

can be generalized in many ways, as will be shown in the next sections. We could 

even consider a larger class of q-user channels, e.g. by allowing the output for 

each user to depend on all q input symbols. However, this generalization does not 

seem to have the spirit of the q-ary WUM: the rate of a cycle in the q-ary WUM 

depends on two consecutive states and therefore it is more natural to look at a 
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channel where only 'consecutive' (neighboring) users interact with each other. 

Another reason for not specifying the channel yet is the fact that we have 

to derive an equivalent to the BMC outer bound for the ring channel, because we 

intend to show a link between the q-a.ry WUM capacity and the outer bound for 

the 'generalized BMC'. Since Shannon [SHA61] proved his inner and outer bound 

for TWCs in general, we will do the same and generalize Theorem (2.2.4) to 

q-ary ring channels in general. First we generalize the definitions of a code, error 

probability, achievability and capacity (cf. Section 2.1) to ring channels. 

(5.2.1.2) Definition. Consider a q-ary ring channel X. as described above. A code 

for X. with parameters (N,10,11, .. ,1q- 1) consists of q·N encoding functions fc,n 

( c e .A, n e {0,1, •• ,N-1}) and q decoding functions De• c e .A. Function fc,n' 

fc,n: {0,1, .• ,lc-1} "]c n ... rc, 

maps message f c .and received sequence~ for user c into his next channel input 

I c , n. The decoding function g c' 

gc: {0,1, .. ,1c-1} ~ 1/ -+{0,1, .. ,1c+1-t}, 

defines how user (c+1)'s message is estimated by user c: fc+1 = gc(Yc,z!). o 

(5.2.1.3) Definition. For a code with parameters N and I c' c e .A, the rate tuple 

l.= (l0 ,l1 , ... ,lq_ 1) is defined by 

IJ 

(5.2.1.4) Definition. A rate tuple 8. is achievable if for all e: > 0, a code with 

parameters N and I c ( c E A) exists, having error probabilities P e, c defined as 

Pr{ f c # f c} for all c, such that 

[J 
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Now we can state the equivalent of Shannon's theorem for ring channels. 

(5.2.1.5) Theorem. Let, for a given ring channel, 

(j i := co { l e IRq I v c [0 s 'c ~ I(Ic; yc-11Ic-1)] for any input distribution 

P(x0,x1 , •• ,xq_ 1) UP(xc)} and 
c 

Then all points in (i i are achievable and points outside (i 
0 

are not achievable. o 

Proof: We start with the proof of the fact that all points in (i i are achievable. Let 

e > 0 and consider a product distribution over (I0,I1, .• ,Iq_ 1), i.e., 

11 I I (xo,x1'"'xq-1) =Pr (xo)·Pr (z1)···Px (zq-1). 
0' 1'"' q-1. 0 1 q-1 

Define lc:= I(I c; Y c- 11 Ic_ 1) for all c. If we can prove that (10,11, .. ,lq_ 1)is 

an achievable rate, then, by time sharing, all points in (j i are achievable. Let 

N e IN and define lc:= f2N(lc- e)l for all c. We will consider an ensemble of 

codes, randomly constructed, each with parameters (N,10,11 , .. ,lq_ 1). If we 

can show that at least one of these codes has P e, c < e for all c, then this proves 

the achievability. In this proof we are going to use a well-known lemma on 

typicality, which can be found in any textbook on information theory. For the 

sake of completeness, we state this lemma (quoted from [ELG80]) below. 

{5.2.1.6) Lemma. Consider a set of discrete random variables, g{l), z{2), ... ,z{k) 

with . a probability distribution P ( z ( 1) , z ( 2) , ••. , z ( k)) . Consider sequences of 

length N of these random variables, with distribution 

P(.~(1),.i2), ... ,£(k)) =Nil P(z~1),z~2), ... ,z~k)). 
n=O 

For o > 0, define the a-typical set i 0(z(1) ,z(2), .. ,z{k)) by 
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.46(z(1),z(2), .. ,z(k)) :={ <it),£(2), ... ,-&<k)) I 

'rise {z(1),z{2), .. ,z(k)} [ llogP(~)/H- H(S)I < 5]} 

and let .4 6 ( S) denote the restriction oft his set to the coordinates in S. Then, if s1 

and s2 are subsets of {z(1) ,z(2), •• ,z(k)}, the following holds. 

(i) P(.4 6(91)) ~ 1- 6 

(is) 11.46(9
1

)11 =2N·l(S1) +o(H), H-+m 

(iis) If ~eJ6(91 ): P(~)=2-H(I(91)- 6)+o(H), H-.m 

(iv) If (~1'~2) e .4
6
(91'9

2
): P(~1 1~) = 2- H(I{S11 S2)- 26) + o(H), 

H-+m. IJ 

Now we define the code ensemble. Let 5 < min{e:/(2q) ,e:/8}. For c e A 

and 111 c E { 0,1, .. ,I c -1 }, we randomly choose words lc 
111 

e 1/ according to 
' c 

N-1 
Pr{l.c w = .d = IT 'r (zn)· 

' c n=O c 

We write this as P 1 (.t). Every code in the ensemble will correspond to a choice of 
-c 

these words, {.~c 
111 

}. For a fixed choice be 
111 

}, the encoding function fc n 
' c ' c ' 

maps message w c and output sequence ll~ to the input letter z c w n (that is, the 
' c' 

,.th letter in z.c,w/ Decoding function gc maps message we and output 1/.c (= 11.!) 

to the unique index wc+l for which (z.c+1 w ,z.c 111 ,1/.c) e l 0(1c+1 ,Ic,Yc) 
' c+1 ' c 

(see the definition in Lemma {5.2.1.6)). We abbreviate l 0(1c+1 ,Ic,Yc) by 16. 

If no such wc+1 exists, or if more than one wc+1 exists, then an error is declared. 

Now that we have defined how the random code ensemble is constructed, 

we proceed with bounding the error probability averaged over all codes. We have 
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Hereweassume,w.l.o.g.,that wc=O and wc_ 1 =O.Let !l==fx,c- 1(.l,.i.').The 

above expression can be bounded by 

C
EEl E N E N Pl..(.i.)·Px (.3<')·{;((.i.,J.',J)I.J6)+ 

"" .i,Elc .1' Elc- 1 c -c-1 

+ ;(3u, to [(.i.e w ,,~' ,J) E 1ol ) } 
c ' c 

~ E5+ E (I -1) E K E N P1 (J.)·Px (i)·P1 (.i.')· 
c c c J.,iElc .i.' Elc_ 1 -c -c -c-1 

·{¢((i,J.' ,J) E J 0)}. 

The inequality in the first term follows from ( i) of Lemma {5.2.1.6) and the 

inequality in the second term follows from the union bound. Because o < e/(2q), 

we can bound the above by 

e/2+ Elc E P1 (.i.)·Px (.i)·P1 (.i.') 
c x x x' : (:;. .,., ") E A -c -c -c-1 _,_,_ "''* ~~ 5 

=e/2+EicA, EA, P1 (i)·P1 (.i.')·P(ul.i.') 
c .1 1.1 ,u: (.i.,.i. ,J) E A0 -c -c-1 

(~) e/2+ Elc ll1oii·2-N(D(Ic) + D(Ic-1) + D(Yc-11Ic-1)- 45) + o(N) 
c 

(~) e/2 + E 26( I( 1 c; y c-11 1 c-1) - e). 26( D( 1 c ,I c-1' y c-1)) · 
c 

. 2-N(D(Ic) + H(Ic_ 1) + H{Yc_ 11Ic_ 1)- 46). 2o(N), H-+oo. 

Here (1) follows from (iii) and (iv) of Lemma. (5.2.1.6) and (2) follows from the 

definition of lc and by (ii) of Lemma (5.2.1.6). Since lc and Ic_ 1 are independent 

in the distribution P1 1 I , and 1 and I _1 determine Y 1, we have 
0' 1' .. q-1 c c c-

I(Ic;Yc-11 1c-1) + D(Ic,lc-1'yc-1)- H(Ic)- 8(1c-1) D(Yc-11 1c-1) 

= H(Yc- 1 1Ic_ 1) + H(Ic,Ic_ 1) D(lc)- H(Ic_ 1)- H(Yc_ 11Ic-l) 0. 
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Therefore E P e c averaged over all codes can be bounded by 
c ' 

e/2 + E 2N(- e + 46) + o(N)' N'""' m 

c 
~ e/2 + E 2- Ne/2 + o(N), N .... oo 

c 
< e: if N is sufficiently large. 

It follows that at least one code for the ring channel exists, having the desired 

rate, such that E P < e:. This concludes the proof of the achievability of all 
c e,c 

rates in gi. 

Now we prove the converse. Consider an (N,10 ,11, .. ''g-l) code with 

Pe,c < e: for all c. Firstly, for fixed c, we have Fano's inequality (see Section 

4.2.4) stating that a function p( ·) exists such that p( e)/ N .... 0 if e .... 0 and 

H(Ycl Yc) < p(e). 

Secondly, for all c: 

since Yc and ~'c-l are independent. Furthermore 

(5·2·1.7) I( ~'cl ~'c-1) = R(Yc I ~'c-1) - R(Ycl ~'c-1 ,_r!_l) + H(Ycl yc-1 ,_r!_l). 

The third term on the right-hand side of (5.2.1. 7) satisfies 

N · N 
R(Ycl~'c-l'lc-1) 5 R(fc,YciYc-l'lc-1> 

= H(Ycl ~'c-1 ,_r!_l) + H(Ycl ilc,Yc-1 ,_r!_l) 

50+ H(Ycl Yc) 

since fc ge-l (~'c-l ,_r!_ 1). Because of Fano's inequality, this yields 

H(Ycl "c-1 ,_r!_l) S f1(e). 

The first two terms on the right-hand side of (5.2.1.7) amount to 
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l(fclfc-1)- l(fclfc-1'1~-1) = J(fc;~-11fc-1) 

5 l(~-11fc-1) 
= E 8(Yc_ 1 nl ~'c- 1 ,,fc_ 1) {by the chain rule} 

n ' 

~EI(Yc-1 n•1c-1 nl'c-l'.fc-1) 
n ' ' 

=EI(Yc-1 n1"c-1'1~-1' 1c-1 n) n ' , 

because Ic- 1,n fc_ 1 (Vc_ 1 ,,fc_ 1). We can bound this as 

EI(Yc-1 n1'c-1'.(1,Ic-1 n> 
n ' ' 

5EI(Yc-1 n1 1c-1 n> n ' , 

= E lc(n), 
n 

Some Connections 

if we define lc(n) as I( Yc_ 1 ,nl I c- 1 ,nl (= I( Y c- 1 ,n;Ic,n I Ic_ 1 ,n> ). It should 

be noted that l( n) e {} 
0

, where 

l(n) = (l0(n) ,11 (n), .. ,lq_ 1 (n) ). 

We have shown 

log(lc) ~ E lc(n) + p(e:) 
n 

and therefore, the rate of the code is bounded (component wise) as 

log(t0) log(11) log(lq 1) 
( , , ... , - ) ~ YJR.(n)fK + (p(e:),p(e:), ... ,J!(e:))/K. 

K K K n 

Now E l(n)fK e {}
0

, since {}
0 

is convex, and (p(e:),p(e:), ... ,p(e:) )/K-+ Q as e: -10. 
n 

Hence an achievable rate cannot be an interior point of the complement of g 
0

• o 

In the following sections, we look at a few examples of ring channels. We 

apply Theorem (5.2.1.5) to determine the outer bound region for each channel and 

we investigate whether this region is equal to the q-ary WUM capacity region. 
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5.2.2. The q-a.ry BMC 

Perhaps the most obvious generalization of the binary multiplying channel 

is the 'q-ary BMC', defined as follows. 

(5.2.2.1) Definition. Let q E IN, A:= {0,1, •• ,q-1}. The q-ary BMC is a q-ary 

ring channel£ as described in Section 5.2.1, with 

Let g i and g 
0 

be the inner and outer hound for this channel, respectively, as 

defined in Theorem (5.2.1.5). We find the following relations. 

(5.2.2.2) gi =co { 8. E IRq I 0 ~ lc ~ ac_ 1h(ac), for acE [0,1], c E A~

(5.2.2.3) go= co { l E IRq I 0 ~ 'c ~ Pr{Ic-1=1}·h(Pr{Ic=11Ic-1=1}) for any 

distribution P(x0 ,x1 , •• ,xq_ 1) }. 

This follows from the fact that 8( Yc_ 1 1 Ic_ 1) = Pr{Ic_ 1 =1}·h(Pr{Ic=11Ic- 1=1}) 

for the q-ary BMC. For the inner bound, this can be further simplified to 

Pr{ I c- 1 =1} · h ( Pr{ I c =1}) since I c and I c- 1 are independent in this case. Define 

Gi:=max{Egcfq I (g0 ,g1 , .. ,gq_ 1) egi.} and 
c 

C
0

:= max { E gcfq I (g0 ,g1' •• ,gq_ 1) E 0
0

}. 
c 

For q 2, we know that G i = 0.61695 and C 
0 

= 0.69424 (see Section 

2.2). If g 
0 

equals the WUM capacity for case 1, 2 or 3, then we must have 

fl
0 

= 0.87915 or fl
0 

= 0.87305 for q = 3, according to Table (4.3.8). However, 

we find the following. 

(5.2.2.4) Theorem. For q = 3, the q-ary BMC has fl
0 

= 0.69424. 

Proof: see below Lemma (5.2.2.6). 
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This shows that the q-ary BMC does not have the property we were 

looking for, namely that its outer bound coincides with the capacity region of the 

q-ary WUM. Nevertheless it is interesting to see that the outer bound for this 

channel does not increase with increasing q, at least for q = 2 and q = 3. In fact, 

the author even proved that 0
0

= (3/4)·h(2/3) =0.68872 for q=4, so the 

bound really seems to decrease in q. We do not give the proof of the statement for 

q = 4, since it is similar to (but much longer than) the proof for q 3. 

For the inner bound, it is easy to see that C i ~ 0. 61695 for all q by 

taking ac = 0. 70350 for all c in (5.2.2.2). Computer search showed that Ci is 

equal to 0.61695 for q E {3,4}. For larger q, there are too many parameters 

involved to be certain that the computer program found the global maximum 

over the region (i i' The above observations lead us to the following conjecture. 

(5.2.2.5) Conjecture. For all q ~ 2, the q-ary BMC has 

Ci=0.61695 and 0
0

$0.69424. IJ 

Now we give the proof of Theorem (5.2.2.4). We will use some properties of 

the entropy function in this proof that will also be applicable in Section 5.2.3. 

Therefore we will state these properties in a lemma. 

(5.2.2.6) Lemma. Define the function p by 

p: [0,1.] >C [0,1] -t [0,1]' 

p(x,y) := (x+y) ·h(x!y) if z+y > 0 and p(O,O) := 0. 

The following holds for p. 

(z) p(z,y) is nondecreasing both in x and in y. 

( ii) Forallx1, x2 , y1 andy2 in [0,1]: 

p((x1+x2)/2,(y1+y2)/2) ~ p(x1'y1)/2 + p(x2 ,y2)f2. 
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Proof: ('J Since p(x,g) = -x·log(x)- y·log(y) + (x+y) ·log(x+y), we have 

~=log(~)~ 0 for x > 0. 

Therefore p(x,y) is nondecreasing in x. Because p(x,y) = p(y,x), it immediately 

follows that p(x,y) is nondecrea.sing in gas welL 

Multiplying both sides of this inequality by ( x1 +x2+y1 +y2) /2 yields 

xi +X2 1/1 +y2 
p(-,---,-,---) ~ p(x1,y1)/2 + p(x2,y2)/2. c 

Proof of Theorem (5.2.2.4): Consider a. probability distribution P over 10 ,11 ,12. 

Let P(h*) := P(100)+P(101)+P(110)+P(111), so P(h*) = Pr{I0 = 1} for the 

given distribution. Similarly we define P(lh) and other probabilities. Next, we 

define l(P) := (10 {P) + 11 (P) + l 2(P)) /3, with 

10(P): P(**1)k(~(!:H), 

'1 (P) := P(h* )h(~H!: j>. 
l 2(P) := P(d*)h(~(:i!l). 

It. follows from the definition of C
0 

that C
0 

=max {l(P) !distribution P}. If P is 

a distribution for which this maximum is achieved, then it can be seen that 

distribution p*, defined by 

P*{x0,x1,x2): P(x2,x0,x1) 

also achieves the maximum (since l 0(P*) = 11 (P), et cetera.). Applying Lemma. 

(5.2.2.6), (ii) with x1 := P(h1), y1 := P(0*1), x2 := P*(hl) and y2:= r(O*l), 
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Since similar relations hold for 11 ( ·) and 12 ( ·), we obtain 

l( (1+1*) /2) ~ l(1) /2 + l(1*) /2 = l(1). 

Some Connections 

Therefore, distribution (1+1*)/2 also achieves the maximum. This argument 

shows that we may assume for the optimum distribution 1: 

3 1(z0 ,z1 ,z2) = 1(z2,z0,z1) for all (z0,z1 ,z2) e {0,1} . 

Hence we have reduced the number of parameters 1(z0 ,z1 ,z2) from 8 to 4: we 

have 1{000), 1(001) (which is equal .to 1(010) and 1(100)), 1(011) (equal to 

1(101) and 1(110)) and 1(111). These parameters must satisfy 

1(000) + 31{001) + 31(011) + 1(111) = 1. 

Now l(1) can be written as 

l(1) = (1(001) + 21(011) + 1(111)) ·h( 1(011) + 1(111) ). 
1(001) + 21(011) + 1{111) 

Clearly 1(1) is maximum when 1(000) = 0. If 1(001) > 0 for the optimum 

distribution, then we can define the following distribution 1*: 

1*(x0 ,x1'x2) := 1(z0 ,x1'z2) for (x0 ,x1'x2) ~ {(001), (011)}; 

1*(001) := O, 1*(011) := 1(011) + 1(001). 

Obviously 1* satisfies 1*(000) + 31*(001) + 31*(011) + 1*(111) = 1, and 

l(1*) = (21(001) + 21{011) + 1(111))·h( P(001) + P(011) + 1(111) ). 
2P(001) + 2P(011) + P(111) 

If we write z:= 1(011) + P(111) and y:= P(001) + P(011), then the above 

yields (with pas defined in Lemma (5.2.2.6)): 

l(1) = p(x,y) and l(1*) = p(z+P(001) ,y). 

Because of (i) of Lemma (5.2.2.6), we find B(P*) ~ B(P). Therefore we may 
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assume P(001) = 0 in the optimum distribution P. The function l(P) reduces to 

l(P) = (2P(011) + P(111))·h(P(011 ) + P(U1) ) 
2P(011) + P(111) 

= (1-P(011)) ·h( P(OH) ). 
1- P(011) 

Here we used 3P{011) + P(111) 1 and h(p) = h(1- p). Now it is easy to verify 

(as in the binary case) that the maximum of l(P) is taken for P{011) = 0.27639, 

P(111) = 0.17082 and that the maximum value is 0.69424. c 

5.2.3. A q-ary ring channel resembling the WUM 

In the previous section we have seen that the q-ary BMC is not the 

generalization of the BMC that we hoped to find. In fact, if we compare 

expression (4.2.2.1) and expression (5.2.2.3), we could have expected that the 

outer bound (J 
0 

of the q-ary BMC does not equal the capacity region of the WUM 

in case 1 and 2. Since each component of a rate tuple in capacity region c1 is the 

sum of q~ 1 terms and each component of a point in (J 
0 

consists of just one term, it 

is not surprising that the regions are equal for q = 2 but not for larger values of q. 

Let us try to find a ring channel K for which the outer bound expression 

I(Ic;Yc_ 11Ic_ 1) (as found in Theorem (5.2.1.5)) can be written as the sum of 

q-1 terms, like 

a~+1 
(5.2.3.1) lc = . E a~·l{--7-]· 

zEA\{c} ai 

For every deterministic ring channel, we have 

I(Ic;Yc-11 1c-1) = H(Yc-11 1c-1) 

. E
1 

Pr{Ic_ 1 = i}·H(Yc_ 11Ic_ 1 = i). 
'E c-1 

Since the WUM rate point has Be= 8(Sc+11Sc) (see the discussion in the 

introduction to Section 5.2.1), we know that Ic_ 1 should play the role of Sc, the 
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state of the WUM before the c-cycle, and Y c- 1 should correspond to S c+ 1, the 

state after the c-cycle. Therefore it seems promising to take 1 c = ..( for all c. 

Comparing the expression for 8(Yc_ 11 Ic_ 1) to (5.2.3.1), we see that the term 

8( Y c- 1 1 I c- 1 i) with i c should not contribute to the entropy and that all 

other terms for i # c should be of the form 

Pr{Yc_ 1 = j and Ic_ 1 ::: i} 
Pr{lc 1 = i}·h( ), 

- Pr{lc_ 1 i} 

where Yc_ 1 can assume two values (conditional to lc. 1). 

These considerations lead us to two possible suggestions for the channel 

functions fr,c· We will call the corresponding ring channels X(1) and X(2), 

respectively. 

(5.2.3.2) Definition. For q E IH and ...t: = { 0,1, •. , q- 1}. we define the q-ary ring 

channel X(1) with alphabets 1c and Yc and channel functions fx(1) ,c by 

1c:= ...t, Yc:= {0,1}, 

0 

(5.2.3.3) Definition. For q E IH and A:= {0,1, .. ,q-1}, we define the q-ary ring 

channel X(2) with alphabets 1 candY c and channel functions fx(2) ,c by 

lc:= A, Yc:= {0,1}, 

fx( 2) ,c(lc+1 ,I c):= ,P(lc # c+1 and Ic+1 =I c). o 

It should be noted that, for q 2, these two channels have the same partition 

pattern as the BMC ( cf. Section 2.5) and therefore their inner and outer bounds 

coincide with the Shannon bounds for the BMC. 
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For each of these channels, we now derive the expression 8( Y c-tll c- 1) 

occurring in the outer bound. Let 8(1) and 8(2) be the expressions for channels 

X(1) and X(2), respectively. We find 

8(1) == . E Pr{Ic_ 1 == i}·h(Pr{Yc_ 1 = lllc_ 1 = i}) · 
'1. # c 

= E Pr{lc 1 = i}·h(Pr{lc =ell 1 = i}), 
i#c - c-

8(2) = . E Pr{Ic_ 1 :::: i}·h(Pr{fc_ 1 = liic- 1 = i}) 
s # c 

= . E Pr{Ic_ 1 = i}·h(Pr{Ic = illc_ 1 = i}). 
~ # c 

It is quite easy to show that the outer bound region of channell'(1) cannot 

be equal to the WUM capacity region for values of q larger than 2. This follows 

from the theorem below. 

(5.2.3.4) Theorem. If we define C i and C 
0 

as the 'maximum average rates' over 

the inner and outer bound regions (Ji and (J
0 

for the channell'(l), similar to the 

definitions in Section 5.2.2, then we have 

C i = C 
0 

1 for all q > 2. (J 

Proof: It follows from the expression for 8( 1) that C 
0 

S 1, since this implies 

l c S Pr{l c- 1 # c} S 1. For a rate point in the inner bound, we have 

lc= .E Pr{Ic_ 1 =i}·h(Pr{lc=c}). 
~ # c 

If we take Pr{lc = c} = 1/2 and Pr{Ic c+2 (mod q)} = 1/2, then it is easy to 

see that B c = 1 for all c. Hence rate (1,1, ... ,1) is achievable for q > 2. c 

This theorem shows that channel .!(1) is a generalization of the BMC 

which has a quite surprising behavior. For q = 2, its capacity region is unknown, 

but for all values larger than 2, the channel is completely trivial: its capacity 
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region is equal to the unit hypercube in q dimensions. Furthermore, the rate 

( 1 , 1 , •• , 1) can be achieved using an error-free code with N = 2 and I c = 2 for 

all c. The latter follows from the proof of Theorem (5.2.3.4): if user c transmits c 

or c+2, depending on the message, then user c-1 can always tell the difference. 

We now concentrate on channel K(2) to see whether the outer bound for 

this channel is equal to the cases 1 and 2 - capacity region for the WUM. We 

define C i and C 
0 

as above, but this time for K(2). Computer optimization yielded 

the results listed in Table (5.2.3.5). For comparison, this table also lists the 

ma:ximum average rate c1 ,av for the case 1-WUM, as defined in (4.3.1). These 

values are the same as in Table (4.3.8). 

q c. 
~ co c1,av 

2 0.61695 0.69424 0.69424 
3 0.73731 0.87915 0.87915 
4 0.80298 0.94678 0.94678 

(5.2.3.5) Table. Values of Ci, C
0 

and c1,av for q = 2, 3 and 4. 

Table (5.2.3.5) suggests that the outer bound g 
0 

for X:(2) is equal to the 

WUM capacity region c1, at least for the maximum average rate point and for 

q 5 4. As in Section 5.2.2, computer search could not be performed (i.e., the 

results were unreliable) for larger values of q because of the large number of 

parameters. Indeed, for q = 4, the probability distribution P( x0, x1, x2, x3) 

already consists of 44 256 parameters! Computer search was possible only 

because this number of variables could be reduced to 57, by applying some 

techniques that are described below. For q ~ 5, not even this reduction made 

computations feasible. 
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Now we will show how the number of parameters in the probability 

distribution can be reduced when searching for an optimum rate point. Let q ~ 2 

and define P( i**' • ·*) := Pr{I0 = i}, etcetera, analogous to the definition in the 

proof of Theorem (5.2.2.4). Now the rate point in (i 
0 

corresponding to this 

distribution, say l(P) = (l0(P) ,11 (P), .. ,lq_ 1 (P)), can be written as 

(5.2.3.6) l (P) = E P(•· ·•i••· ·•)h(P(•· ·•ii•· ·•)) 
c ifc P(*"*i**"*) 

where the i in P( * · · * i•• · · *) is in coordinate position c-1 and the two i's in 

P( * .. * ii• .. *) are in positions c-1 and c. 

First of all, if we want to find the maximum average rate C 
0

, we can apply 

exactly the same reasoning as used in the proof of Theorem (5.2.2.4) to show that 

the optimum P( ·) satisfies 

P(x0 ,z1'z2 , .. ,x q- 1) = P(z q- 1 +1 ,x0+1 ,x1 +1, .. ,xq- 2+1) 

for all (x0 ,xl'x2 , .. ,xq- 1) e.Aq. For q=4, this reduced the number of 

parameters from 256 to 70. Further reduction to 57 parameters is possible by 

Theorem (5.2.3.7) below, stating that, for an optimum rate point l(P) in Ci
0

, we 

may assume 

P(•· ·•c,c+1,*· ·•) = 0 ifthe c+1 is in coordinate position c. 

(5.2.3.7) Theorem. Let P be a distribution such that l.(P) e g 
0

. Then there is a 

distribution p* such that l(P*) t l.(P) (componentwise inequality) and 

P*(*• •*C c+l *' ·•) = 0 l I " 

if the c+1 is in coordinate position c. D 

Proof: Let P be a distribution with P(h· ·•0) > 0. We will define a distribution 

p* for which l.(P*) t l.(P) with strict inequality and P*(l•· ·•0) = 0. Let, for 

all ( x0, x1 , · · , x q- 1) e .Aq, 
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P*(x0 ,z1, · · ,x q- 1) := P(x0,x1, · · ,x q- 1) if (z0 ,z q- 1) rJ {(1 ,o),(o,o)}, 

r(1,z1' .. ,zq-2'0) := 0, 

P*(o ,z1' · · ,x q- 2 ,0) := P(O,x1' · · ,x q- 2 ,0) + P(l ,x1' .. ,x q- 2,0). 

Clearly, p* is a probability distribution. It satisfies 

and 

if the pair of i's are not in positions ( 0,1) or ( q- 1, 0). By ( 5.2.3.6), this yields 

lc(P*) = lc(P) for c rJ {0,1}. 

For c 0, we find 

R (P*) E P*(*••*i)h(P*(i*··*i)). 
0 i#O P*(**"*i) 

It is easy to check that 

P*(*"*i) = P(*"*i) and P*(i*"*i) P(i*"*i) 

for i # 0. Therefore i 0(P*) = R0(P). Finally, 

l
1

(P*) = E P*(i*"*)h(P*(ii*"*)). 
i#1 P*(i**''*) 

We have 

P*(i*"*) P(i*· •*) and P*(ii*"*) P(ii*· ·*) for i # 0, i # 1, 

P*(O*· •*) = P(O*· •*) + P(h· •*0), 

P*(OO*· •*) P(OO*· •*) + P(10*• •*0). 

It follows that 

B1(P*) = E P*(i*"*)h(P*(ii*"*)) E P(i*"*)h(P(ii*"*)) + 

#1 P*(i**"*) #0,1 P(i**"*) 

+ (P(O*''*)+P(1*''*0))h(P(OO*••*)+P(10*••*0)). 
P(O**''*)+P(1**''*0) 
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Define 

a::= P(OO•· ·•), b:= P(lO•· ·•0), 

y:= P(O•· ·•)-P(OO•· ·•), Ay:= P(h· ·•0)-P(lO•· ·•0). 

Then, by Lemma (5.2.2.6): 

(P(O•· ·• )+P(h· ·•O))h(P(OO•· '* )+P(10*·. *0)) = p(z+b,y+Ay) 
P(O••··•)+P(l••··•O) 

> p(z,y) = P(O•· ·•)h(P(OO•· ·•)). 
P(O**' ·•) 

Therefore 

1
1 

(P*) ~ E P(i•· ·•)h(P(ii•· ·•)) = 1
1 

(P). 
#1 P(i**"*) 

This proves that l.(P*) !:: l.(P) with strict inequality. If p* is such that 

P*(• .. •c,c+l,•· ·•) > 0 for some c # 0, then the above argument can be 

repeated to change p* to a new distribution p** having p**(•· ·•c,c+1,•· ·•) 0 

and l.(P**) !:: l.(P*), et cetera. This proves the theorem. o 

Theorem (5.2.3.7) is one more indication that {}
0 

and c1 may be equal for 

all q, because of the following. Let l. E {} 
0 

correspond to a distribution for which 

(5.2.3.8) P(•· ·•ij• .. *) = 0 if j + c, i # j and the j is in position c. 

Hence, for this distribution, I c = j implies I c- 1 = j if j # c. Now define 

a~:= Pr{lc_ 1 ::: i} fori E A, c EA. 

Then, because of property (5.2.3.8), we have for i # c: 

Pr{lc_ 1 =i and Ic=i}=Pr{lc=i}=a~+l. 

Consequently, 

l = E a~·h(a~+l fa~). 
c iEA\ { c} 't ' ' 
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This shows that 8. e Cl' by Definition (4.2.2.1}. Therefore, if (5.2.3.8) would hold 

for all points in g 
0

, we would have g 
0 

c c1. Now Theorem ( 5.2.3. 7) states that, 

at least for i = c and i = c+l, (5.2.3.8) holds for all 'good' rate points in g
0

• 

Summarizing, we have found that the optimum points in g 
0 

have some of 

ihe properties of rate points in c1. Because of this, we conjecture that the outer 

bound region of .t(2) and the case 1-capacity region of the WUM are indeed 

equal and hence, that .t(2) is the q-ary ring channel we were looking for. We 

have not found a proof for this statement yet, but computer search appears to 

confirm the conjecture. 

Our search for a generalization of the BMC with the aforementioned 

property has lead us to some new examples of multi-user channels. Our study of 

q-ary ring channels, as defined in this chapter, may be a step towards a more 

general theory of Shannon-like 'q-way channels'. 
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List of Symbols 

The following notational conventions are used in this thesis. 

Sets are denoted with script capitals: .4, C, 0, 1, 1, l'. A bar over such a symbol 

denotes the closure of the set: 1, V. 

Constants are denoted with italic capitals: I, N, I, l, and indices are denoted 

with italic minuscules: c, i, j, k, n. 

Random variables and their realizations are denoted with italic capitals and the 

corresponding lower case letters, respectively: Y,w, I,x, Y,y, S,s. 

A vector oflength N is denoted as11.8 or (x0,x1, .. ,z8_1) or (z(O),x(1), .. ,z(N-1)). 

If N = 0, this notation represents the empty sequence. 

IN, lR and ( denote the sets of natural, real and complex numbers, respectively. 

Here IN:= {1,2, ... }. 

Let I and Y be random variables over finite sets 1 and Y with distribution P IY 

and marginals PI and P y . We denote the entropy of I as 8( I): 

8(1}:= L -PI(z).log(PI(z)). 
x e 1 

The average mutual information between I and Y is denoted as I( I; Y), with 

~ 'n(z,y) 
I(I;Y):= k Pn(z,y)·log( ). 

( x, y) e 1 " y 1 I( z) 1 y( Y) 

In these expressions, the base of the logarithm is 2. 

The following is a list of the most important symbols used in this thesis. 

The page number refers to the page where the symbol is introduced. Symbols not 

occurring in this list are defined in the text at the point where they are used. 
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0 45, 116 c( c) 
c 
0 117 t 

138, 147 

~ 136 
Ck(n) 75 

.!! 167 
ci 121, 127 

a~ 127, 140, 164 
c,cx 11 

~ d(. '.) 14 
a~. 
tJ 165 D 76 

a~(n) 135, 146 f(z) 153, 178 

P~(n) 134 
f(N), f(N), ... 98 

c 
fc(.) 118, 120, 126 

1· 1i 168 I. (.) 10, 182 t,n 
{o 153 /x(. '.) 8, 19 

fin 74 lx,c(·,·) 181 
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' z 

F(N) 42 

Ac 169 ,O(H) 45 

II(. '.) 164 1-'(H) 49 

p(. '.) 189 1, 1(N) 42 

ui(·) 24 fJ, fJ(N) 45 

E 168 
~.~(N) 49 

;(·) 21 
gc(·) 118, 120, 126, 169 

!ll(·) 136 
g i( • I •) 10, 182 

"t 58 
(J ., (J 188 z 0 

16(.) 183 
gi 12, 188 

.A 7, 29,35,125 
g ,(H) 13 

f. 

.An,i 36 go 13, 188 

b(oo) 111 h(·) 15 

b(H) 98 H(.}' 8(. I . ) 12 

bt 76 ll 57 

lJ 57 
I(.; ·I . } 12 

D(N) 67 
1 i(.) 24 

B, B(N) 68 
l 6, 181 
x(N) 13 

co 12 
c. 122 

it 58 
z 

c. 152 
I (c) I (c) 137, 147 

z ,av 0 ' 1 
I(.A) 79 
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1c•Jlc 9, 117, 120, 126, 182 sc 138 
N 9, 10, 116 

tl, t2 ... 100 
lf 57, 62 

1c 129, 155 
I(.:.) 129 

11' 12 ... 100 
1inv' 1vis 71 

v(N), tP(N), ... 98 
pc 163 Y(N) 51 IJ 

Pc 128, 161, 163 f(N) 54 
c 165 r0(N) 63 Pcc'Pcc•Pcc 

p 128, 164 Y, V(N) 53 
P*( ·I·) 6 V0

, vD(N) 54 
1cc 166 Vo, yO,(N) 64 
1e,c 10, 182 w(...f) 35 
1err(C) 121, 127 wk, ilk 9,118 
P(·) 12 finv' "vis 71 

P( i**) 190, 196 "k· yk 9,118,125,182 ..,. 78 
' zc, Ic 6, 181 

q 125 .i(c,i,j) 138, 147 
q.A 73 N N 7 -'c•l.c 
finv' fvis 73 

zi,n' 1i,n 7, 10 
.r(...f) 35 

*k•l.k 118, 125 
l.,lc 11, 121, 127, 182 

Nf'_ 
l.(uo,ul) 34 $i, i 13 

li(n) 
lc 6, 181 

74 
"c' r c 6, 181 

'i (n) 76 lt: . .r: 1av 122, 152 7, 182 

l.inv•lvis 71 '~~i,n' 1i,n 7 

lvis(T) 67 l(.A) 37 
NyN_ l.(n), lc(n) 74, 135, 146 y ., . 13 
' l 

l.(P), lc(P) 190, 196 Yc 6, 181 
1.(1) 36 

"~' "a· 14 
127, 128 

§.k, sk(n) 116, 125 

S.k' Sk(n) 117, 125 
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Subject Index 
Achievable, 11, 68, 121, 127, 182 
&phabet, 7,33, 70,125 

input, 6, 181 
output, 6, 181 

ruternating, 119 
area, 21 

Basic intervru, 24, 25, 70 
basic rectangle, 24, 48 
Benschop, 179 
Berger, 17, 19 
binary multiplying channel, 8, 174 
block length, 10, 125 
BMC, 8, 14, 98-109 

generalized, 180 
q-ary, 188-191 

bootstrapping, 16, 64-66, 81 
Borden, 123, 128 
breadth, 57 

Capacity, 1 
average, 152, 172 
region, 2, 11, 31, 95, 121, 127 
zero-error, 97-98 

Ceby8ev's inequality, 167 
cell, 116, 125 
channel, 1 

function, 8, 181, 193 
restricted, 18 
T-, 8, 17, 37 
ternary, 18, 30, 110 

closure, 42 
code, 10, 46, 182 

fixed length, 60, 95 
variable length, 62 
zero-error, 48, 60, 99 

codeword, 142 
length, 10, 62, 96 

Cohen, 124 
compression, 70, 79-80 
connected regions, 28, 38 
construction, 75, 103, 123 
converse, 124, 133, 145, 159, 186 
convex, 11, 12,86, 145,187 
copies of tree, 44, 56, 72, 91 
correlated source coding, 69 
cycle, 115, 125 

Decoder, 9, 117-118 
decoding function, 10, 118, 126, 182 
dependence b&ance bound, 17 

depth, 42 
derived channel, 13, 22 
deterministic, 8 
distance, 14, 42 
Dueck, 16 

Encoder, 9, 117-118 
encoding function, 10, 118, 126, 182 
Engels, 33 
entropy, 12, 50 
equivalence, 32, 129 
erasure, 177-178 
error probability, 10, 83, 121, 140, 182 
eventually error-free, 130 
exponential convergence, 57 

~ano, 136, 146, 159, 186 
fate of a. cell, 156-158 
feedback, 7, 178-179 
filter, 116, 125 

Gaal, 32 
generalized defects, 155 
graphical representation, 3, 19, 21 
grid, 47, 60, 92 

Hagelbarger code, 64, 103 
Han, 16 
Hazewindus, 68 
height, 57 
Hekstra, 17 
hole, 116 

Information theory, 1 
inner bound, 12, 19 
input, 7, 24, 181 
interval, 19 
invisible vertex, 66 

Jacobs, 32, 110 
Jelinek, 16 
jointly typical (j.t.), 140, 148 

}(uznetsov, 125, 155 

Labeling, 129-131 
Lagrange multiplier method, 169 
limiting region, 14, 88 
Lormans, 110 
L~hape, 54, 104, 177 
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Markov chain, 71, 112, 134, 145, 163 
Massey, 19 
memoryless, 7 
message, 9, 117 

pair, 57, 78 
set,9 

mutual information, 12, 22 

Optical disc, 114 
optimization, 100, 103, 123, 162 
outer bound, 13, 174, 195 
output, 7, 181 
Ozarow, 159 

Packet, 78 
partition pattern, 30-33, 110, 193 
partitioning, 22, 29, 55 
pattern, 129 
PBV, 65 
periodicity, 73, 119, 134 
P6lya theory, 32 
possible bootstrap vertex, 65 
product distribution, 12, 20, 183 
pruning, 51 

Random coding, 128, 183 
rate, 4 

average, 98, 110, 122, 151 
of code, 11, 49,63, 121,182 
of strategy distribution, 25 
oftree,34,36,49,51 
of vertex, 35 

resolution, 22 
ring channel, 5, 181-199 
rootlike rectangle, 43-46, 53-54 
Rouche, 154 

Salehi, 17 
Schalkwijk, 3, 16, 65, 105, 109 
Shannon, 1,6, 12,45, 88,182 
Simonyi, 123, 124, 156 
Slepian, 69 
slicing, 55, 66, 69, 92 
Smeets, 102, 106 
source, 9, 117 
state 

of channel, 155 
of Markov chain, 71-73, 134 
of WUM, 116-117, 125 

stationary distribution, 73, 135, 163 
strategy, 13 

distribution, 45 
function, 24, 35, 47 
tree, 28, 35, 87 

subrectangle, 21 
successor, 29 
symmetrical 

WUM code, 119 
rate, 15,99 
strategy tree, 99, 101 

Threshold, 22, 39-40, 100 
Tiersma, 18 
time sharing, 19, 88, 133, 139 
Tolhuizen, 16, 56 
transition 

matrix, 6, 8 
probability, 71, 163 

tree, 4, 29, 42 
bootstrap, 67 
fixed length, 42 
variable length, 42, 51 

TWC,2 
two-way channel, 2, 6, 180 
type assignment, 66, 92 
type of filter, 116, 126 
typical, 140, 183 

jointly, 140, 148 
rectangle, 56 
state, 140, 148, 163 

Uniform distribution, 24, 35, 44 
unit square, 19 
user, 6, 18 

Van der Ham, 33 
Van der Heijden, 110 
Van der Leur, 103 
vertex, 29 
Vinck, 124 
visible 

depth, 66 
distance, 66 
rate, 67, 92 
vertex, 66 

Weight, 35, 71 
Willems, 17, 124, 133, 136 
Wolf, 69 
write-unidirectional memory, 2 
WUM, 2, 120, 174 

binary, 114, 116 
q-ary' 125-126 

Wyner, 159 

ZBS bound, 17 
Z-channel, 124 
Zhang, 17, 19 
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Samenvatting 

Dit proefschrift behandelt twee onderwerpen uit de informatietheorie, te 

weten tweewegkanalen (TWC's) en schrijf-eenrichtings-geheugens (WUM's). 

Een TWC modelleert communicatie in twee richtingen: twee gebruikers 

willen elkaar gelijktijdig informatie sturen. Het kanaal dat zij gebruiken produ

ceert voor elke gebruiker een (discrete) output die afhangt van beide inputs. Het 

kanaal is geheugenloos, maar elke gebruiker mag zijn volgende input Iaten afhan'

gen van eerdere inputs en outputs. We onderzoeken hoe efficient dit kanaal ge

bruikt kan worden, d.w.z. we zoeken bet capaciteitsgebied. 

In bet proefschrift brengen we enige 'losse' resultaten uit bet verleden 

samen onder een theorie. We gebruiken de zogenaamde 'grafische representatie', 

die tweeweg-communicatie berleidt tot partitionering van bet eenheidsvierkant. 

Dit was reeds bekend voor een voorbeeld van een TWC, bet binaire 'and' kanaal 

(BMC), maar deze methode blijkt bruikbaar voor een grote klasse van kanalen. 

Hiermee is bet mogelijk goede ondergrenzen aan capaciteitsgebieden af te leiden. 

Een WUM is een model van een herschrijfhare optische plaat. Op zo'n 

plaat staat binaire informatie en in een schrijfcyclus kunnen symbolen slechts in 

een richting veranderd worden: ofwel nullen kunnen in en en veranderen (over de 

hele plaat; we noemen dit een 1-cyclus), of enen kunnen in nullen veranderen (een 

0-cyclus). We nemen aan dat 0- en 1-cycli elkaar afwisselen. Ook bier vragen we 

naar de capaciteit: we willen zo veel mogelijk informatie opslaan op een plaat. 

We onderscheiden vier gevallen, afhankelijk van de vraag of de schrijver 

en/of de lezer de toestand van de plaat kent v66r bet schrijven. Voor elk van deze 

vier gevallen bepalen we de capaciteit. Voor een aantal van deze gevallen was de 

capaciteit al bekend; in dit proefscbrift generaliseren we deze resultaten naar een 

algemener type WUM, namelijk de WUM over een alfabet met q symbolen. We 

hebben nu q verschillende (cycliscb doorlopen) schrijfcycli. Ook hiervoor bepalen 

we bet capaciteitsgebied, in drie van de vier gevallen. Voor geval 4 (schrijver nocb 

lezer kent de oude toestand) geven we een binnengrens waarvan we vermoeden 

dat hij gelijk is aan de capaciteit. 

Tenslotte leggen we een verband tussen TWC's en WUM's. Omdat bet 

capaciteitsgebied voor twee gevallen van de binaire WUM gelijk is aa.n een funda

mentele buitengrens aan de capaciteit van bet BMC, zoeken we een generalisatie 

van dit fenomeen over een willekeurig alfabet. Dit geeft aanleiding tot gegenerali

seerde TWC's voor q gebruikers, waarvoor we enige eigenscbappen afleiden. 
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I 

Een d.....rumensionale product code met geschikte afmetingen, Rt. n2, .•• , nd, waarbij 
de codesymbolen cyclisch gerangschikt zijn, kan niet aileen bursts ter lengte n1 
corrigeren, zoals aangetoond door Bahl en Chien, maar is tevens in staat bursts 
ter lengte n1·n2· • •ns te corrigeren voor s ~ d-2. Bovendien kan er een eenvoudig 
decodeeralgoritme gegeven worden voor het geval dat d = 3. 

L. R. Bahl and R. T. Chien, "Multiple-Burst-Error Correction by 
Threshold Decoding", Inform. Control, vol. 15, pp. 397-406, 1969. 

W. M. C. J. van Overveld, "Multiple-burst error-eorrecting cyclic product 
codes", IEEE Trans. Inf. Th., vol. IT-33, no. 6, pp. 919-923, Nov. 1987. 

n 

Bij vaste-lengte strategieen voor een tweewegkanaal neerot zowel bet aantal 
parameters in de inputverdeling als het aantal locale maxima van de ratefunctie 
exponentieel toe in de bloklengte. Om deze reden zijn numerieke optimaliserings
methoden in de praktijk niet bruikbaar bij het zoeken naar een globaal maximum. 

Dit proefschrift, § 3.6. 

m 
Voor WUM codes met alfabetgrootte q voor geval 2 zoals gedefinieerd in dit 
proefschrift, maar waarbij de volgorde van de cycli door de encoder beslist mag 
worden (zoals voor q = 2 is beschreven door Borden), is de maximale rate voor 
kleine bloklengte aanzienlijk groter dan bij het cyclisch doorlopen van de schrijf
cycli. Als l(N) de maximale rate is bij bloklengte H, dan geldt: 

1{1) ~ log(q)/H, 1(2) ~ log(2q-1)/H, 1(3) ~ log(4q-3)/H, 1(4) ~ log(6q-5)/H. 

Voor q = 2 treedt hierin gelijkheid op. 

J. M. Borden, "Coding for write - unidirectional memories", submitted to 
IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4. 

IV 

Beschouw de volgende generalisatie van Tiersma•s vermoeden: 
"Voor k E IN bevat elke 0/1 matrix met 4k enen een submatrix met 2k enen". 

Als de matrix minstens 2k niet-lege rijen bevat, dan is deze bewering waar en is 
de submatrix te vormen door een aantal rijen uit de matrix te schrappen. 
In zijn algemeenheid echter is de vraag of het schrappen van rijen kan leiden tot 
de gewenste submatrix een NP-volledig probleem. 

H. J. Tiersma, "Constructing Codes", Ph. D. Thesis, Eindhoven University 
of Technology, p. 44, 1989. 

M. R. Garey and D. S. Johnson, Computers and Intractability: A Guide to 
the Theory of NP-Completeness, p. 47. Freeman: New York, 1979. 



v 

[
(1- a)NJ 

Laat IE IN, If E IN en a E ro,tj2l met IS a/f J. De constructie van bepaalde 
bina.ire symmetrische W'OM coaes voor geval 2 (cf. SimonyiJ met rate log(l)/N 
is equivalent met de constructie van een 11goede 1-kleuring ( cf. Berge) van de 
hypergraaf ( .r,e) met 

.r := bi e {o,1}8 I wt(~i) =aN}, t::= {ei 1 i = 1 ,2, ••• , [:lfh, 
en ei := {~j e .r I (.li'~j) =aN} waarbij .li het complement van ~i is. 

G. Simonyi, 110n Write - Unidirectional Memory codes11
, IEEE Trans. 

Inform. Theory, vol. IT-35, no. 3, pp. 663-669, May 1989. 

C. Berge, "On the good k-colourings of a hypergraph", in Infinite and 
Finite Sets, vol. 1, edited by A. Hajnal, R. Rado, Vera T. S6s. North 
Holland: Amsterdam- London, 1975. 

VI 

Het door verscheidene auteurs opgemerkte verband tussen de afname in (informa
tietheoretische) entropie van een systeem en de hiermee gepaard gaande energie
dissipatie (d.w.z. de toename in thermodynamische entropieJ is te beschouwen als 
een omzetting van "verwarring11 in "verwarming". 

J. von Neumann, Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata, ed. A. W. Burks, 
p. 66. Univ. of Illinois Press: Urbana/London, 1966. 

L. Brillouin, Science and Information Theory, Ch. 12. Academic Press: 
New York, 1963. 

VII 

Het alfabet dat "Cyrillisch" genoemd wordt, draagt deze naam niet terecht omdat 
het een duidelijk andere oorsprong heeft dan het door Cyrillus ontworpen schrift. 

H. Jensen, Die Schrift in Vergangenheit und Gegenwart, 2e gew. druk. 
Oost-Berlijn, 1958. 

VIII 

Het aantal malen dat een vrouwelijke promovendus aan een technische universi
teit bij vergissing voor va.kgroepssecretaresse aangezien wordt is wellicht te 
verminderen door meer mannen als secretaresse in dienst te nemen. 


